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Preface

This Sun Java SystemAccessManager PolicyAgent 2.2 Guide for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 is a Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) agent guide. Therefore, it
provides general information about J2EE agents in the Sun JavaTM SystemAccessManager Policy
Agent 2.2 software set. This guide also provides specific information about Sun Java SystemAccess
Manager PolicyAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4.

This J2EE agent supports the following servers:

� BEAWebLogic Server 8.1 SP4
� BEAWebLogic Portal 8.1 SP4
� BEAWebLogic Express 8.1 SP4

This guide applies to all the servers specified in the preceding list. Formore support and
compatibility information, see “Supported Platforms and Compatibility ofAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 58.

Included in this guide is information about installing, configuring, uninstalling, and troubleshooting
J2EE agents, again with the focus being onAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4.

WhoShouldUse This Book
This Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy Agent 2.2 Guide for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
is intended for use by IT professionals whomanage access to their network using Sun Java System
servers and software.Administrators should understand the following technologies:

� Directory technologies
� JavaServer PagesTM (JSP) technology
� HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
� HyperTextMarkup Language (HTML)
� eXtensibleMarkup Language (XML)
� J2EE technologies
� Enterprise Java Beans (EJB)
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BeforeYouReadThis Book
Sun Java System PolicyAgent software works with Sun Java SystemAccessManager. Both products
work with Sun Java Enterprise System, a software infrastructure that supports enterprise
applications distributed across a network or Internet environment. Furthermore, Sun Java System
Directory Server is a necessary component in a newAccessManager deployment since it is used as
the data store. To understand how these products interact and to understand this book, you should
be familiar with the following documentation:

� Sun Java Enterprise System documentation set, which can be accessed online at
http://docs.sun.com. All Sun technical documentation is available online through this web
site, including the other documentation sets referred to in this list.
You can browse the documentation archive or search for a specific book title, part number, or
subject.

� Sun Java SystemDirectory Server documentation set.
� Sun Java SystemAccessManager documentation set, which is explained inmore detail

subsequently in this chapter.
� Sun Java SystemAccessManager PolicyAgent 2.2 documentation set, which is explained inmore

detail subsequently in this chapter.

HowThis Book IsOrganized
This book is organized in the followingmanner:

Preface, this chapter, provides information about this book to help you use the book to your best
advantage.

Chapter 1 introduces J2EE agents in PolicyAgent 2.2, focusing on what all J2EE agents have in
common in this release.

Chapter 2 provides information to prepare for the installation of J2EE agents in the PolicyAgent 2.2
software set and, after installation, to locate J2EE agent files required to configure J2EE agents and to
perform other tasks.

Chapter 3 provides instructions for installing PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4.

Chapter 4 provides information about J2EE agent configuration that is required for PolicyAgent 2.2
for agents to function as intended.

Chapter 5 provides information and references to other parts of this guide to enable you to install this
agent in a clustered environment.

Chapter 6 provides information about themethods available formanaging PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4, withmost of the information being applicable to all J2EE agents in
the PolicyAgent 2.2 software set.

Preface
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Chapter 7 provides instructions for uninstalling PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal
8.1 SP4.

AppendixAprovides instructions for creating and using a script for automatic installation or
uninstallation of a J2EE agent in the PolicyAgent 2.2 software set.

Appendix B provides a list of the properties in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration
file for PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 withmost properties being
applicable to all the J2EE agents in the PolicyAgent 2.2 software set.

Appendix C provides troubleshooting information about Sun Java System PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 that includes potential symptoms, causes, and solutions.

RelatedBooks
SunMicrosystems server documentation sets, some of which arementioned in this preface, are
available at http://docs.sun.com. These documentation sets provide information that can be
helpful for a deployment that includes PolicyAgent.

AccessManagerDocumentation Set
The following table lists documents in the documentation set and provides a description of each
document.

Note – For instructions on installingAccessManager, see the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4
Installation Guide for UNIX.

TABLE P–1AccessManager 7 2005Q4Documentation Set

Title Description

Sun Java SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4 Release
Notes

Available after the product is released. Contains
last-minute information, including a description of
what is new in this current release, known problems
and limitations, installation notes, and how to report
issues with the software or the documentation.

Sun Java SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4 Technical
Overview

Provides an overview of howAccessManager
components work together to consolidate identity
management and to protect enterprise assets and
web-based applications. Explains basicAccess
Manager concepts and terminology

Preface
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TABLE P–1AccessManager 7 2005Q4Documentation Set (Continued)
Title Description

Sun Java SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4
Deployment Planning Guide

Provides information about planning a deployment
within an existing information technology
infrastructure

Sun Java SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4
Performance Tuning Guide

Describes how to tuneAccessManager and its related
components.

Sun Java SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4
Administration Guide

Describes how to useAccessManager Console as well
as how tomanage user and service data via the
command line.

Sun Java SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4 Federation
and SAMLAdministration Guide

Provides information about the features inAccess
Manager that are based on the LibertyAlliance Project
and SAMLspecifications. It includes information on
the integrated services based on these specifications,
instructions for enabling a Liberty-based environment,
and summaries of the application programming
interface (API) for extending the framework.

Sun Java SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4
Developer’s Guide

Offers information on how to customizeAccess
Manager and integrate its functionality into an
organization’s current technical infrastructure.
Contains details about the programmatic aspects of the
product and itsAPI.

Sun Java SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4 CAPI
Reference

Provides summaries of data types, structures, and
functions that make up theAccessManager public C
APIs.

Sun Java SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4 Java API
Reference

Are generated from Java code using the JavaDoc tool.
The pages provide information on the implementation
of the Java packages inAccessManager.

Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy Agent 2.2
User’s Guide

Provides an overview of PolicyAgent software,
introducing web and J2EE agents.Also provides a list
of web and J2EE agents currently available.

Updates to the Release Notes and links tomodifications of the core documentation can be found on
theAccessManager page at the Sun Java System 2005Q4 documentation web site. Updated
documents aremarked with a revision date.

Preface
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PolicyAgent 2.2Documentation Set
Other PolicyAgent guides, besides this guide, are available as described in the following sections:

� “Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy Agent 2.2 User’s Guide” on page 15
� “Other IndividualAgent Guides” on page 15
� “Release Notes” on page 16

Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy Agent 2.2 User’s
Guide
The Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy Agent 2.2 User’s Guide is available in two documentation
sets: theAccessManager documentation set as described in Table P–1 and in the PolicyAgent 2.2
documentation set as described in this section.

Other IndividualAgentGuides
The individual agents in the PolicyAgent 2.2 software set, of which this book is an example, are
available on a different schedule thanAccessManager itself. Therefore, documentation forAccess
Manager and PolicyAgent are available in separate sets, except for Sun Java SystemAccessManager
Policy Agent 2.2 User’s Guide, which is available in both documentation sets.

The documentation for the individual agents is divided into two subsets: a web agent subset and a
J2EE agent subset.

Each web agent guide in the PolicyAgent 2.2 software set provides general information about web
agents and installation, configuration, and uninstallation information for a specific web agent.

Each J2EE agent guide in the PolicyAgent 2.2 software set provides general information about J2EE
agents and installation, configuration, and uninstallation information for a specific J2EE agent.

The individual agent guides are listed along with supported server information in the following
chapters of the Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy Agent 2.2 User’s Guide:

WebAgents Chapter 2, “AccessManager PolicyAgent 2.2WebAgents: Compatibility,
Supported Servers, andDocumentation,” in Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy
Agent 2.2 User’s Guide

J2EEAgents Chapter 3, “AccessManager PolicyAgent 2.2 J2EEAgents: Compatibility,
Supported Servers, andDocumentation,” in Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy
Agent 2.2 User’s Guide

Preface
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ReleaseNotes
The Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy Agent 2.2 Release Notes are available online after an
agent or set of agents is released. The release notes include a description of what is new in the current
release, known problems and limitations, installation notes, and how to report issues with the
software or the documentation.

Sun Java Enterprise SystemProductDocumentation
For useful information for related products, see the following documentation collections on the Sun
Java Enterprise System documentation web site (http://docs.sun.com/prod/entsys.05q4)

� Sun Java SystemDirectory Server:
http://docs.sun.com/coll/1316.1

� Sun Java SystemWeb Server:
http://docs.sun.com/coll/1308.1

� Sun Java SystemApplication Server:
http://docs.sun.com/coll/1310.1

� Sun Java SystemMessage Queue:
http://docs.sun.com/coll/1307.1

� Sun Java SystemWeb Proxy Server:
http://docs.sun.com/coll/1311.1

Accessing SunResourcesOnline
For product downloads, professional services, patches and support, and additional developer
information, go to the following:

Download Center
http://wwws.sun.com/software/download

Sun Java System Services Suite
http://www.sun.com/service/sunps/sunone/index.html

Sun Enterprise Services, Solaris Patches, and Support
http://sunsolve.sun.com/

Developer Information
http://developers.sun.com/prodtech/index.html
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Contacting SunTechnical Support
If you have technical questions about this product that are not answered in the product
documentation, go to:

http://www.sun.com/service/contacting

Related Third-PartyWebSite References
Sun is not responsible for the availability of third-party web sites mentioned in this document. Sun
does not endorse and is not responsible or liable for any content, advertising, products, or other
materials that are available on or through such sites or resources. Sun will not be responsible or liable
for any actual or alleged damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused by or in connection with use of
or reliance on any such content, goods, or services that are available on or through such sites or
resources.

SunWelcomesYour Comments
Sun is interested in improving its documentation and welcomes your comments and suggestions.

To share your comments, go to http://docs.sun.com and click Send Comments. In the online
form, provide the document title and part number. The part number is a seven-digit or nine-digit
number that can be found on the title page of the guide or at the top of the document.

For example, the title of this guide is Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy Agent 2.2 Guide for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4, and the part number is 819-4767.

Documentation, Support, andTraining

Sun Function URL Description

Documentation http://www.sun.com/documentation/ Download PDF andHTML
documents, and order printed
documents

Support and
Training

http://www.sun.com/training/ Obtain technical support,
download patches, and learn
about Sun courses
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Typographic Conventions
The following table describes the typographic changes that are used in this book.

TABLE P–2TypographicConventions

Typeface or Symbol Meaning Example

AaBbCc123 The names of commands, files, and directories,
and onscreen computer output

Edit your .login file.

Use ls -a to list all files.

machine_name% you have mail.

AaBbCc123 What you type, contrasted with onscreen
computer output

machine_name% su

Password:

aabbcc123 Placeholder: replace with a real name or value The command to remove a file is rm
filename.

AaBbCc123 Book titles, new terms, and terms to be
emphasized

Read Chapter 6 in theUser’s Guide.

Perform a patch analysis.

Do not save the file.

[Note that some emphasized items
appear bold online.]

Shell Prompts in CommandExamples
The following table shows the default system prompt and superuser prompt for the
C shell, Bourne shell, and Korn shell.

TABLE P–3Shell Prompts

Shell Prompt

C shell prompt machine_name%

C shell superuser prompt machine_name#

Bourne shell and Korn shell prompt $

Bourne shell and Korn shell superuser prompt #
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Introduction to J2EEAgents for PolicyAgent 2.2

The Sun JavaTM SystemAccessManager PolicyAgent 2.2 software set includes web agents and Java 2
Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) agents. This guide discusses J2EE agents, the functionality of
which has increased for this release. This chapter provides a brief overview of J2EE agents in the 2.2
release as well as some concepts you need to understand before proceeding with a J2EE agent
deployment. For a general introduction of agents, both J2EE agents and web agents, see Sun Java
SystemAccessManager Policy Agent 2.2 User’s Guide.

Deployment container:
This term is used throughout this book to refer to a J2EE-compliant container that is either an
application server or a portal server.

As was true in previous releases, J2EE agents enable deployment containers to enforce authentication
and authorization using Sun Java SystemAccessManager services. To ensure secure client access to
hosted J2EE applications, J2EE agents enforce the following:

� J2EEDeclarative and Programmatic Security (defined in the deployment descriptor of individual
applications)

� URLPolicies (defined inAccessManager)
� Single sign-on (SSO)

This chapter provides information about J2EE agents for the 2.2 release of PolicyAgent as follows:

� “Uses of J2EEAgents” on page 20
� “How J2EEAgentsWork” on page 22
� “What’s NewAbout J2EEAgents” on page 22
� “InformationAbout Using J2EEAgents in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 32

1C H A P T E R 1
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Uses of J2EEAgents
J2EE agents can protect a variety of hosted J2EE applications, which can in turn require policy
implementation that varies greatly from application to application. The security infrastructure of
J2EE provides declarative as well as programmatic security that is platform-independent and is
supported by all the J2EE-compliant deployment containers. For details on how to use the
declarative and programmatic security of the J2EE platform, refer to J2EE documentation, available
at http://java.sun.com/j2ee

The way J2EE agents are used has not changed significantly in the 2.2 release. The agents perform
more effectively and efficiently in this release, but the basic functions are the same.

J2EE agents help enable role-to-principal mapping for protected J2EE applications withAccess
Manager principals. Thus at runtime, when a J2EE policy is evaluated, it is done against the
information available inAccessManager. Using this functionality, administrators can configure their
hosted J2EE applications to be protected by the agent, which provides real security services and also
other key features such as single sign-on.Apart from enabling the J2EE security for hosted
applications, the J2EE agents also provide complete support forAccessManager-based URLpolicies
for enforcing access control over web resources hosted in the deployment container.

The following examples demonstrate how the J2EE agents can be put to use:

J2EEAgents andanOnlineAuctionApplication
Consider a web-based application that facilitates the auction of various kinds of merchandise
between interested parties.Asimple implementation for such an application will require the users to
be in one of three abstract roles, namely Buyer, Seller, orAdministrator. Buyers in this application
will have access to web pages that display the listed auction items, whereas the Sellers may have
access to web pages that allow them to list their merchandise for new auctions. TheAdministrators
may have access to yet another set of web pages that allow them to finalize or cancel existing auctions
in whatever state theymay be in. Using the deployment descriptors, the application developer can
express this intent by protecting such components using abstract security role names. These abstract
role names in turn can bemapped to real principals in a J2EE agent. For example, the role Buyermay
bemapped to anAccessManager role called Employee, the role Seller to anAccessManager role
called Vendor, and the roleAdministrator to anAccessManager role calledAdmin. The abstract role
names used by the application developer can be used to protect the necessary web pages and any
specialized Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) components from unauthorized access by using declarative
as well as programmatic security. Once this application is deployed and configured, the agent will
ensure that only the authorized personnel get access to these protected resources. For example,
access to the pagesmeant for Sellers to list their merchandise for auctions will be granted to user
Deepak only if this user belongs to theAccessManager role called Vendor. Similarly, users Scott and
Gina can place bids on this listed item only if they belong to the role called Buyer. Once the auction
period expires, the auction can be finalized by user Krishnendu only if he is in the role calledAdmin.

Uses of J2EEAgents
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J2EEAgents andaWeb-BasedCommerceApplication
Aweb-based commerce applicationmay have a variety of specialized EJB components that offer a
spectrum of services to clients. For instance, there could be a specialized component that enables the
creation of purchase orders. Similarly, there could be a specialized component that allows the
approval of purchase orders.While such components provide the basic business services for the
application to function, the very nature of tasks that they accomplish requires a security policy to
enforce appropriate use of such services. Using the deployment descriptors, the application vendor
or developer can express this intent by protecting such components using abstract security role
names. For example, a developer can create a role called Buyer to protect the component that allows
the creation of a purchase order and a role calledApprover to protect the component that enables the
approval of a purchase order.While these roles convey the intent of an application developer to
enforce such security policies, they will not be useful unless these abstract role names aremapped to
real life principals such as actual users or actual roles that reside inAccessManager. The J2EE agent
enables the container to enforce such a runtime linkage of abstract security roles to real life
principals. Once the agent is installed and configured, the application security roles can bemapped
to real principals. For example, the role Buyer is mapped to anAccessManager role called Staff, and
the roleApprover is mapped to anAccessManager role calledManager. Thus when userArvind tries
to access the application’s protected resources to create a purchase order, the agent allows this access
only if this user is amember of themapped role Staff. Similarly, a user Jamiemay wish to approve this
purchase order, which will be allowed by the agent only if this user is amember of themapped role
Manager.

J2EEAgents andaContent-BasedWebApplication
Acontent-based web application can offer pay per-view services. The applicationmay be partitioned
into two domains: the public domain that is accessible to anonymous users, and the private domain
that is accessible only to the subscribers of this particular service. Furthermore, the protected domain
of this application can also be subject to strict conditions based on how the user has authenticated,
the time of day, IP address-based conditions and so on. UsingAccessManager-based URLpolicies
for web resources, an administrator specifies such complex policies for the application resources,
which are evaluated by the agent in order to ensure that access to these resources is granted only
when all conditions are satisfied.An administrator can set policies that govern access to these
resources at any level of granularity, such as that for a single user or for an entire organization. For
example, one such policymay govern access to certain resources in such amanner that the usermust
belong to a particular LDAPGroup called Customer and that the time of the day be between 9:00 am
and 5:00 p.m. Thus, if user Rajeev attempts to access this resource, the agent allows access only if this
user is amember of the LDAPGroup Customer, and if the time of day is between 9:00 am and 5:00
p.m.

Uses of J2EEAgents
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HowJ2EEAgentsWork
All J2EE agents communicate withAccessManager by XMLover HTTP. J2EE agents contain two
main components: The agent realm and the agent filter. Together, these two components affect the
operation of the deployment container and the behavior of protected applications on the
deployment container.

� Agent Realm
The agent realm, which is installed as a deployment container-specific platform component,
enables the deployment container to interact with principals stored inAccessManager. The
deployment container then communicates withAccessManager about user profile information.
The agent realm needs to be configured correctly for the agent to enforce J2EE security policies
for protected applications.

� Agent Filter
The agent filter is installed within the protected application and facilitates the enforcement of the
security policies, governing the access to all resources within the protected application. Every
application protected by the agentmust have its deployment descriptors changed to reflect that it
is configured to use the agent filter.Applications that do not have this setting are not protected by
the agent andmightmalfunction or become unusable if deployed on a deployment container
where the agent realm is installed.
The agent realm and agent filter work in tandemwithAccessManager to enforce J2EE security
policies as well asAccessManager-based URLpolicies for authentication and authorization of
clients attempting to access protected J2EE applications.
The agent provides a fully configured and ready-to-use client installation ofAccessManager SDK
for the application server. This SDK offers a rich set ofAPIs supported byAccessManager that
can be used to create security-aware applications that are tailored to work in the security
framework offered byAccessManager. Formore information on how to useAccessManager
SDK, see Sun Java SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4Developer’s Guide.

What’sNewAbout J2EEAgents
J2EE agents offer greater functionality in the 2.2 release. Several important new features have been
added as follows:

� “Removal of J2EEAgent Dependency on LDAP and onAdministrativeAccounts” on page 23
� “Enhanced J2EEAgent Installation Process” on page 24
� “J2EEAgent CoexistenceWithAccessManager” on page 25
� “J2EEAgent Support for Client Identification Based on CustomHTTPHeaders” on page 25
� “J2EEAgent SpecificApplication for Housekeeping Tasks” on page 26
� “J2EEAgent URLPolicy Enhancements” on page 26
� “J2EEAgent Support for Flexible UserMappingMechanisms” on page 28
� “J2EEAgent Support for Fetching User SessionAttributes” on page 28
� “J2EEAgent Support for Version Checking” on page 28
� “J2EEAgent Support for Not-Enforced IP List” on page 29
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� “J2EEAgent Support for CustomResponse Headers” on page 29
� “J2EEAgent Support forApplication Logout Integration” on page 29
� “J2EEAgent Support forApplication SpecificAgent Filter OperationModes” on page 30
� “J2EEAgent Support forAffinity-Based Login URLSelection” on page 30
� “J2EEAgent Support for a SampleApplication” on page 31
� “J2EEAgent Backward CompatibilityWithAccessManager 6.3” on page 31

Removal of J2EEAgentDependencyon LDAPandon
AdministrativeAccounts
In the 2.2 release, certain restrictions have been removed as follows:

� “Removal of J2EEAgent Dependency on LDAP” on page 23
� “Removal of J2EEAgent Dependency onAdministrativeAccounts” on page 23

Removal of J2EEAgentDependencyon LDAP
Unlike previous releases, J2EE agents in the PolicyAgent 2.2 release do not use a direct LDAP
connection. Instead, J2EE agents obtain support for their entire functionality by communicating
withAccessManager solely with XMLover HTTP.

Benefit - Removal of Dependency on LDAP:The benefit of not having an LDAPdependency
includes greater flexibility and scalability of deployments. Since J2EE agents no longer depend on
LDAP connections, they do not require the opening of LDAP communication ports in firewalls,
which was a requirement with certain deployment scenarios in prior J2EE agent releases.With the
LDAPdependency removed, the 2.2 release of J2EE agents requires fewer configuration changes
during installation in protected regions, such as in a demilitarized zone (DMZ), givingmore
deployment flexibility and easing administrative overhead. Removal of the LDAPdependency also
ensures that LDAP server resources are focused to supportAccessManager instances.A focus on
AccessManager instances facilitates the sizing process by eliminating considerations about the load
that an agent would require. This makes the deployment easily scalable andmore flexible and
provides the optimal utilization of deployed resources.

Removal of J2EEAgentDependencyonAdministrativeAccounts
With the authorization of administrators now being handled by an agent profile account, the
dependence on two administrative accounts, the amAdmin account and the amldapuser account, has
been removed. Now, during installation, the agent installer prompts you for the agent profile
account.

Benefit - Removal of Dependency onAdministrative Accounts:The benefit of not using the
amAdmin or amldapuser administrative accounts is greater security. The 2.2 release of J2EE agents
depends solely on a limited agent profile. This dependence does not rely on the existence of sensitive
account information in the agent deployment configuration.

What’s NewAbout J2EEAgents
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Enhanced J2EEAgent InstallationProcess
Starting with this release of J2EE agents, the installation process includes the following features that
allow for a smoother, less restrictive, more secure installation process and deployment:

� “J2EEAgent Support for InstallationUsing Non-Administrative UserAccounts” on page 24
� “Secure Handling of Sensitive Information by J2EEAgents” on page 24
� “Self-Contained Installation of J2EEAgents” on page 24
� “J2EEAgent Support forMultiple Physical Installations” on page 25

J2EEAgent Support for InstallationUsingNon-AdministrativeUser
Accounts
The requirement in prior agent releases that the installation user have root (orAdministrator)
privileges has been removed. The agent can now be installed by any user regardless of access
privileges.

Benefit - Support for InstallationUsingNon-Administrative User Accounts:The benefit of this
feature is that it contributes to amore flexible installation process. Because privileged user accounts
are not required, you can install agents in any directory location based on user preferences.

SecureHandlingof Sensitive Informationby J2EEAgents
All sensitive information, such as passwords, is now read from files. This information is not typed in
clear text during an interactive session. Therefore, it is never displayed in the command line or in any
logs. Formore information about the use of a password file, see the related pre-installation step in the
following section,“Preparing to InstallAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 60
for information about creating and using a password file during the agent installation process.

Benefit - SecureHandling of Sensitive Information:The benefit of this feature is increased security.
With the use of this feature in the new installation process, the need for typing passwords in clear text
on the command line has been eliminated, therebymaking the installation process less vulnerable to
password theft.

Self-Contained Installationof J2EEAgents
All J2EE agent configuration and log files are generated andmaintained within an agent’s installation
directory. This installation directory is referred to as the PolicyAgent base directory. In code
examples this directory is listed as such, PolicyAgent-base. Formore information about the Policy
Agent base directory, see “J2EEAgent Directory Structure in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 49. The
distribution files for the 2.2 release of J2EE agents are provided to you in three formats. You can
choose the format that best fits your needs: zip format, tar format, or a package format. The files are
small in size since the installer for this release uses a simple configurationmechanism. In summary,
when you unpack the binaries, the configuration and log files remain within the installation
directory.
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Benefit - Self-Contained Installation:This feature contributes to amore flexible installation
process. The fact that an installation is self-contained facilitates the installation process and the
subsequent administration process.

J2EEAgent Support forMultiple Physical Installations
There is no longer any restriction on usingmultiple different binaries of the same agent on the same
machine.

Benefit - Support forMultiple Physical Installations:This feature contributes to amore flexible
installation process. The fact that multiple binaries of the same agent can co-exist on the same
machine allows for flexibility in securing complex environments wheremore than one server is
installed on the samemachine. Typically such environments are used for development purposes or
for production using high capacity hardware systems.

J2EEAgent CoexistenceWithAccessManager
Starting with this release, you can deploy a J2EE agent on an instance of a deployment container
whereAccessManager has already been installed. This situation only applies when the J2EE agent
andAccessManager both support the deployment container.

Note thatAccessManager should be installed prior to the agent being installed.

Benefit - CoexistenceWithAccessManager:Certain situations benefit from having a J2EE agent
andAccessManager on onemachine, which is commonly desired for development environments
and for environments where the deployment container is installed on a high capacity systemwhich
can support customer applications along with theAccessManager deployment.

J2EEAgent Support for Client IdentificationBasedon
CustomHTTPHeaders
Starting with this release, J2EE agents can be configured to use customHTTPheaders to identify the
remote client IP address and host name. This client IP address is used to validate anAccessManager
session or to evaluate applicable policies.

Benefit - Support for Client Identification Based onCustomHTTPHeaders:This feature is
specially useful in situations where a proxy server exists between the remote client and the
agent-protected server. In such situations a problem occurs in that the client address information
carried within the request is replaced by the address information of the proxy server. This address
replacement adversely affects session validations and policy evaluations, which depend upon the
correct address information. However, when proxy servers can be configured to send the actual client
address information in separate headers, then J2EE agents in the 2.2 release can use that information.
In summary, this feature allows agents to use the actual client address information in this type of
deployment as if the request were never intercepted by an intermediate proxy server.
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J2EEAgent SpecificApplication forHousekeeping
Tasks
Starting with this release of J2EE agents, a bundled application is available to perform housekeeping
tasks on the deployment container.

This bundled application, when deployed on an agent-protected deployment container instance,
expands the agent’s functionality. For example, this bundled application allows the agent to receive
notifications and to support cross-domain single sign-on. In previous releases, this functionality was
tied to an application referred to as the primary application, which was secured by the agent.

Benefit - Agent Specific Application forHousekeeping Tasks:The benefit of including this
application with J2EE agents is that previously imposed restrictions have been removed from the
primary application. In prior releases of J2EE agents, the primary application had to support such
housekeeping tasks, often requiring additional configuration. For instance, in prior releases,
deploying the primary application with blind web-tier declarative security required changes to the
agent configuration to ensure that the agent would function properly. This additional configuration
is not necessary with the current release since the agent-specific application for housekeeping tasks
takes care of all such functionality.

J2EEAgentURLPolicy Enhancements
Starting with this release of J2EE agents, the following features are available that enhance Uniform
Resource Locator (URL) policy:

� “Remote Policy Evaluation Failover in J2EEAgents” on page 26
� “Configurable Policy EvaluationMechanism in J2EEAgents” on page 26
� “CompositeAdvice in J2EEAgents” on page 27
� “Policy Based ResponseAttributes in J2EEAgents” on page 27

The aforementioned features affect how agents enforce policy decisions. These features are described
in the following paragraphs.

RemotePolicy Evaluation Failover in J2EEAgents
J2EE agents can now leverage session failover functionality to ensure that remote policy evaluation
failover can occur if anAccessManager instance becomes unavailable.

Benefit - Remote Policy Evaluation Failover:The benefit of this feature is the potential for a
seamless user experience in the event of a failure ormaintenance related outage of various servers
within theAccessManager deployment.

Configurable Policy EvaluationMechanism in J2EEAgents
Starting with this release, J2EE agents can be configured to use two different mechanisms to remotely
evaluate policies as follows:
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� The agent remotely requests policy evaluation for all resources applicable to a user within the
agent’s scope of protection.

� The agent remotely requests policy evaluation for the resource accessed by the user and not any
other resources that the usermight access later.

Benefit - Configurable Policy EvaluationMechanism:The configurable policy evaluation
mechanism has a variety of benefits depending on the situation. The very fact that you can configure
the policy evaluationmechanism is beneficial in that it enables you to choose themechanism that
best fits your needs.Moreover, eachmechanism has its advantages and disadvantages.

When configured to perform policy evaluation for all resources within an agent’s scope of protection
the first request is, by design, time consuming while subsequent requests are faster since the results
get cached locally by the agent.

For the secondmechanism, the first request is no slower or faster than subsequent requests.All
requests are processed relatively quickly. However, this mechanism increases network
communication between the agent andAccessManager. Furthermore, the twomechanism can
produce different types of cache growth in agentmemory and thus need to be evaluated closely to
select the best option for your deployment. Key factors that could affect such a decision include the
number of possible distinct resources and the number of policies applicable to an average user.

CompositeAdvice in J2EEAgents
In the 2.2 release, J2EE agents provide a composite advice feature. This feature allows the policy and
authentication services ofAccessManager to decouple the advice handlingmechanism of the agents.
This allows you to introduce andmanage custom advices by solely writingAccessManager side
plug-ins. Starting with this release, you are not required tomake changes on the agent side. Such
advices are honored automatically by the composite advice handlingmechanism.

Benefit - Composite Advice:Abenefit of composite advice is that you can incorporate a custom
advice type without having tomake changes to an agent deployment.

Policy BasedResponseAttributes in J2EEAgents
The policy-based response attribute feature allows the policy service to provide static and dynamic
attributes based on the resource accessed by the user. These attributes can bemade available to the
agent protected application as HTTPheaders, request attributes, or cookies.

Benefit - Policy Based Response Attributes:Abenefit of the policy-based response attribute feature
is that it providesmore flexible support for application-specific agent customizations compared to
prior PolicyAgent releases, which only allowed for static profile attributes to be fetched.
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J2EEAgent Support for FlexibleUserMapping
Mechanisms
Starting with this release, J2EE agents provide support for usermappingmodes that have flexibility
in the user names they choose. In prior releases, a user name had to be anAccessManager user ID.
Now, user names can be chosen from a few different sources as long as the names are for
authenticated users who have trusted identities.A trusted identity can be established on the
agent-protected server for a security principal (or for an equivalent trusted identity of the user). This
mechanism allows the agent to choose a user ID for the authenticated user from the user’s profile
attributes, the user’s session properties, or anHTTPheader accompanying the user request.

Benefit - Support for Flexible UserMappingMechanisms:Themain benefit of this feature is that it
enables a J2EE agent to integrate with a greater number of applications. Some applications do not
acceptAccessManager user IDs as user names. J2EE agents can now integrate with those
applications since PolicyAgent 2.2 can be configured to provide different types of user names.

J2EEAgent Support for FetchingUser Session
Attributes
Before this release of J2EE agents, information for HTTPheaders, request attributes, or cookies was
retrieved, or sourced, solely from profile attributes. Now, this information can also be sourced from
session properties.

Benefit - Support for FetchingUser SessionAttributes:The benefit of this feature is that session
properties can bemore effective for transferring information, especially dynamic information. Prior
to this release, agents could only fetch users’ profile attributes, which tend to be static attributes.
However, session attributes allow applications to obtain dynamic user information when necessary.

J2EEAgent Support for VersionChecking
Starting with this release of J2EE agents, you can easily check the exact version of the agent you are
using, including build date, build number, and client SDK version. Prior to this release,
administrators could not easily identify the build date of the agent they were using. Since code
changes occur between build dates, identifying the exact build can be useful. For the details on how
to check the version of an agent instance, see “agentadmin --version” on page 42.

Benefit - Support for Version Checking:The benefit of this feature is that it allows you to quickly
check the version of the J2EE agent you are using, enabling you to determine which features and bug
fixes are included.
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J2EEAgent Support forNot-Enforced IPList
Starting with this release, J2EE agents support not-enforced IP lists. This new feature is similar to a
pre-existing PolicyAgent feature that also concerns not-enforced lists, specifically not-enforced URI
lists.

The two features share similarities, but are really quite different.Again, the pre-existing feature
supports not-enforcedURI lists.With that feature, an agent always grants access to a URI that
appears on a specified list in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file. On the other
hand, the new feature supports not-enforced IP lists.With this feature, an agent always grants access
to resources when the request comes from amachine with an IP address that appears on a specified
list in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file.

With the new feature, when a request is made to access a resource, a J2EE agent determines the IP
address of themachine where the request originated. The agent compares that IP address to all the
addresses on the not-enforced IP list. If that address is on the list, then that request and all
subsequent requests from that IP address are treated as if the resources requested are not enforced.

The not-enforced IP list can include exact IP addresses and IP addresses that use the asterisk, *,
wildcard character to represent one ormore characters.

Benefit - Support for Not-Enforced IP Lists:The benefit of this feature is that it allows clients on the
not-enforced IP list to by-pass authentication and authorization requirements. This feature can be
employed for administrative, troubleshooting, and testing purposes, too.

J2EEAgent Support for CustomResponseHeaders
Starting with this release, J2EE agents provide support for custom response headers. The agent can
be configured so that custom response headers are set on every request. Such headers are defined
statically in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file and are honored on all enforced
web resources as identified by the agent.

Benefit - Support for CustomResponseHeaders:The benefit of this feature is that it enables
instructions, by way of custom response headers, to be sent to a client or any intermediate entity
between the agent-protected server and the client browser. For example, a custom response header
could be sent instructing an intermediate proxy server not to cache server responses to client
requests.

J2EEAgent Support forApplication Logout
Integration
Starting with this release, J2EE agents can be configured to identify an application logout event and
to synchronize the event with theAccessManager logout. The agent can identify the logout of an
application based on preconfigured information sent with a request as follows:
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� The request URI
� Aquery parameter sent with the request
� Arequest parameter sent within the request body

Benefit - Support for Application Logout Integration:The benefit of this logout integration feature
is that end users can potentially perform a global log out by simply logging out of an application.
Also, J2EE agents, starting with the 2.2 release, are very flexible in terms of the variety of ways they
can identify the log out of an application. This flexibility facilitates the integration between J2EE
agents and applications since applications will rarely need anymodifications to enable them to
match any requirements of the agent.

J2EEAgent Support forApplication SpecificAgent
FilterOperationModes
The application-specific filter operationmodemechanism allows different applications to use
different levels of protection as necessary. Different filter operationmodes provide different levels of
functionality, thus enabling the selection of the best mode for each protected application.

Benefit - Support for Application Specific Agent Filter OperationModes:This feature provides
customized protection for every application. For example, if two applications are deployed where
one uses J2EE policies and the other does not, the agent can be configured to use different filter
modes for each application. The agent will provide support for J2EE policies, but only for the
application that has such policies. The results is the optimal use of system resources since the agent
does not enforce the evaluation of J2EE policies for the application that does not have any J2EE
policies.

J2EEAgent Support forAffinity-Based LoginURL
Selection
Starting with this release, J2EE agents support a prioritized (or an affinity-based) selection of login
URLs for authenticating users. End users are directed to the URLhighest on the list if it is available. If
not, the secondURLon the list is targeted. If a URLhigher on the list becomes available again, the
agent switches to that URL.

You can disable this affinity-based selection process if desired, which would allow you to use a
round-robin selection scheme.

Benefit - Support for Affinity-Based LoginURLSelection:This feature is used when two ormore
AccessManager instances are deployed in geographically distant locations. To best manage the
authentication process, you can give the highest priority to URLs of locally availableAccessManager
instances, resulting in faster response times.
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J2EEAgent Support for a SampleApplication
Starting with this release, the J2EE agents provide a bundled sample application to demonstrate the
key features and functionality of the agent. Some of the features demonstrated are:

� J2EE declarative security
� J2EE programmatic security
� URLpolicy-based access control deployed on an agent-protected deployment container

Formore information about the sample application, see “The SampleApplication” on page 32 and
see the list following Table 2–2 for information about locating the sampleapp directory within the
J2EE agent base directory. The sampleapp directory includes instructions on how to use the sample
application.

Benefit - Support for a Sample Application:The sample application illustrates how applications
need to be configured to take advantage of the protection that agents provide. The sample
application also demonstrates how key functionality, such as support for J2EE security andAccess
Manager based URLpolicies, can be used.

J2EEAgentBackwardCompatibilityWithAccess
Manager 6.3
PolicyAgent 2.2 is backward compatible withAccessManager 6.3 Patch 1 or greater.

Note – PolicyAgent 2.2 is only compatible withAccessManager 6.3 when theAccessManager patch
has been applied.

By default, J2EE agents in the PolicyAgent 2.2 release work withAccessManager 7.While the 2.2
release of PolicyAgent requires some configuration to work withAccessManager 6.3 Patch 1 or
greater, the amount of configuration required is relatively limited. Formore information, see
“ConfiguringAJ2EEAgentWithAccessManager 6.3” on page 53.

Be aware that PolicyAgent 2.2 takes advantage of certain features that exist inAccessManager 7 that
do not exist inAccessManager 6.3, such as “composite advices,” “policy-based response
attributes,”and others.
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InformationAboutUsing J2EEAgents in PolicyAgent 2.2
This section provides information about J2EE agents in PolicyAgent 2.2 that will help you install and
get accustomed to the product. J2EE agents have undergone somemajor changes for the 2.2 release
that affect how you interact with them. Read the following subsections to understand themore
significant ways that changesmade in the 2.2 release affect themanner in which you use a J2EE agent.

Enhanced InstallationProcess for J2EEAgents in
PolicyAgent 2.2
The installation process for J2EE agents is quite different for the 2.2 release. This guide provides you
with a chapter that explains all the details necessary for understanding this process, from unpacking
the J2EE agent binaries to installation related commands, to the directory structure of J2EE agents
once the binaries are unpacked. See Chapter 2.

Increased Functionality of the agentadminProgram
for J2EEAgents in PolicyAgent 2.2
The agentadmin program is a required tool for the 2.2 release of J2EE agents. The functionality has
increased significantly. Themost basic of tasks, such as installation and uninstallation can only be
performed with this tool.

For detailed information on installation related tasks performed with this program, see “Role of the
agentadmin Program in a J2EEAgent for PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 37.

For information on all the tasks performed with this program, see “Key Features and Tasks
PerformedWith the J2EE agentadmin Program” on page 114.

The SampleApplication
Deploy, and interact with the sample application included with PolicyAgent 2.2. Interacting with the
sample application is perhaps the best way available to you to learn how J2EE agents work. The
sample application is deployed at URI/sampleapp. The sample application demonstrates agent
configuration options and features.With this application, you can view agent configuration
examples and you can test if an agent was deployed successfully. To learnmore about this
application, read about the sampleapp directory explained in the list following Table 2–2.Moreover,
the sampleapp directory includes a README.TXT explaining how to build and deploy the sample
application.While you can build the sample application if you desire, this step is not required.When
you unpack the J2EE agent distribution, a sample application named agentsample.ear is created for
you. The full path to this application is as follows:

PolicyAgent-base/sampleapp/dist/agentsample.ear
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Vital Installation Information for a J2EEAgent in
PolicyAgent 2.2

Tomake the installation process of a J2EE agent in PolicyAgent 2.2 simple, essential information
needed for the installation is provided in this chapter.

This chapter applies to all the J2EE agents in the PolicyAgent 2.2 release. However, throughout this
chapter, when a specific J2EE agent is used for example purposes, such as in a command, only one
J2EE agent is shown, PolicyAgent 2.2 for Sun Java SystemApplication Server 8.1. These examples
are provided to illustrate general format. Replace J2EE agent specific information where necessary.

When you are comfortable with the information presented in this chapter, move on to the
installation as described in Chapter 3.

In simple terms, this chapter provides information to help you with the following:

❒ Getting the J2EE agent distribution files on themachine that hosts the deployment container.
The J2EE agent is going to protect the content on that deployment container.

❒ Issuing install-related commands using the agentadmin program. The agentadmin program is a
command-line utility that you will use to install and configure the agent. You should know the
supported command options besides themore common --install option.

❒ Locating the various J2EE agent files after you get them onto the deployment container.

❒ Configuring the J2EE agent withAccessManager 6.3 Patch 1 or greater, if such backward
compatibility is desired.

❒ Creating a J2EE agent profile.

The information referred to in the preceding list is described in the following sections of this chapter:

� “Format of the Distribution Files for a J2EEAgent Installation in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 34
� “Role of the agentadmin Program in a J2EEAgent for PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 37
� “J2EEAgent Directory Structure in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 49
� “ConfiguringAJ2EEAgentWithAccessManager 6.3” on page 53
� “Creating a J2EEAgent Profile” on page 54

2C H A P T E R 2
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Format of theDistribution Files for a J2EEAgent Installation
in PolicyAgent 2.2

The distribution files for a J2EE agent in PolicyAgent 2.2 are provided to you in either a .tar.gz
archive or a .zip archive. To unpack the .tar.gz archive, use the GNU_tar program.

Caution – For .tar.gz archives, do not use a program other than GNU_tar to untar the contents of the
J2EE agent deliverables. Using a different program, such as another tar program, can result in some
files not being extracted properly. To learnmore about the GNU_tar program, visit the following web
site:

http://www.gnu.org/software/tar/tar.html

Each J2EE agent in the PolicyAgent 2.2 release presents you with three compressed-file options. The
file names vary for each agent. For example, PolicyAgent 2.2 for Sun Java SystemApplication Server
8.1 provides the three compressed-file options as follows:

SJS_Appserver_81_agent_2.2.tar.gz

SJS_Appserver_81_agent_2.2.zip

SJS_Appserver_81_agent_2.2_SUNWamas.tar.gz

For other J2EE agents, the file names are different, but the naming format is the same. To see the
names of the preceding compressed files specific to your J2EE agent, see Example 3–1.

Choose the file format that best fits your platform needs. The file that is in a .zip format is for
Windows systems. The other two compressed files both end in .tar.gz. The .tar.gz file with
SUNWam_xx in the file name contains distribution files in a package format. This package format is for
Solaris systems only. The other .tar file, the one containing non-packaged distribution files, is for
any UNIX-based system (including Solaris systems).

The task of unpacking the compressed file that contains the J2EE deliverable files is explained in this
section separately for each platform as follows:

� “ToUnpackNon-Package Formatted Deliverables of a J2EEAgent in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page
35

� “ToUnpack Package Formatted Deliverables of a J2EEAgent in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 35
� “ToUnpack a .zipCompressed file of a J2EEAgent in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 36

Note – If you do not use the Solaris package distribution, therefore you use one of the other two
formats, choose a directory in which to unpack the compressed file. Choose a directory location that
best fits your needs, but note that unpacking the .zip or .tar file distributes the J2EE agent files
within the directory you have chosen, creating subdirectories where necessary, but containing all of
the subdirectories within the original directory that you have chosen.
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� ToUnpackNon-Package FormattedDeliverables of a
J2EEAgent in PolicyAgent 2.2
Follow the steps described in this task to unpack a compressed file that is named in the following
manner:

appserver_version_agent_2.2.tar.gz

The two following facts apply to the this compressed file: It is for any UNIX-based system, including
Solaris systems, and the distribution files contained within this compressed file are not in package
format.

Issue the following command:
# gzip -dc appserver_version_agent_2.2.tar.gz | tar xvf -

where appserver_version represents the specific deployment container, followed by an underscore
“_”, followed by the version.

For example, the command to unpack the archive of PolicyAgent 2.2 for Sun Java System
Application Server 8.1 is as follows:

# gzip -dc SJS_Appserver_81_agent_2.2.tar.gz | tar xvf -

For other J2EE agents, the file names are different, but the naming format is the same. To see the
preceding command specific to your J2EE agent, see Example 3–2.

Purpose of This Task

The preceding step unpacks the archive and provides you with the agent deliverables for Policy
Agent 2.2 for Sun Java SystemApplication Server 8.1.

� ToUnpackPackage FormattedDeliverables of a J2EE
Agent in PolicyAgent 2.2
Follow the steps described in this task to unpack a compressed file that is named in the following
manner:

appserver_version_agent_2.2_SUNWam_xx.tar.gz

The two following facts apply to the this compressed file: It is for Solaris systems only and the
distribution files contained within this compressed file are in package format.

Issue the following command:
# gzip -dc appserver_version_agent_2.2_SUNWam_xx.tar.gz | tar xvf -

◗

More
Information

1
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appserver_version is the name of the specific deployment container, followed by an underscore
“_”, followed by the version

xx is an abbreviated name for the specific deployment container

For example, the command to unpack the archive of PolicyAgent 2.2 for Sun Java System
Application Server 8.1 is as follows:

# gzip -dc SJS_Appserver_81_agent_2.2_SUNWamas.tar.gz | tar xvf -

For other J2EE agents, the file names are different, but the naming format is the same. To see the
preceding command specific to your J2EE agent, see Example 3–3.

Issue the following command:
# pkgadd -d

By default, this command distributes the J2EE agent packages to the following directory:

/opt/j2ee_agents

Purpose of This Task

The preceding steps unpack the archive and provide you with the agent deliverables for PolicyAgent
2.2 for Sun Java SystemApplication Server 8.1.

� ToUnpack a .zipCompressedfile of a J2EEAgent in
PolicyAgent 2.2
Follow the steps described in this task to unpack a compressed file that is named in the following
manner:

appserver_version_agent_2.2.zip

The following fact applies to this compressed file: It is forWindows systems.

Issue the following command:
unzip appserver_version_agent_2.2.zip

where appserver_version represents the specific deployment container, followed by an underscore
“_”, followed by the version.

For example, the command to unpack the archive of PolicyAgent 2.2 for Sun Java System
Application Server 8.1 is as follows:

unzip SJS_Appserver_81_agent_2.2.zip

2

More
Information

◗
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For other J2EE agents, the file names are different, but the naming format is the same. To see the
preceding command specific to your J2EE agent, see Example 3–4.

Purpose of This Task

The preceding step unpacks the archive and provides you with the agent deliverables for Policy
Agent 2.2 for Sun Java SystemApplication Server 8.1.

Role of the agentadminProgram in a J2EEAgent for Policy
Agent 2.2

The agentadmin program is a required install and configuration tool for the 2.2 release of J2EE
agents. Themost basic of tasks, such as installation and uninstallation can only be performed with
this tool.

The location of the agentadmin program is as follows:

PolicyAgent-base/bin

The following information about agentadmin program demonstrates the scope of this utility:

� All agent installation and uninstallation is achieved with the agentadmin command.
� All tasks performed by the agentadmin program, except those involving uninstallation, require

the acceptance of a license agreement. This agreement is only presented the first time you use the
program.

� The following table lists options that can be used with the agentadmin command and gives a
brief description of the specific task performed with each option.
Adetailed explanation of each option follows the table.

Note – In this section, the options described are the agentadmin program options that apply to all
J2EE agents. Options that only apply to specific J2EE agents are relatively uncommon and are
described where necessary within the corresponding J2EE agent guide.

TABLE 2–1The agentadminProgram: SupportedOptions

Option Task Performed

--install Installs a new agent instance

--uninstall Uninstalls an existingAgent instance

--listAgents Displays details of all the configured agents

More
Information
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TABLE 2–1The agentadmin Program: SupportedOptions (Continued)
Option Task Performed

--agentInfo Displays details of the agent corresponding to the specified agent
IDs

--version Displays the version information

--encrypt Encrypts a given string

--getEncryptKey Generates anAgent Encryption key

--uninstallAll Uninstalls all agent instances

--getUuid Retrieves a universal ID for valid identity types

--usage Displays the usagemessage

--help Displays a brief helpmessage

agentadmin --install

This section demonstrates the format and use of the agentadmin commandwith the --install
option.

EXAMPLE 2–1Command Format: agentadmin --install

The following example illustrates the format of the agentadmin commandwith the --install
option:

./agentadmin --install [--useResponse] [--saveResponse] filename

The following arguments are supported with the agentadmin commandwhen using the --install
option:

--saveResponse Use this argument to save all supplied responses to a state file, or response file,
represented as filename in command examples. The response file, or state file,
can then be used for silent installations.

--useResponse Use this argument to install a J2EE agent in silent mode as all installer prompts
are answered with responses previously saved to a response file, represented as
filename in command examples.When this argument is used, the installer runs
in non-interactivemode.At which time, user interaction is not required.

filename Use this argument to specify the name of a file that will be created as part of the
processing of this command. This file stores your responses when this
argument is used in conjunction with the --saveResponse argument and
provides your responses when this argument is used in conjunction with the
--useResponse argument.
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EXAMPLE 2–2Command Usage: agentadmin --install

When you issue the agentadmin command, you can choose the --install option.With the
--install option, you can choose the --saveResponse argument, which requires a file name be
provided. The following example illustrates this commandwhen the file name is myfile:

./agentadmin --install --saveResponse myfile

Once the installer has executed the preceding command successfully, the responses are stored in a
state file that can be used for later runs of the installer.

If desired, you canmodify the state file and configure the second installation with a different set of
configuration parameters.

Then you can issue another command that uses the ./agentadmin --install command and the
name of the file that you just created with the --saveResponse argument. The difference between the
previous command and this command is that this command uses the --useResponse argument
instead of the --saveResponse argument. The following example illustrates this command:

./agentadmin --install --useResponse myfile

With this command, the installation prompts run the installer in silent mode, registering all debug
messages in the install logs directory.

agentadmin --uninstall

This section demonstrates the format and use of the agentadmin commandwith the --uninstall
option.

EXAMPLE 2–3Command Format: agentadmin --uninstall

The following example illustrates the format of the agentadmin commandwith the --uninstall
option:

./agentadmin --uninstall [--useResponse] [--saveResponse] filename

The following arguments are supported with the agentadmin commandwhen using the
--uninstall option:

--saveResponse Use this argument to save all supplied responses to a state file, or response file,
represented as filename in command examples. The response file, or state file,
can then be used for silent uninstallations.

--useResponse Use this argument to uninstall a J2EE agent in silent mode as all uninstaller
prompts are answered with responses previously saved to a response file,
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represented as filename in command examples.When this argument is used,
the uninstaller runs in non-interactivemode.At which time, user interaction is
not required.

filename Use this argument to specify the name of a file that will be created as part of the
processing of this command. This file stores your responses when this
argument is used in conjunction with the --saveResponse argument and
provides your responses when this argument is used in conjunction with the
--useResponse argument.

EXAMPLE 2–4Command Usage: agentadmin --uninstall

When you issue the agentadmin command, you can choose the --uninstall option.With the
--uninstall option, you can choose the --saveResponse argument, which requires a file name be
provided. The following example illustrates this commandwhere the file name is myfile:

./agentadmin --uninstall --saveResponse myfile

Once the uninstaller has executed the preceding command successfully, the responses are stored in a
state file that can be used for later runs of the uninstaller.

If desired, you canmodify the state file and configure the second uninstallation with a different set of
configuration parameters.

Then you can issue another command that uses the ./agentadmin --uninstall command and the
name of the file that you just created with the --saveResponse argument. The difference between the
previous command and this command is that this command uses the --useResponse argument
instead of the --saveResponse argument. The following example illustrates this command:

./agentadmin --uninstall --useResponse myfile

With this command, the uninstallation prompts run the uninstaller in silent mode, registering all
debugmessages in the install logs directory.

agentadmin --listAgents

This section demonstrates the format and use of the agentadmin commandwith the --listAgents
option.

EXAMPLE 2–5Command Format: agentadmin --listAgents

The following example illustrates the format of the agentadmin commandwith the --listAgents
option:

./agentadmin --listAgents
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EXAMPLE 2–5Command Format: agentadmin --listAgents (Continued)

No arguments are currently supported with the agentadmin commandwhen using the
--listAgents option.

EXAMPLE 2–6Command Usage: agentadmin --listAgents

Issuing the agentadmin commandwith the --listAgents option provides you with information
about all the configured J2EE agents on that machine. For example, if two J2EE agents were
configured on Sun Java SystemApplication Server 8.1, the following text demonstrates the type of
output that would result from issuing this command:

The following agents are configured on this Application Server.

The following are the details for agent agent_001 :-

Application Server Config Directory:

/var/opt/SUNWappserver/domains/domain1/config

Application Server Instance name: server1

The following are the details for agent agent_002 :-

Application Server Config Directory:

/var/opt/SUNWappserver/domains/domain1/config

Application Server Instance name: server2

This example shows that two instances of the agent are configured: one for server1 and one for
server2. Notice that the agentadmin program provides unique names, such as agent_001 and
agent_002, to all the J2EE agents that protect the same instance of a deployment container, in this
caseApplication Server 8.1. Each name uniquely identifies the J2EE agent instance.

agentadmin --agentInfo

This section demonstrates the format and use of the agentadmin commandwith the --agentInfo
option.

EXAMPLE 2–7Command Format: agentadmin --agentInfo

The following example illustrates the format of the agentadmin commandwith the --agentInfo
option:

./agentadmin --agentInfo AgentInstance-Dir

The following argument is supported with the agentadmin commandwhen using the --agentInfo
option:
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EXAMPLE 2–7Command Format: agentadmin --agentInfo (Continued)

AgentInstance-Dir Use this option to specify which agent instance directory, therefore which
agent instance such as agent_002, you are requesting information about.

EXAMPLE 2–8Command Usage: agentadmin --agentInfo

Issuing the agentadmin commandwith the --agentInfo option provides you with information on
the J2EE agent instance that you name in the command. For example, if you want information about
a J2EE agent instance named agent_002 configured on Sun Java SystemApplication Server 8.1, you
can issue the command illustrated in the following example to obtain the type of output that follows:

./agentadmin --agentInfo agent_002

The following are the details for agent agent_002 :-

Application Server Config Directory:

/var/opt/SUNWappserver/domains/domain1/config

Application Server Instance name: server2

In the preceding example, notice that information is provided only for the agent instance,
agent_002, named in the command.

agentadmin --version

This section demonstrates the format and use of the agentadmin commandwith the --version
option.

EXAMPLE 2–9Command Format: agentadmin --version

The following example illustrates the format of the agentadmin commandwith the --version
option:

./agentadmin --version

No arguments are currently supported with the agentadmin commandwhen using the --version
option.

EXAMPLE 2–10Command Usage: agentadmin --version

Issuing the agentadmin commandwith the --version option provides you with version
information for the configured J2EE agents on that machine. For example, if a J2EE agent were
configured on Sun Java SystemApplication Server 8.1, the following text demonstrates the type of
output that would result from issuing this command:
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EXAMPLE 2–10Command Usage: agentadmin --version (Continued)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sun Java(TM) System Access Manager Policy Agent for:

Sun Java(TM) System Application Server 8.1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Version: 2.2

Build Number: 05

AM 70 Client SDK Version: 20050810.2

AM 63 Client SDK Version: 20050914.1

Date: 2005-09-15 15:04 PDT

Build Platform: machinename

In the preceding example, notice that the Version field shows themajor version number. The Build
Number shows theminor version number. The Date field provides the date and time the agent was
built, while the Build Platform field provides information about the platform onwhich the agent was
built. The Client SDK versions signify theAccessManager—related client SDK versions that were
shipped with the agent.

agentadmin --encrypt

This section demonstrates the format and use of the agentadmin commandwith the --encrypt
option.

EXAMPLE 2–11Command Format: agentadmin --encrypt

The following example illustrates the format of the agentadmin commandwith the --encrypt
option.

./agentadmin --encrypt AgentInstance-Dir fullpassfile

The following arguments are supported with the agentadmin commandwhen using the --encrypt
option:

AgentInstance-Dir Use this option to specify which agent instance directory, therefore which
agent instance such as agent_002, for which the given password file will be
encrypted. Encryption functionality requires that an encryption key for a
J2EE agent instance be present in the AMAgent.properties configuration file
of that specific J2EE agent instance.

fullpassfile Use this option to specify the full path to the password file that will be
encrypted.

The password file should be created as a J2EE agent pre-installation task. For
more information, see “Preparing to InstallAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 60
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EXAMPLE 2–12Command Usage: agentadmin --encrypt

Issuing the agentadmin commandwith the --encrypt option enables you to change the password
for an existing agent profile inAccessManager after the agent is installed.

For example, issuing the following command encrypts the password file, pwfile1 for the J2EE agent
instance directory agent_001:

./agentadmin --encrypt agent_001 pwfile1

The following is an example of an encrypted value:

ASEWEJIowNBJHTv1UGD324kmT==

Each agent uses a unique agent ID and password to communicate withAccessManager. Once the
agent profile for a specific agent has been created inAccessManager, the installer enters the Policy
Agent profile name and encrypted password in the respective J2EE agent AMAgent.properties
configuration file for the agent instance. If you choose a new password for the PolicyAgent profile,
encrypt it and enter that encrypted password in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration
file with the following property:

com.iplanet.am.service.secret

agentadmin --getEncryptKey

This section demonstrates the format and use of the agentadmin commandwith the
--getEncryptKey option.

EXAMPLE 2–13Command Format: agentadmin --getEncryptKey

The following example illustrates the format of the agentadmin commandwith the
--getEncryptKey option:

./agentadmin --getEncryptKey

No arguments are currently supported with the agentadmin commandwhen using the
--getEncryptKey option.

EXAMPLE 2–14Command Usage: agentadmin --getEncryptKey

This optionmay be used in conjunction with the --encrypt option to encrypt and decrypt sensitive
information in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file. Issuing the agentadmin
commandwith the --getEncryptKey option generates a new encryption key for the J2EE agent.
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EXAMPLE 2–14Command Usage: agentadmin --getEncryptKey (Continued)

For example, the following text demonstrates the type of output that would result from issuing this
command:

./agentadmin --getEncryptKey

Agent Encryption Key : k1441g4EejuOgsPlFOSg+m6P5x7/G9rb

The encryption key is stored in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file. Therefore,
once you generate a new encryption key, use it to replace the value of the property that is currently
used to store the encryption key. The following property in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties
configuration file stores the encryption key:

com.sun.identity.client.encryptionKey

For example, using the encryption key example provided previously, updating the encryption key
value in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file could appear as follows:

com.sun.identity.client.encryptionKey = k1441g4EejuOgsPlFOSg+m6P5x7/G9rb

Once you have updated the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file with the new
encryption key, issue the agentadmin --encrypt command to actually encrypt a password. The
--encrypt option uses the encryption key in its processing.

agentadmin --uninstallAll

This section demonstrates the format and use of the agentadmin commandwith the
--uninstallAll option.

EXAMPLE 2–15Command Format: agentadmin --uninstallAll

The following example illustrates the format of the agentadmin commandwith the --uninstallAll
option:

./agentadmin --uninstallAll

No arguments are currently supported with the agentadmin commandwhen using the
--uninstallAll option.
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EXAMPLE 2–16Command Usage: agentadmin --uninstallAll

Issuing the agentadmin commandwith the --uninstallAll option runs the agent uninstaller in an
iterativemode, enabling you to remove select J2EE agent instances or all J2EE agent instances. You
can exit the recursive uninstallation process at any time.

The advantage of this option is that you do not have to remember the details of each
installation-related configuration. The agentadmin program provides you with an easymethod for
displaying every instance of a J2EE agent. You can then decide, case by case, to remove a J2EE agent
instance or not.

agentadmin --getUuid

This section demonstrates the format and use of the agentadmin commandwith the --getUuid
option.

EXAMPLE 2–17Command Format: agentadmin --getUuid

The following example illustrates the format of the agentadmin commandwith the --getUuid
option:

./agentadmin --getUuid userName IdType realmName

The following arguments are supported with the agentadmin commandwhen using the --getUuid
option:

userName Use this first parameter of the --getUuid option to specify the name associated with
the identity type. The identity type is represented in this example as the IdType
parameter. Therefore, if the identity type is for a user, this userName parameter
would be the name of that user.

IdType Use this second parameter to specify a valid identity type. The following are
examples of valid identity types: user, role, group, filtered role, agent, and such.

realmName Use this third parameter to specify the name of the default organization of the
AccessManager installation.

For example, if the ID of the user is manager, the identity type is role, and the realm name is
dc=example,dc=com, the following would be the universal ID:

id=manager,ou=role,dc=example,dc=com
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Caution –The universal ID concept is only valid starting withAccessManager 7. Do not use this
option with earlier versions ofAccessManager, such as version 6.3. If the application is deployed
withAccessManager 6.3 principals or roles, replace the role-to-principal mappings with the
distinguished name (DN) of the user inAccessManager 6.3.

EXAMPLE 2–18Command Usage: agentadmin --getUuid

InAccessManager 7, issuing the agentadmin commandwith the --getUuid option retrieves the
universal ID of any identity type inAccessManager 7.

If you run the agent in J2EE_POLICYmode, youmust repackage the web applications withAccess
Manager role-to-principal mappings. The universal identifier is a way tomake the name of the
identity user unique.

Use the correct universal ID generated by this command in a deployment descriptor that is
application container specific.

agentadmin --usage

This section demonstrates the format and use of the agentadmin commandwith the --usage option.

EXAMPLE 2–19Command Format: agentadmin --usage

The following example illustrates the format of the agentadmin commandwith the --usage option:

./agentadmin --usage

No arguments are currently supported with the agentadmin commandwhen using the --usage
option.

EXAMPLE 2–20Command Usage: agentadmin --usage

Issuing the agentadmin commandwith the --usage option provides you with a list of the options
available with the agentadmin program and a short explanation of each option. The following text is
the output you receive after issuing this command:

./agentadmin --usage

Usage: agentadmin <option> [<arguments>]

The available options are:

--install: Installs a new Agent instance.

--uninstall: Uninstalls an existing Agent instance.

--listAgents: Displays details of all the configured agents.
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EXAMPLE 2–20Command Usage: agentadmin --usage (Continued)

--agentInfo: Displays details of the agent corresponding to the specified agent ID.

--version: Displays the version information.

--encrypt: Encrypts a given string.

--getEncryptKey: Generates an Agent Encryption key.

--uninstallAll: Uninstalls all the agent instances.

--getUuid: Retrieves a universal ID for valid identity types.

--usage: Display the usage message.

--help: Displays a brief help message.

The preceding output serves as the content for the table of agentadmin options, introduced at the
beginning of this section.

agentadmin --help

This section demonstrates the format and use of the agentadmin commandwith the --help option.

EXAMPLE 2–21Command Format: agentadmin --help

The following example illustrates the format of the agentadmin commandwith the --help option:

./agentadmin --help

No arguments are currently supported with the agentadmin commandwhen using the --help
option.

EXAMPLE 2–22Command Usage: agentadmin --help

Issuing the agentadmin commandwith the --help option provides similar results to issuing the
agentadmin commandwith the --usage option. Both commands provide the same explanations for
the options they list.With the --usage option, all agentadmin command options are explained.With
the --help option, explanations are not provided for the --usage option or for the --help option
itself.

Aanother difference is that the --help option also provides information about the format of each
option while the --usage option does not.
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J2EEAgentDirectory Structure in PolicyAgent 2.2
The PolicyAgent installation directory is referred to as the PolicyAgent base directory (or
PolicyAgent-base in code examples). The location of this directory and its internal structure are
important facts that are described in this section.

Locationof the J2EEAgentBaseDirectory in Policy
Agent 2.2
Unpacking the J2EE agent binaries creates a directory named j2ee_agents, within which an
agent-specific directory is created. For example, if the J2EE agent being installed is PolicyAgent 2.2
for Sun Java SystemApplication Server 8.1, the directory created is named am_as81_agent. For other
J2EE agents, the directory name is slightly different, but the naming format is the same. To see the
preceding directory name specific to your J2EE agent, see Example 3–5.

This agent-specific directory is the PolicyAgent base directory, referred to throughout this guide as
the PolicyAgent-base directory. For the full path to the PolicyAgent-base directory, see Example 2–23.
For information about choosing a directory in which to unpack the J2EE agent binaries, see “To
UnpackNon-Package Formatted Deliverables of a J2EEAgent in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 35.

EXAMPLE 2–23PolicyAgent BaseDirectory

The directory you choose in which to unpack the J2EE agent binaries is referred to here as
Agent-HomeDirectory. The following path is an example of the location for the PolicyAgent-base
directory of PolicyAgent 2.2 for Sun Java SystemApplication Server 8.1:

Agent-HomeDirectory/j2ee_agents/am_as81_agent

For other J2EE agents, the directory names are different, but the naming format is the same. To see
the preceding path name specific to your J2EE agent, see Example 3–5. References in this book to the
PolicyAgent-base directory are references to the preceding path.

Inside the J2EEAgentBaseDirectory in PolicyAgent
2.2
After you finish installing an agent by issuing the agentadmin ---install command and
interacting with the installer, you will need to access J2EE agent files in order to configure and
otherwise work with the product.Within the PolicyAgent base directory are various subdirectories
that contain all agent configuration and log files. The structure of the PolicyAgent base directory for
a J2EE agent is illustrated in Table 2–2.
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The list that follows the table provides information aboutmany of the items in the example Policy
Agent base directory. The PolicyAgent base directory is represented in code examples as
PolicyAgent-base. The full path to any item in this directory is as follows:

PolicyAgent-base/item-name

where item-name represents the name of a file or subdirectory. For example, the full path to the bin
directory is as follows:

PolicyAgent-base/bin

TABLE 2–2 Example of PolicyAgent BaseDirectory for a J2EEAgent

Directory Contents: Files and Subdirectories

LICENSE.TXT jce

README.TXT jsse

THIRDPARTYLICENSEREADME.TXT lib

bin locale

config logs

data sampleapp

etc agent_001

The preceding example of PolicyAgent-base lists files and directories you are likely to find in this
directory. The notable items in this directory are summarized in the list that follows:

sampleapp This directory contains the sample application included with PolicyAgent 2.2. This
application is extremely useful. Not only does it demonstrate configuration options
and features, but the application can be used to test if an agent is running.

Use the sample application that comes with the agent or build the application from
scratch. Find instructions for building, deploying, and running this application at the
following location:

PolicyAgent-base/sampleapp/readme.txt

The full path to the sample application is as follows:

PolicyAgent-base/sampleapp/dist/agentsample.ear

Formore information about the sample application, see “The SampleApplication”
on page 32.
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bin This directory contains the agentadmin script for the agent bits. You will use this
script a great deal. For details about the tasks performed with this script, see “Role of
the agentadmin Program in a J2EEAgent for PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 37.

etc This directory contains the agentapp file (specifically, the agentapp.war or
agentapp.ear file), which has to be deployed after installation is complete. This
application helps the agent perform certain housekeeping tasks.

logs This directory contains various log files, including log files created when you issue
the agentadmin command.

This directory also contains the installation log file. For the 2.2 release of Policy
Agent, log information is stored in the installation log file after you install a J2EE
agent instance. The following is the location of this log file:

PolicyAgent-base/logs/audit/install.log

lib The lib directory has a list of all the agent libraries that are used by the installer as
well as the agent run time.

locale This directory has all the agent installer information as well as agent run time specific
locale information pertaining to the specific agent.

data This directory has all the installer specific data.

Caution –Do not edit any of the files in the data directory under any circumstance. If
this directory or any of its content loses data integrity, the agentadmin program
cannot function normally.

agent_001 The full path for this directory is as follows:

PolicyAgent-base/AgentInstance-Dir

whereAgentInstance-Dir refers to an agent instance directory, which in this case is
agent_001.

Note –This directory does not exist until you successfully install the first instance of a
J2EE agent. Once you have successfully executed one run of the agentadmin
--install command, an agent specific directory, agent_00x is created in the Policy
Agent base directory. This directory is uniquely tied to an instance of the deployment
container, such as an application server instance. Depending on the number of times
the agentadmin --install command is run, the number that replaces the x in the
agent_00x directory namewill vary.

After you successfully install the first instance of a J2EE agent, an agent instance
directory named agent_001 appears in the PolicyAgent base directory. The path to
this directory is as follows:
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PolicyAgent-base/agent_001

The next installation of the agent creates an agent instance directory named
agent_002. The directories for uninstalled agents are not automatically removed.
Therefore, if agent_001 and agent_002 are uninstalled, the next agent instance
directory is agent_003.

Agent instance directories contain directories named config and logs.

Note –When a J2EE agent is uninstalled, the config directory is removed from the
agent instance directory but the logs directory still exists.

The following table is an example of the contents of an agent instance, such as
agent_001, directory.

Example of anAgent Instance (agent_001) Directory

logs

config

logs Two subdirectories exist within this directory as follows:

audit This directory contains the local audit trail for the agent
instance.

debug This directory has all the agent-specific debug information.
When the agent runs in full debugmode, this directory stores
all the debug files that are generated by the agent code.

Note –Agent-specific debug information is not stored in this
directory when the J2EE agent andAccessManager are
installed on the same deployment container. However, the
J2EE agent andAccessManagermust both support the same
deployment container for this coexistence scenario to apply.
When this coexistence applies, the debug information is
stored in the followingAccessManager directory:

/var/opt/SUNWam/debug

config This directory contains the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties
configuration file that is specific to the agent instance. Each J2EE agent
can be configured by a unique instance of the J2EE agent
AMAgent.properties configuration file. This file holds the key to the
agent behavior at runtime.
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ConfiguringAJ2EEAgentWithAccessManager 6.3
PolicyAgent 2.2 was released withAccessManager 7 and is designed to take advantage of
functionality present in this release. However, J2EE agents in the PolicyAgent 2.2 release can be
configured to run withAccessManager 6.3 Patch 1 or greater.

Certain features that PolicyAgent 2.2 takes advantage of inAccessManager 7 are not available in
AccessManager 6.3, such as “composite advices,” “policy-based response attributes,” and others.

You can configure a J2EE agent in the PolicyAgent 2.2 release to communicate withAccessManager
6.3 Patch 1 or greater as described in the following tasks, which are divided into pre-installation,
installation, and post-installation steps.

� ToPrepare to Install a J2EEAgentWithAccess
Manager 6.3

Caution – PolicyAgent 2.2 is only compatible withAccessManager 6.3 when Patch 1 or greater has
been applied.Without the patch, the agent cannot connect toAccessManager.

Ensure that the instance of AccessManager 6.3 you are using has beenupdatedwith a patch of level
1, at aminimum.

Create an agent profile in AccessManager 6.3 Console thatmatches the agent profile information
providedduring J2EE agent installation.

For information about creating the agent profile inAccessManager 6.3, see information referring to
the “agent object” in Sun Java SystemAccessManager 6 2005Q1 Administration Guide.

� To Install a J2EEAgentWithAccessManager 6.3
Install the J2EE agent, providing details for theAccessManager 6.3 Patch 1 or greater instance.

For instructions on how to install the agent, see Chapter 3.

� ToConfigure a J2EEAgentWithAccessManager 6.3
Change to the followingdirectory:
PolicyAgent-base/lib

1

2

◗

1
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Create a backup copy of the amclientsdk.jar file, giving the copy a name such as
amclientsdk70.jar.

Copy the amclientsdk63.jar file to the libdirectory and change the name from
amclientsdk63.jar to something such as amclientsdk.jar.

Full path to amclientsdk63.jar file:

PolicyAgent-base/etc/amclientsdk63.jar

Full path to lib directory:

PolicyAgent-base/lib

Creating a J2EEAgent Profile

Caution –Creating a J2EE agent profile inAccessManager Console is a required task that you should
perform prior to installing the J2EE agent. Though the installation of the J2EE agent actually
succeeds without performing this task, the lack of a valid agent profile inAccessManager prevents
the J2EE agent from authenticating or having any further communication withAccessManager.

J2EE agents work withAccessManager to protect resources. However, for security purposes these
two software pieces can only interact with each other tomaintain a session after the J2EE agent
authenticates withAccessManager by supplying an agent profile name and password. During the
installation of the J2EE agent, youmust provide a valid agent profile name and the respective
password to enable authentication attempts to succeed.

You create agent profiles inAccessManager Console, not by configuring J2EE agent software.
Creating the agent profile is a required security-related task.

The agent profile is created andmodified inAccessManager Console. Therefore, tasks related to the
agent profile are discussed inAccessManager documentation. Nonetheless, tasks related to the agent
profile are also described in this PolicyAgent guide, specifically in this section. For related
information about defining the PolicyAgent profile inAccessManager Console, see the following
section of the respective document: “Agents” in Sun Java SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4
Administration Guide.

� ToCreate anAgent Profile
Perform the following tasks inAccessManager Console. The key steps of this task involve creating
an agent ID and an agent password.

With theAccess Control tab selected click the nameof the realm forwhich youwould like to create an
agent profile.

2

3

1
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Select the Subjects tab.

Select theAgent tab.

ClickNew.

Enter values for the followingfields:

ID. Enter the name or identity of the agent. This is the agent profile name, which is the name the
agent uses to log intoAccessManager.Multi-byte names are not accepted.

Password. Enter the agent password. This passwordmust be different than the password used by the
agent during LDAP authentication.

Password (confirm).Confirm the password.

Device Status. Select the device status of the agent. The default status isActive. If set toActive, the
agent will be able to authenticate to and communicate withAccessManager. If set to Inactive, the
agent will not be able to authenticate toAccessManager.

Click Create.

The list of agents appears.

(Optional) If youdesire, add adescription to your newly created agent profile:

a. Click the nameof your newly created agent profile from the agent list.

b. In theDescription field, enter a brief description of the agent.

For example, you can enter the agent instance name or the name of the application it is
protecting.

c. Click Save.

2

3
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Installing PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

Sun JavaTM SystemAccessManager PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4, as with
all J2EE agents in the 2.2 release of PolicyAgent, is installed from the command line using the
agentadmin program. Formore information about the tasks you can performwith the agentadmin
program, see “Role of the agentadmin Program in a J2EEAgent for PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 37.

Before reading this chapter or performing any of the tasks described within, thoroughly review
Chapter 2 since various key concepts are introduced in that chapter.

This chapter is organized into the following sections:

� “Choosing an Installation Environment: Clustered or Stand-Alone” on page 57
� “Installation Related InformationAboutAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page

58
� “Preparing to InstallAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 60
� “Launching the Installation Program ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page

62
� “Using the Installation Program ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 63

Once you have completed the steps described in this chapter, complete the applicable
post-installation tasks described in Chapter 4.

Choosing an Installation Environment: Clusteredor
Stand-Alone

Determine which type of installation you will perform and follow the instructions for that type of
installation.

3C H A P T E R 3
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InstallingAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4 in aClustered Environment
If you are installingAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 in a clustered environment, you
must performmany of the steps explained in this chapter. However, see Chapter 5. The installation
and configuration of a clustered deployment is presented in that chapter combining specific tasks
with generalized tasks. For the generalized tasks, you are directed to various locations in this guide to
perform themore detailed steps required.

InstallingAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4 in a Stand-Alone Environment
Before describing any tasks, this chapter provides you with installation-related information specific
to BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4. The subsequent sections lead you through the
pre—installation and installation steps and describe how to view the installation log files. First,
perform the pre-installation (preparation) steps. Then, perform the installation, itself. The
installation process has two phases. The first phase of the installation includes launching the
installation program, which requires a directory to already have been selected for the agent files. The
second phase of the installation involves interacting with the installation program. During this
phase, the program prompts you step by step to enter information.Accompanying the prompts, are
explanations of the type of information you need to enter.After you complete the installation, you
can look at the installation log files.

InstallationRelated InformationAboutAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

The following sections provide important information about PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 needed before you install the agent.

SupportedPlatforms andCompatibility ofAgent for
BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
The following sections provide information about the supported platforms of PolicyAgent 2.2 for
BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 as well as the compatibility of this agent withAccessManager.
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PlatformandVersion Support ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal
8.1 SP4

Note –This J2EE agent, which is referred to in this guide as PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4, supports all of the following BEAWebLogic servers:

� BEAWebLogic Server 8.1 SP4
� BEAWebLogic Portal 8.1 SP4
� BEAWebLogic Express 8.1 SP4

The following table presents the platforms supported by PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4.

TABLE 3–1 Platform andVersion Support ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

Agent for
Supported Policy
Agent Version

SupportedAccessManager
Versions Supported Platforms

BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 (See
preceding Note in reference
to BEAWebLogic Express)

Version 2.2 Version 6.3 Patch 1 or
greater

Version 7

SolarisTM Operating System (OS) for
the SPARC® platform,
versions 8, 9, and 10

Solaris (OS) for x86 platforms,
versions 8, 9, and 10

RedHat Enterprise LinuxAdvanced
Server 3.0

Windows 2003, Enterprise Edition

Windows 2003, Standard Edition

Compatibility ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4With
AccessManager

Compatibility of PolicyAgent 2.2WithAccessManager 7
All agents in the PolicyAgent 2.2 release are compatible withAccessManager 7. Compatibility
applies to both of the available modes ofAccessManager: RealmMode and LegacyMode.

Install the latestAccessManager 7 patches to ensure that all enhancements and fixes are applied. For
information about the latestAccessManager 7 patches, see the compatibility information discussed
in Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy Agent 2.2 Release Notes.

Compatibility of PolicyAgent 2.2WithAccessManager 6.3
All agents in PolicyAgent 2.2 are also compatible withAccessManager 6.3 Patch 1 or greater.
However, certain limitations apply. Formore information, see “J2EEAgent Backward Compatibility
WithAccessManager 6.3” on page 31.
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Preparing to InstallAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4

Detailed information about unpacking the distribution files for J2EE agents in PolicyAgent 2.2 is
covered in Chapter 2. The best practice is to follow the detailed steps outlined in that chapter before
you implement any steps outlined in this chapter.

The following examples provide quick details about the unpacking process. Furthermore, this
section provides the opportunity to present again the cautionary note that follows about the GNU_tar
program.

Caution – For .tar.gz archives, do not use a program other than GNU_tar to untar the contents of the
J2EE agent deliverables. Using a different program, such as another tar program, can result in some
files not being extracted properly. To learnmore about the GNU_tar program, visit the following web
site:

http://www.gnu.org/software/tar/tar.html

EXAMPLE 3–1 Format of theDistribution Files ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

SJS_Weblogic_81_agent_2.2_SUNWamwl.tar.gz

SJS_Weblogic_81_agent_2.2.tar.gz

SJS_Weblogic_81_agent_2.2.zip

For detailed information on the format of the distribution files, see “Format of the Distribution Files
for a J2EEAgent Installation in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 34.

EXAMPLE 3–2UnpackingNon-Package FormattedDeliverables ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4

# gzip -dc SJS_Weblogic_81_agent_2.2.tar.gz | tar xvf -

For detailed information about this command, see “ToUnpackNon-Package Formatted
Deliverables of a J2EEAgent in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 35.

EXAMPLE 3–3Unpacking Package FormattedDeliverables ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

# gzip -dc SJS_Weblogic_81_agent_2.2_SUNWamwl.tar.gz | tar xvf -

For detailed information about this command, see “ToUnpack Package Formatted Deliverables of a
J2EEAgent in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 35.

EXAMPLE 3–4Unpacking a .zipCompressed file ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

unzip SJS_Weblogic_81_agent_2.2.zip
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EXAMPLE 3–4Unpacking a .zipCompressed file ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
(Continued)

For detailed information about this command, see “ToUnpack a .zipCompressed file of a J2EE
Agent in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 36.

Follow the specific steps outlined in the following section before you install the agent to reduce the
chance of complications occurring during and after the installation.

� ToPrepare to InstallAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
Perform the following pre-installation tasks:

Ensure that the Policy Agent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 is supported on the desired
platformas listed in “Supported Platforms andCompatibility of Agent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” onpage 58.

Install BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 if not already installed.

Formore information about BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4, see the product documentation
available at the following web site: http://www.bea.com/.

Create a server or portal domain

Using the configuration or domain wizard appropriate for your server version and operating system,
create a new stand-alone server domain. Typically, the configuration wizard launch script or program
is located in the respective directory as follows:
UNIX—based systems (including Linux systems)

bea-home/weblogic81/common/bin/config.sh

Windows systems
bea-home\weblogic81\common\bin\config.cmd

where bea-home represents the directory in which BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 was
installed.

Shut down theBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instance thatwill be protected by the agent.

Create a valid agent profile in AccessManager Console if one has not already been created.

For information on how to create an agent profile, see “Creating a J2EEAgent Profile” on page 54.

To avoid amisconfiguration of the agent, ensure that you know the exact ID and password used to
create the agent profile. Youmust enter the agent profile password correctly in the next step and you
must enter the agent profile ID correctly when installing the agent.

1
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Create a text file and add the agent profile password to that file.

Ensure that this file is located in a secure directory of your choice. You will refer to this file during the
agent installation process.

With the agent profile password in this file, stored in a secure location, you do not need to enter
sensitive information in the command line.Avalid password file can have only one line that contains
the agent profile password.

Youmust decide what to do with this password file after the installation process is complete. You
might choose to remove the file or provide restricted permissions to it. However, certain
deployment-related tasks, such as installingmultiple instances, require a password file. If you do
remove the password file, create a new one if a future situation requires it.

Launching the InstallationProgramofAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

Once you have performed all the pre-installation steps, you can launch the installation program as
described in the following subsection.

� To Launch the InstallationProgramofAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
To launch the installation program, perform the following steps:

Change to the followingdirectory:
PolicyAgent-base/bin

This directory contains the agentadmin program, which is used for installing a J2EE agent and for
performing other tasks. Formore information on the agentadmin program, see “Role of the
agentadmin Program in a J2EEAgent for PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 37.

Issue the following command:
./agentadmin --install

(Conditional) If you receive license agreement information, accept or reject the agreement prompts.
If you reject any portion of the agreement, the programwill end.

The license agreement is displayed only during the first run of the agentadmin program.

6
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Using the InstallationProgramofAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

After you issue the agentadmin command and accept the license agreement (if necessary) the
installation program appears, prompting you for information.

The steps in the installation program are displayed in this section in an example interaction. Your
answers to prompts can differ slightly or greatly from this example depending upon your specific
deployment. In the example, most of the defaults have been accepted. This example is provided for
your reference and does not necessarily indicate the precise information you should enter.

The following bulleted list provides key points about the installation program.

� Each step in the installation program includes an explanation that is followed by amore succinct
prompt.

� Formost of the steps you can type any of the following characters to get the results described:

? Type the questionmark to display Help information for that specific step.

< Type the left arrow symbol to go back to the previous interaction.

! Type the exclamation point to exit the program.
� Most of the steps provide a default value that can be accepted or replaced. If a default value is

correct for your site, accept it. If it is not correct, enter the correct value.

About InstallationPrompts inAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
The following list provides information about specific prompts in the installation. Often the prompt
is self explanatory. However, at other times youmight find the extra information presented here to be
very helpful. This extra information is often not obvious. Study this section carefully before issuing
the agentadmin --install command.

TheDeployment URI for theAgentApplication The deployment URI for the agent application
is required for the agent to perform necessary
housekeeping tasks such as registering policy
and session notifications, legacy browser
support, and CDSSO support.Accept
/agentapp as the default value for this
interaction. Once the installation is completed,
browse the directory PolicyAgent-base/etc. Use
the agentapp.war file to deploy the agent
application in the application container. Please
note that the deployment URI for agent
application during install time shouldmatch
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the deployment URI for the same application
when deployed in the J2EE container.

The Encryption Key This key is used to encrypt sensitive
information such the passwords. The key
should be at least 12 characters long.Akey is
generated randomly and provided as the
default. You can accept the random key
generated by the installer or create your own
using the .agentadmin --getEncryptKey

command.

For information about creating a new
encryption key, see “agentadmin
--getEncryptKey” on page 44.

TheAgent Profile Name An agent profile should have been created as a
pre-installation step. The creation of the agent
profile is mentioned in that section. For the
pre-installation steps, see “Preparing to Install
Agent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4”
on page 60. For the actual information on
creating an agent profile, see “Creating a J2EE
Agent Profile” on page 54.

In summary, the J2EE agent communicates with
AccessManager with a specific ID and
password created through an agent profile using
AccessManager Console. For J2EE agents, the
creation of an agent profile is mandatory.Access
Manager uses the agent profile to authenticate
an agent. This is part of the security
infrastructure.

The J2EE Password File The J2EE password file should have been
created as a pre-installation step. For the
pre-installation steps, see “Preparing to Install
Agent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4”
on page 60.

When the installation program prompts you for
the password for the agent, enter the fully
qualified path to this password file.

After you have completed all the steps, a summary of your responses appears followed by options
that allow you to navigate through those responses to accept or reject them.
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When the summary appears, note the agent instance name, such as agent-001. Youmight be
prompted for this name during the configuration process.

About the options, the default option is 1, Continue with Installation.

� If you are satisfied with the summary, choose 1 (the default).
� If you want to edit input from the last interaction, choose 2.
� If you want to edit input starting at the beginning of the installation program, choose 3.
� If you want to exit the installation programwithout installing, choose 4.

You can edit your responses as necessary, return to the options list, and choose option 1 to finally
process your responses.

Example of InstallationProgram Interaction inAgent
for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
The following example is a sample installation snapshot of PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4. By nomeans does this sample represent a real deployment scenario.

The section following this example, “Implications of Specific Deployment Scenarios inAgent for
BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 68, explains specific deployment scenarios, such as
installing the agent on a portal domain. If any of these deployment scenarios apply to your
deployment, youmight need to respond to prompts in a specifiedmanner during the installation as
explained in that section. Review the explanations in that section before proceeding with the
installation. Those explanations are divided into subsections as follows:

� “Installing a J2EEAgent onMultiple BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 Instances on the Same
Domain” on page 68

� “Installing a J2EEAgent for a BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 Instance on a Different Server
Domain” on page 69

� “InstallingAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 on a Portal Domain” on page 69
� “InstallingAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 on theAccessManager Host” on page

70

************************************************************************

Welcome to the Access Manager Policy Agent for BEA WebLogic 8.1 SP4 Platform.

If the Policy Agent is used with Federation Manager services, User needs to

enter information relevant to Federation Manager.

************************************************************************

Enter the path to the location of the script used to start the WebLogic domain.

Please ensure that the agent is first installed on the admin server instance

before installing on any managed server instance.

[ ? : Help, ! : Exit ]
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Enter the Startup script location

[/usr/local/bea/user_projects/domains/mydomain/startWebLogic.sh]:

/usr/local/bea/user_projects/domains/serverdomain/startWebLogic.sh

Enter the name of the WebLogic Server/Portal instance secured by the

agent.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Enter the WebLogic Server/Portal instance name [myserver]:

Enter the fully qualified host name of the server where Access Manager

Services are installed.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Access Manager Services Host: subcompany22.company22.example.com

Enter the port number of the Server that runs Access Manager Services.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Access Manager Services port [80]: 58080

Enter http/https to specify the protocol used by the Server that runs Access

Manager services.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Access Manager Services Protocol [http]: http

Enter the Deployment URI for Access Manager Services.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Access Manager Services Deployment URI [/amserver]:

Enter the fully qualified host name on which the Application Server

protected by the agent is installed.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Enter the Agent Host name: employee.company22.example.com

Enter the WebLogic home directory

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Enter the WebLogic home directory [/usr/local/bea/weblogic81]:

Enter true if the agent is being installed on a Portal domain

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Is the agent being installed on a Portal domain ? [false]: false

Enter the preferred port number on which the application server provides its

services.
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[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Enter the port number for Application Server instance [80]: 7001

Select http or https to specify the protocol used by the Application server

instance that will be protected by Access Manager Policy Agent.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Enter the Preferred Protocol for Application Server instance [http]: http

Enter the deployment URI for the Agent Application. This Application is used

by the agent for internal housekeeping.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Enter the Deployment URI for the Agent Application [/agentapp]:

Enter a valid Encryption Key.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Enter the Encryption Key [KpsVJMr84cwd6OATx+UgLWHSCB8KWFVW]:

Enter a valid Agent profile name. Before proceeding with the agent

installation, please ensure that a valid Agent profile exists in Access Manager.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Enter the Agent Profile name: exampleagent

Enter the path to a file that contains the password to be used for identifying

the Agent.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Enter the path to the password file: /export/temp/passwordfile

Enter true if the Agent is being installed on the same instance of Application

Server on which Access Manager is deployed. Enter false if that is not the

case.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Are the Agent and Access Manager installed on the same instance of

Application Server ? [false]:

-----------------------------------------------

SUMMARY OF YOUR RESPONSES

-----------------------------------------------

Startup script location :

/usr/local/bea/user_projects/domains/mydomain/startWebLogic.sh

WebLogic domain name : myserver

Access Manager Services Host : subcompany22.company22.example.com

Access Manager Services Port : 58080
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Access Manager Services Protocol : http

Access Manager Services Deployment URI : /amserver

Agent Host name : employee.company22.example.com

WebLogic home directory : /usr/local/bea/weblogic81

Agent Installed on Portal domain : false

Application Server Instance Port number : 7001

Protocol for Application Server instance : http

Deployment URI for the Agent Application : /agentapp

Encryption Key : KPsVJMr84cwd6OATx+UgLWHSCB8KWFVW

Agent Profile name : exampleagent

Agent Profile Password file name : /export/temp/passwordfile

Agent and Access Manager on same application server instance : false

Verify your settings above and decide from the choices below.

1. Continue with Installation

2. Back to the last interaction

3. Start Over

4. Exit

Please make your selection [1]:

************************************************************************

Welcome to the Access Manager Policy Agent for BEA WebLogic 8.1 SP4 Platform.

If the Policy Agent is used with Federation Manager services, User needs to

enter information relevant to Federation Manager.

************************************************************************

Implications of SpecificDeployment Scenarios in
Agent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
The following sections refer to specific deployment scenarios involving PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4. These scenarios are likely to affect how you respond to prompts
during the installation process. Youmight also need to perform additional configurations.

Installing a J2EEAgent onMultiple BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
Instances on the SameDomain
Once a J2EE agent is installed for a particular domain configuration directory, you can install the
agent onmore than one BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instance associated with the same
domain by running the agentadmin --install command. Once prompted to enter the appropriate
server instance name, enter the domain configuration directory and unique instance name that will
enable the agent to distinguish the first instance from consecutive instances.
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Installing a J2EEAgent for aBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
InstanceonaDifferent ServerDomain

Caution –Once a J2EE agent is installed for a specific domain, the J2EE agent binaries cannot be used
on that same host for a different BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 domain. If you attempt to use
previously installed J2EE agent binaries on the same host, but on a different domain, the installation
fails.

J2EE agents associate a specific set of agent binaries with a particular domain for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4. If you want to install a J2EE agent on a different domain, unpack a new set of
bits and copy them to a separate location before running the agentadmin --install command for
the second domain.

InstallingAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4onaPortal
Domain
If you are installingAgent forBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 on a portal domain, youmust
perform the steps outlined in this section. First youmust answer questions appropriately during the
agent installation process. Then you have to perform specific configuration steps as follows:

� To InstallAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4onaPortal
Domain: Installer Prompts
Perform the steps in this task during the installation:

Enter true to followingprompt:
Enter true if the agent is being installed on a Portal domain

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Is the agent being installed on a Portal domain ? [false]: true

By answering true to this question, you cause the installer to generate another prompt, which is
presented in the following step.

Provide the correct deploymentURI as requested by the followingprompt:
Enter the Deployment URI for the portal application that is protected by the

agent.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Enter the Deployment URI for the portal Application [/]: /myportal

1

2
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� To InstallAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4onaPortal
Domain: Configuration
After the installation program has finished, perform the following steps:

Configure theAgent Authenticator.

For detailed information about configuring theAgentAuthenticator, see “Configuring theAgent
Authentication Provider onAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 78

Create the portal users in the Portal Administrator.

Youmust create the same users in the portal server that exist inAccessManager.

(Optional) Edit the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file to suit your site’s
requirement.

The following properties influence the configuration of the portal domain:
com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.uri[] =

This property is amap construct that is application specific. It identifies a request URI which
indicates a logout event.

com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.request.param[] =

This property is amap construct that is application specific. It identifies a parameter which when
present in the HTTP request indicates a logout event.

com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.introspect.enabled = false

This property is a flag that allows the agent to search anHTTP request body for a logout
parameter.

InstallingAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4on theAccess
ManagerHost
If a J2EE agent andAccessManager are collocated on the same container, enter true for the
following question:

Enter true if the Agent is being installed on the same instance of Application

Server on which Access Manager is deployed. Enter false if that is not the

case.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Are the Agent and Access Manager installed on the same instance of

Application Server ? [false]: true

In this case, the agentadmin programwill make the necessary changes to install and configure the
agent on the same BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instance that hostsAccessManager.

However, this deployment scenario changes the agent configuration in amanner that requires your
attention. For details, see “Combining J2EEAgentsWithAccessManager” on page 82.
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Summaryof a J2EEAgent Installation in PolicyAgent
2.2
At the end of the installation process, the installation program prints the status of the installation
along with the installed J2EE agent information. The information that the program displays can be
very useful. For example, the program displays the agent instance name, which is needed when
configuring a remote instance. The program also displays the location of specific files, which can be
of great importance. In fact, youmight want to view the installation log file once the installation is
complete, before performing the post-installation steps as described in Chapter 4.

The location of directories displayed by the installer are specific. However, throughout this guide and
specifically in Summary ofAgent Installation shown in this section, PolicyAgent-base is used to
describe the directory where the distribution files are stored for a specific J2EE agent.

The following example serves as a quick description of the location of the J2EE agent base directory
(PolicyAgent-base) of PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4.

EXAMPLE 3–5 PolicyAgent BaseDirectory ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

The following directory represents PolicyAgent-base ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4:

Agent-HomeDirectory/j2ee_agents/am_wl81_agent

whereAgent-HomeDirectory is the directory you choose in which to unpack the J2EE agent binaries.

Information regarding the location of the J2EE agent base directory is explained in detail in
“Location of the J2EEAgent Base Directory in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 49.

The following type of information is printed by the installer:

SUMMARY OF AGENT INSTALLATION

-----------------------------

Agent instance name: agent_001

Agent Configuration file location:

PolicyAgent-base/agent_001/config/AMAgent.properties
Agent Audit directory location:

PolicyAgent-base/agent_001/logs/audit
Agent Debug directory location:

PolicyAgent-base/agent_001/logs/debug

Install log file location:

PolicyAgent-base/logs/audit/install.log

Thank you for using Access Manager Policy Agent
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Once the agent is installed, the directories shown in the preceding example are created in the
agent_00x directory, which for this example is specifically agent_001. Those directories and files are
briefly described in the following paragraphs.

PolicyAgent-base/agent_001/config/AMAgent.properties
Location of the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file for the agent instance. Every
instance of a J2EE agent has a unique copy of this file. You can configure this file tomeet your site’s
requirements. Formore information, see the following sections:
� Appendix B
� “Key Features and Tasks PerformedWith the J2EE AMAgent.propertiesConfiguration File”

on page 91

PolicyAgent-base/agent_001/logs/audit
Location of the J2EE agent local audit trail.

PolicyAgent-base/agent_001/logs/debug
Location of all debug files required to debug an agent installation or configuration issue.

PolicyAgent-base/logs/audit/install.log
Location of the file that has the agent install file location. If the installation failed for any reason,
you can look at this file to diagnose the issue.
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Post-Installation Tasks of PolicyAgent 2.2 for
BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

This chapter describes configuration and other post-installation considerations and tasks.

After completing the applicable tasks described in this chapter, perform the tasks to configure the
agent to your site’s specific requirements as described in Chapter 6.

CommonPost-Installation Steps forAll J2EEAgents in Policy
Agent 2.2

The tasks described in this section apply to all J2EE agent installations.

Updating theAgent Profile for J2EEAgents in Policy
Agent 2.2
The agent profile is created and updated inAccessManager Console. The agent profile should
originally be created prior to installing an agent. However, after you install a J2EE agent, you can
update the agent profile at anytime.After you update the agent profile inAccessManager Console,
youmust configure the J2EE agent accordingly as described in this section.

� ToUpdate theAgent Profile for J2EEAgents in PolicyAgent 2.2
Change the agent profile inAccessManager usingAccessManager Console. Formore information
about the agent profile, see “Creating a J2EEAgent Profile” on page 54.

Change the password in the password file tomatch the newpassword you just created inAccess
Manager Console as a part of the agent profile.

The password file should originally have been created as a J2EE agent pre-installation task. Formore
information about pre-installation, see“Preparing to InstallAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal
8.1 SP4” on page 60.

4C H A P T E R 4

BeforeYouBegin
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In the command line, issue the agentadmin --encrypt command to encrypt the new password.

For more information on this command, see “agentadmin --encrypt” on page 43.

Access the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file at the following location:
PolicyAgent-base/AgentInstance-Dir/config

In this configuration file, edit the property for the agent ID tomatch the new ID in the agent profile as
follows:
com.sun.identity.agents.app.username = agentID

where agentID represents the new agent ID that you created for the agent profile inAccessManager
Console.

Edit the property for the agent password as follows:
com.iplanet.am.service.secret = encryptedPassword

where encryptedPassword represents the new encrypted password you created when you issued the
agentadmin --encrypt command.

Restart the J2EE agent container.

The container needs to be restarted because neither property that you edited in this task is hot-swap
enabled.

Deploying theAgentApplication for J2EEAgents in
PolicyAgent 2.2
The task described in this section is required. Deploy the URI for the agent application using the
deployment container. The agent application is a housekeeping application used by the agent for
notifications and other internal functionality. This application is bundled with the agent binaries and
can be found at the following location:

PolicyAgent-base/etc/agentapp.extension

where extension refers to the .war extension or the .ear extension. The extension varies depending
on the deployment container.

Formore information about the PolicyAgent base directory (PolicyAgent-base), see “J2EEAgent
Directory Structure in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 49.

The agentapp application has to be deployed as a post installation step. In order for the agent to
function correctly, this applicationmust be deployed on the agent-protected deployment container
instance using the sameURI that was supplied during the agent installation process . For example
during the installation process, if you entered /agentapp as the deployment URI for the agent
application, then use that same context path to deploy the .war or .ear file in the deployment
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container. Using the administration console or command-line utilities of your deployment
container, deploy this application usingApplication Context Path as the URI specified during agent
installation.

Post-Installation Steps Specific toAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

Once you have installed PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 and you have
performed the post-installation steps that apply to all J2EE agents in the PolicyAgent 2.2 release,
complete the following agent-specific steps.

ConfiguringBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
InstanceWithAgent Classpath andAgent Java
Options
During installation, the installer creates a script in domain-directory named as follows:

UNIX Platforms

setAgentEnv_server-instance.sh

Windows Platforms

setAgentEnv_server-instance.cmd

domain-directory represents the domain name associated with your BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instance. The following is the default full path name for
the domain-directory:

/usr/local/bea/user_projects/domains/mydomain

server-instance represents the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instance name entered
during installation. For example Server1 or Server2.

This script is associated withAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 and is used to set up the
environment for the agent. This script sets the classpath and java options for the agent.
Administrators are responsible for calling the same script from their startup scripts. If the script is
included correctly, the agent related classpath is appended to theWeblogic classpath. This script is
required for the following task.
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� ToConfigureBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 InstanceWithAgent
Classpath andAgent JavaOptions

Note –This step is required.Agent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 will not work if the agent
startup script is added incorrectly to theWebLogic startup script. If the agent startup script does not
get invoked appropriately from theWebLogic startup script, BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
will not function appropriately after theAgentAuthenticator is set.

Add the environment script in the followingfile to the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instance
start up script:

Note –Throughout this guide scripting files apply to bothUNIX platforms andWindows platforms
even when the script forWindows platforms is not expressly mentioned. The difference is that scripts
for UNIX platforms have the .sh extension while scripts forWindows platforms have the .cmd
extension.

setAgentEnv_server-instance.sh

This environment script is called during the server’s start up sequence.

a. Locate the following line in the startup script:
. ${WL_HOME}/common/bin/commEnv.sh

b. Determinewhich line in the following list is appropriate for your requirements and add that line
immediately after the line you located in the previous substep.

As the following list indicates, when adding the agent environment variable script, you have the
choice of specifying the fully qualified path or a relative path to this script. The list that follows
includes some use cases of how to add this script for UNIX platforms andWindows platforms.

� UNIX Platforms (fully qualified path)

fully-qualified-path/setAgentEnv_server-instance.sh

For this scenario, the following is a conceivable line if server-instance is named server1 and
the domain directory is named mydomain:

/usr/local/bea/user_projects/domains/mydomain/setAgentEnv_server1.sh

Therefore, in this scenario, the start up script would then, amongst other lines, contain these
two lines as shown:

. ${WL_HOME}/common/bin/commEnv.sh

/usr/local/bea/user_projects/domains/mydomain/setAgentEnv_server1.sh

� Windows Platforms (fully qualified path)

◗
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call "fully-qualified-path/setAgentEnv_server-instance.cmd"

For this scenario, the following is a conceivable line if server-instance is named server1 and
the domain directory is named mydomain:

call "/usr/local/bea/user_projects/domains/mydomain/setAgentEnv_server1.cmd"

Therefore, in this scenario, the start up script would then contain, amongst other lines, these
two lines as shown:

. ${WL_HOME}/common/bin/commEnv.sh

call "/usr/local/bea/user_projects/domains/mydomain/setAgentEnv_server1.cmd"

� UNIX Platforms (relative path)

../setAgentEnv_server-instance.sh

For this scenario, the following is a conceivable line if server-instance is named server1:

../setAgentEnv_server1.sh

Therefore, in this scenario, the start up script would then, amongst other lines, contain these
two lines as shown:

. ${WL_HOME}/common/bin/commEnv.sh

../setAgentEnv_server1.sh

� Windows Platforms (relative path)

call "./setAgentEnv_server-instance.cmd"

For this scenario, the following is a conceivable line if server-instance is named server1:

call "./setAgentEnv_server1.cmd"

Therefore, in this scenario, the start up script would then, amongst other lines, contain these
two lines as shown:

. ${WL_HOME}/common/bin/commEnv.sh

call "./setAgentEnv_server1.cmd"

The following are descriptions for variable names used in this step:

server-instance represents the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instance name
entered during installation. For example Server1 or Server2.

fully-qualified-path represents the fully qualified path to the following agent script:

/setAgentEnv_server-instance.cmd"
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Note –Asafe practice is to cut and paste agent classpath and agent java option entries from the
setAgentEnv_managed_server_name.sh file to avoid anymisconfiguration due to typographical
errors.

Configuring theAgentAuthenticationProvider on
Agent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
Using security service providerAPI exposed by BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4, the agent plugs
its custom securityAuthenticator into the container. Once theAgentAuthenticator is configured, all
requests call it. You only need to set theAgentAuthenticator once perWebLogic domain. Formore
information on security service provider architecture visit
http://e-docs.bea.com/wls/docs81/dvspisec/intro.html.

The authentication provider can be added by using the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
Administration Console. The information provided in this section serves to facilitate the
configuration of theAgentAuthentication Provider and is in nomeans a substitute for the
information provided inWebLogic Server/Portal documentation. For a detailed discussion on
WebLogicAuthentication providers, seeWebLogic Portal documentation at http://www.bea.com.

� ToConfigure theAgentAuthenticationProvider onAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

Logon to the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Console.

In the left pane, expand the nodewith the nameof the domain you are configuring.

Expand the Security node.

Expand the Realms node.

All the available security realms are listed in the Realms table.

Click themyrealmnode.

Anew page appears in the right pane.

In the right pane, click the Providers tab.

Click Authentication.

Click Configure aNewAgent Authenticator.
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Click Create to create a newAgent Authenticator .

Change the control flag value fromREQUIRED toOPTIONAL

Click Apply

Click theAgent Providers tab again.

You should now be able to see anAgentAuthenticator.

ClickDefault Authenticator.

Change the control flag fromREQUIRED toOPTIONAL.

Click Apply.

TheDefault Security Realm

If you choose to create a new security realm instead of using the default security realm to configure
the agent, ensure that the control flag value for theAgentAuthenticator and any additional
authentication providers are set to OPTIONAL.

Adding aWebLogicAdministrator to theBypass List of
Agent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
This task involves editing the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file in order to add the
user ID of theWebLogic administrative user to the list of bypassed principals. This administrative
usermay then bypass the authentication process involvingAccessManager realm.

� ToAddaWebLogicAdministrator to theBypass List ofAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

Add the user ID of theWebLogic administrative user to the bypass principal list.

For example, to add the administrative user whose user ID is weblogic to the bypass principal list,
set the following property as shown:
com.sun.identity.agents.config.bypass.principal[0] = weblogic
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Installing theAgent Filter for theDeployed
ApplicationonAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal
8.1 SP4
The agent filter can be installed bymodifying the deployment descriptor of the application that
needs to be protected.

� To Install theAgent Filter for theDeployedApplicationonAgent for
BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
The following steps explain how to install the agent filter for the application you want the agent to
protect:

(Conditional) If the application is currently deployed onBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4, remove
it before proceeding any further.

Create the necessary backups before proceeding tomodify these descriptors.

Since you will modify the deployment descriptor in the next step, creating backup files at this point is
important.

Edit the application’s web.xmldescriptor.

The filters were introduced in Servlet Specification 2.3. Formore information about this
specification, see http://jcp.org/aboutJava/communityprocess/first/jsr053/index.html.

The <DOCTYPE> element of the web.xml descriptormust be changed to reflect that the deployment
descriptor is, at minimum, a Servlet 2.3 compliant deployment descriptor. To reflect this compliance
perform the following substeps.

a. Set the <DOCTYPE> element as follows:
<!DOCTYPE web-app PUBLIC

"-//Sun Microsystems, Inc.//DTD Web Application2.3//EN"

"http://java.sun.com/dtd/web-app_2_3.dtd">

b. Add the <filter> elements in the deployment descriptor by specifying the <filter> and the
<filter-mapping> elements immediately following the description element of the <web-app>
element in the descriptor web.xml.

The following is a sample web.xml descriptor with the <filter> and the <filter-mapping>
elements added:
<web-app>

<filter>
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<filter-name>Agent</filter-name>

<display-name>Agent</display-name>

<filter-class>com.sun.identity.agents.filter.AmAgentFilter</filter-class>

</filter>

<filter-mapping>

<filter-name>Agent</filter-name>

<url-pattern>/*</url-pattern>

</filter-mapping>

...

</web-app>

The agent filter for BEAWebLogic Portal server should be installed similarly to other J2EE
applications except that the web.xml descriptor for the portal application could have a set of
pre-existing filters.

Ensure that the agent filter element precedes all the other <filter> elements. Similarly, the filter
mapping element should be before all the other <filter-mapping> elements. In practice, the agent
filter should first intercept the request to properly enforce policies on the whole application.

If you want to protect your application with J2EE declarative security or with any other filter modes,
such asALLor URL_Policy, refer to the PolicyAgent-base/sampleapp directory to learn how to build
and deploy an application. The sampleapp directory is by nomeans a full fledged J2EE application.
Rather it is a simple application that provides you with a quick reference to application specific
deployment descriptors and various deploymentmodes of a J2EE agent. Once you successfully
deploy sampleapp and test all of its features, you can use it as a reference to other applications that
will be protected by the J2EE agent.

Once the web.xml deployment descriptor is modified to reflect the new <DOCTYPE> and <filter>
elements, the agent filter is added to the application. You can now redeploy your application on BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4.

Note – Ensure that role-to-principalmappings in container specific deployment descriptors are
replaced withAccessManager roles or principals. You can retrieveAccessManager roles or
principals forAccess Manager 7 by issuing the agentadmin --getUuid command. For more
information on the agentadmin --getUuid command, see “agentadmin --getUuid” on page 46.

You can also retrieve the universal ID for the user (UUID) usingAccessManager 7 Console to
browse the user profile.
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Conditional Post-Installation Steps for J2EEAgents in Policy
Agent 2.2

Steps described in this sectionmight be required, depending on your site’s specific deployment.

Creating theNecessaryURLPolicies
If the agent is installed and configured to operate in the URL_POLICYmode orALLmode, the
appropriate URLpolicies must be created. For instance, if BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 is
available on port 7001 usingHTTPprotocol, at least a policymust be created to allow access to the
following resource:

http://myhost.mydomain.com:7001/sampleApp/

where sampleApp is the context URI for the sample application.

If no policies are defined and the agent is configured to operate in the URL_POLICYmode orALL
mode, then no user is allowed access to BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 resources. See Sun Java
SystemAccessManager 7 2005Q4 Administration Guide to learn how to create these policies using
theAccessManager Console or command-line utilities.

Combining J2EEAgentsWithAccessManager
This is a conditional post-installation step that must be performed when the J2EE agent is installed
on the same deployment container that hostsAccessManager. Note thatAccessManager should be
installed prior to the agent being installed. Therefore, the order to install these servers on the same
machine is as follows:

1. Deployment container
2. AccessManager
3. J2EE agent

This type of deployment not only requires that you perform a post-installation configuration step as
described in the next subsection, this type of deployment also changes where J2EE agent debug log
files are stored. Formore information, see “Locating the J2EEAgent Debug Log Files for Policy
Agent 2.2” on page 83.

Configuring the J2EEAgent in PolicyAgent 2.2 toUse theRemote
Client SDKofAccessManager
After the J2EE agent is installed, it must use the Remote Client SDK provided by theAccessManager
installation.
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Modify theAccessManager configuration file, AMConfig.properties, by specifically adding the
following entry, which contains the agent configuration location information:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.location =

PolicyAgent-base/AgentInstance-Dir/config/AMAgent.properties

Locating the J2EEAgentDebugLogFiles for PolicyAgent 2.2
Installing the J2EE agent andAccessManager on the same deployment container changes the file to
which the J2EE agent debug log entries are written. This change occurs because the location of the
debug files is set in the properties configuration file. In this type of deployment, two configuration
files exist on the same host. However, theAccessManager AMConfig.properties configuration file
takes precedence over the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file.

When the J2EE agent and theAccessManager are installed on separate hosts the debug information
is stored in the following directory:

PolicyAgent-base/AgentInstance-Dir/logs/debug

However, when the J2EE agent andAccessManager are installed on the same host, the agent-specific
debug information is stored in the followingAccessManager directory:

/var/opt/SUNWam/debug
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Installing and Configuring PolicyAgent 2.2 for
BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4: Cluster

Installing theAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 in a clustered environment is very
similar to the installation process for a stand-alone environment. However, take great care
configuring the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Server and itsManaged
Servers. Youmust install the agent on theAdministration Server in addition to eachManaged Server
that you want the agent to protect.

Caution –The installation and configuration of the agent bits on theAdministration Server are
required to set up theAgentAuthenticator for the entire domain. First, install the agent on the
Administration Server. Next configure theAgentAuthenticator. These two tasksmust be complete
before you install aManaged Server that is associated with the same domain. Do not install theAgent
Authenticator on one of theseManaged Servers. Failure to follow these guidelines can render the
BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 deployment inaccessible.

InstallingAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4on
theAdministration Server

Install the first instance ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 on theAdministration
Server. The following is a relatively involved task description that directs you to other sections of this
guide.When finished, install any subsequent agent instances onManaged Servers.

� To InstallAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4on theAdministration Server
Ensure that the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Server is not running.

Install Agent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 as youwould in a stand-alone environment.
See Chapter 3 for detailed steps.
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Configure the agent classpath for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Server by
following the steps outlined in “Configuring BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 InstanceWith
Agent Classpath andAgent JavaOptions” onpage 75.

Start the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Server.

Configure theAgent Authentication Provider.
See “Configuring theAgentAuthentication Provider onAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4” on page 78 for details.

InstallingAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4ona
ManagedServer

You can startManaged Servers in a clustered environment using command-line scripts or using BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Console, specifically using the NodeManager. Both
options are supported byAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4. This section describes
installing and configuring the agent on aManaged Server to enable you to start aManaged Server
with scripts. For information on installing and configuring NodeManager in order to start a
Managed Server using NodeManager, see “Configuring NodeManagerWithAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4: Clustered Setup” on page 89

� To InstallAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4onaManagedServer

Note –Throughout this guide scripting files apply to bothUNIX platforms andWindows platforms
even when the script forWindows platforms is not expressly mentioned. The difference is that scripts
for UNIX platforms have the .sh extension while scripts forWindows platforms have the .cmd
extension.

Ensure that the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Managed Server is not running.

Copy the startManagedWebLogic.sh script to an instance specific script onwhich the agentwill be
installed as illustrated by the following example:
startManagedWebLogic.sh

to

start_new_Server_1.sh

Edit the newly copied script by hard coding the following variables:

� SERVER_NAME
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� ADMIN_URL

The following is an example of these two variables hard coded:

ADMIN_URL="http://example.company.com:7001"

SERVER_NAME="new_Server_1"

Install Agent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 as youwould in a stand-alone environment,
pointing the startup script location to theManaged Server script name. For example,
start_new_Server_1.sh, start_new_Server_2.sh, and such.

See Chapter 3 for detailed steps.

Configure the agent classpath for the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Managed Server by
following the steps outlined in “Configuring BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 InstanceWith
Agent Classpath andAgent JavaOptions” onpage 75.

You cannow start yourManaged Server using the customized script.

Alternatively, you can start theManaged Servers via the NodeManager. To configure the Node
Manager for this purpose, follow the instructions in “Configuring NodeManagerWithAgent for
BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4: Clustered Setup” on page 89.

Post-Installation Tasks ofAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 in aClustered Environment

This section describes the post-installation tasks involved withAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 in a clustered environment. This deployment involves the configuration of the
Administration Server and of one ormoreManaged Servers. These tasks have, generally, already
been documented in Chapter 4. This section directs you to sections in that chapter while discussing
details specific to a clustered environment in this chapter.

AddaWebLogicAdministrator to theBypass List of
Agent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4: Cluster
For information on this task, see “Adding aWebLogicAdministrator to the Bypass List ofAgent for
BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 79.
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Install theAgent Filter for theDeployedApplication
onAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4:
Cluster
Install theAgent Filter for each application deployed in anAdministration Server orManaged Server
protected byAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4. For information on this task, see
“Installing theAgent Filter for the DeployedApplication onAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal
8.1 SP4” on page 80.

Deploy theAgentApplicationofAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4: Cluster
Before preceding to this task description, documented in “Deploying theAgentApplication for J2EE
Agents in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 74, take note of the information provided in this section.

Youmust deploy the agent application on every instance on which the agent has been installed.
Failing to do somight disable the agent notification system on theManaged Servers, which in turn
would prevent the agent from receiving important notifications.All agent applications hosted on the
same instance use the agent application deployed in that instance. EachManaged Server needs to
have the agent application deployed so that noManaged Server instance is dependent upon another
Managed Server instance for notifications.

You also have the option of deploying the agent application using the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal
8.1 SP4Administration Console as detailed in the following task description.

� ToDeploy theAgentApplication in theBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4AdministrationConsole
If the agent was installed and configured onmore than onemanaged instance, the agent
housekeeping application agentapp.war has to be deployed on each and everyManaged Server
instance. This can be done through theAdministration Console. The deployment can havemultiple
applications protected by the same agent running on the sameManaged Server instance.All the
applications in the same BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 server instance use the agent
application deployed with this instance.

If more than one instance is being configured and protected by the agent, eachManaged Server
instance requires that the agent application be deployed. Thereby, no BEAWebLogic Server/Portal
8.1 SP4 instance is dependent on any other instance for agent housekeeping operations.

Expand theDeployments tab.

Click theWebApplication node.
Anew page appears in the right pane.
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In the right pane, clickDeploy a newWebApplicationModule.

Click Upload to upload the agentapp.war file from the followingdirectory:
PolicyAgent-base/etc/agentapp.war

When selecting the target for theWebApplicationmodule, you have the option of selecting the
entire cluster or individual servers. Deploy the agentapp.war file for every server node on which you
will install the agent.

ConfiguringNodeManagerWithAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4: Clustered Setup
You have the option of starting a cluster ofManaged Servers using BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4NodeManager.

� ToConfigureNodeManagerWithAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4: Clustered Setup

Note –Throughout this guide scripting files apply to bothUNIX platforms andWindows platforms
even when the script forWindows platforms is not expressly mentioned. The difference is that scripts
for UNIX platforms have the .sh extension while scripts forWindows platforms have the .cmd
extension.

In the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Console., expand the Servers node.

Select the node for the server youwant tomanagewithNodeManager.

Configure the agent classpath inNodeManager

a. In the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Console, select the Configuration tab.

b. Select the Remote Start tab.

c. Locate the agent classpath for the specificManaged Server as found in
setAgentEnv_managed_server_name.sh.

d. Add the agent class path to the followingClasspath text field:

Note –Asafe practice is to cut and paste agent classpath entries from the
setAgentEnv_managed_server_name.sh file to avoid anymisconfiguration due to typographical
errors.
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${CLASSPATH}:PolicyAgent-base/lib/agent.jar:PolicyAgent-base/
lib/amclientsdk.jar:PolicyAgent-base/locale:PolicyAgent-base/
AgentInstance-Dir/config

whereAgentInstance-Dir represents an agent instance directory, such as agent_001.

For information about PolicyAgent-base, see “J2EEAgent Directory Structure in PolicyAgent 2.2”
on page 49.

Configure the agent java options inNodeManager.

a. In the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Console, select the Configuration tab.

b. Select the Remote Start tab.

c. Locate the java options as found in setAgentEnv_managed_server_name.sh for the specific
Managed Server.

d. Add the java options to theArguments text field as shown:

Note –Asafe practice is to cut and paste agent java option entries from the
setAgentEnv_managed_server_name.sh file to avoid anymisconfiguration due to typographical
errors.

-Djava.util.logging.config.file=PolicyAgent-base/config/
AMAgentLogConfig.properties

-DLOG_COMPATMODE=Off

You can now start theManaged Servers in the cluster using the NodeManager in addition to
customized scripts.
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Managing PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

After installing PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 and performing the
required post-installation steps, youmust adjust the agent configuration to your site’s specific
deployment. This chapter describes how tomodify the agent accordingly.

This chapter focuses onmethods available formanaging this J2EE agent, specifying the features you
can configure and the tasks you can perform using eachmethod as follows:

� “Key Features and Tasks PerformedWith the J2EE AMAgent.propertiesConfiguration File”
on page 91

� “Key Features and Tasks PerformedWith the J2EE agentadmin Program” on page 114
� “Key Features and Tasks PerformedWith the J2EEAgentAPI” on page 115
� “Key Features and Tasks PerformedWith BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 118

Key Features andTasks PerformedWith the J2EE
AMAgent.propertiesConfiguration File

The J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file is a text file of configuration properties that
you canmodify to change J2EE agent behavior.

Caution –The content of the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file is very sensitive.
Changesmade can result in changes in how the agent works. Errors made can cause the agent to
malfunction.

This section describes themost important details of the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties
configuration file, such as how specific properties can bemodified to produce specific results. The
topics described are typically those of greatest interest in real-world deployment scenarios. This
section does not cover every property in the file. For a list and description of every property, see
Appendix B.

The following is the location of the AMAgent.properties file;
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PolicyAgent-base/AgentInstance-Dir/config

Formore information about the PolicyAgent 2.2 directory structure, see “J2EEAgent Directory
Structure in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 49.

� “Hot-SwapMechanism in J2EEAgents” on page 92
� “List Constructs in the J2EE AMAgent.propertiesConfiguration File” on page 93
� “Map Constructs in the J2EE AMAgent.propertiesConfiguration File” on page 94
� “J2EE Property Configuration:Application Specific or Global” on page 95
� “J2EEAgent FilterModes” on page 96
� “EnablingWeb-Tier Declarative Security in J2EEAgents” on page 98
� “Enabling Failover in J2EEAgents” on page 103
� “LoginAttempt Limit in J2EEAgents” on page 105
� “RedirectAttempt Limit in J2EEAgents” on page 105
� “Not-EnforcedURI List in J2EEAgents” on page 106
� “FetchingAttributes in J2EEAgents” on page 107
� “Configuring FQDNHandling in J2EEAgents” on page 111
� “Using Cookie Reset Functionality in J2EEAgents” on page 112
� “Enabling Port Check Functionality in J2EEAgents” on page 113

Hot-SwapMechanism in J2EEAgents
Certain property keys in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file are hot-swap
enabled. The value for these keys, when altered, are dynamically loaded by the agent such that it is
not necessary to restart the deployment container for these changes to take effect. However, in cases
where the property is explicitly identified as not enabled for hot-swap or in cases when the hot-swap
mechanism is disabled on the system, the deployment containermust be restarted for the changes to
take effect.

When the agent is deployed on a deployment container whereAccessManager has been configured,
the hot-swapmechanism is disabled by default and cannot be used.

The hot-swapmechanism is controlled by the following configuration property:

com.sun.am.policy.config.load.interval

The valid values for this property is any unsigned integer including 0, which indicates the amount of
time in seconds after which the agent will check for changes to the configuration.Asetting of 0
disables themechanism. By default, this mechanism is set to 0 and is, therefore, disabled.

This mechanism is primarily provided to facilitate the development and testing of your application
in a controlled development or test environment. It is strongly recommended that this feature be
disabled for production systems to ensure optimal utilization of system resources.Also, in a
production system by disabling this feature, any accidental changes to the agent configuration will
not take effect until the deployment container has been restarted.
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The property that controls the hot-swapmechanism itself is hot-swap enabled. This means that if the
hot-swapmechanism is enabled and you change the value of this property, the new value will take
effect after the last hot-swap load interval expires. This can be therefore used to dynamically disable
the entire hot-swap system. For example consider the following situation:

� The deployment container is started with the load interval set to 10 seconds. Therefore, changes
made to the agent configuration are picked up by the agent every 10 seconds.

� If youmodify the load interval value while the deployment container is running and set it to 0,
when the last load interval completes, the agent will pick up this new value. Since the value is set
to 0 the agent will disable the hot-swapmechanism for the entire system.

� Once disabled, the configuration changesmade in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties
configuration file will not be sensed by the agent. Therefore, even if you reset the value of this
property now to any other number, it will not enable the hot-swapmechanism unless the
deployment container is restarted.

When the value of the load interval is set to 0 during the startup of the deployment container, the
hot-swapmechanismwill be disabled and cannot be enabled without restarting the server and
ensuring that this value is set to a value greater than 0.

List Constructs in the J2EE AMAgent.properties
Configuration File
Certain property keys in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file are specified as lists.
A list construct has the following format:

<key>[<index>] = <value>

key The configuration key (name of the configuration property)

index Apositive number starting from 0 that increments by 1 for every value specified in this
list.

value One of the values specified in this list
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Note – Properties that are specified in thismannermust follow the preceding format, otherwise they
will be treated as invalid ormissing properties.

More than one property can be specified for this key by changing the value of <index>. This value
must start from the number 0 and increment by 1 for each entry added to this list.

If certain indices aremissing, those indices are ignored and the rest of the specified values are loaded
at adjusted list positions.

Duplicate index values result in only one value being loaded in the indexed or adjusted indexed
position.

EXAMPLE 6–1Example of List Constructs in J2EE AMAgent.properties File

com.sun.am.policy.example.list[0] = value0

com.sun.am.policy.example.list[1] = value1

com.sun.am.policy.example.list[2] = value2

MapConstructs in the J2EE AMAgent.properties
Configuration File
Certain property keys in the J2EE agent are specified asmaps.Amap construct has the following
format:

<key>[<name>]=<value>

key The configuration key (name of the configuration property)

name Astring that forms the lookup key as available in themap

value The value associated with the name in themap

Note – Properties that are specified in thismannermust follow the preceding format, otherwise they
will be treated as invalid ormissing properties.

For a given <name>, theremay only be one entry in the configuration for a given configuration key
(<key>). If multiple entries with the same <name> for a given configuration key are present, only one
of the values will be loaded in the system and the other values will be discarded.

EXAMPLE 6–2Example ofMapConstructs in J2EE AMAgent.properties File

com.sun.am.policy.example.map[AL] = ALABAMA

com.sun.am.policy.example.map [AK] = ALASKA

com.sun.am.policy.example.map [AZ] = ARIZONA
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J2EEProperty Configuration:Application Specific or
Global
Certain property keys in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file can be configured
for specific applications. Therefore, the agent can use different values of the same property for
different applications as defined in the configuration file. Properties that are not configured for
specific applications apply to all the applications on that deployment container. Such properties are
called global properties.An application specific property has the following format:

<key>[<appname>]=<value>

key The configuration key (name of the configuration property)

appname The application name to which this configuration belongs. The application name is the
context path of the application without the leading forward slash character. In case
when the application has been deployed at the root-context of the server, the application
name should be specified as DefaultWebApp.

value The value used by the agent to protect the application identified by the given application
name

Note –When an application specific configuration is not present, the agent uses differentmechanisms
to identify a default value. Configurations are possible where the default value is used as the value
specified for the same key without any application specific suffix [<appname>]. The following
settings for a single property serve as an example:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.example[Portal] = value1

com.sun.identity.agents.config.example[DefaultWebApp] = value2

com.sun.identity.agents.config.example = value3

The preceding example illustrates that for applications other than the ones deployed on the root
context and the context /Portal, the value of the property defaults to value3.

Application Specific configuration properties must follow the rules and syntax of themap construct
of configuration entries.

EXAMPLE 6–3Example ofApplication Specific andGlobal Configuration

com.sun.identity.agents.config.example[Portal] = value1

com.sun.identity.agents.config.example[BankApp] = value2

com.sun.identity.agents.config.example[DefaultWebApp] = value3
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J2EEAgent FilterModes
The agent installation program and the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file allow you
to set the agent filter in one of the five available modes of operation. Depending upon your security
requirements, choose themode that best suits your site’s deployment. The following configuration
property is used to control themode of the agent filter:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.filter.mode

The value for this property can be one of the following:

� NONE

� SSO_ONLY

� J2EE_POLICY

� URL_POLICY

� ALL

Regardless of whatmode the agent filter is operating in, the agent realmwill continue to function, if
configured. This can therefore lead to a situation where the agent realm componentmaymalfunction
ormay result in the negative evaluation of J2EE security policies configured in the application’s
deployment descriptors or being used through the J2EE programmatic securityAPI. To avoid this,
youmay disable the agent realm component, if necessary. The sections that follow describe the
different agent filter modes and also tell you how to disable the agent realm.

J2EEAgent FilterMode-NONE
Thismode of operation effectively disables the agent filter.When operating in this mode, the agent
filter allows all requests to pass through. However, if the logging is enabled, the agent filter will still
log all the requests that it intercepts.

Note –Thismode is provided to facilitate development and testing efforts in a controlled
development or test environment. Do not to use this mode of operation in a production
environment at any time.

Although this mode disables the agent filter from taking any action on the incoming requests other
than logging, it has no effect on the agent realm, whichmight be configured in your deployment
container andmight get invoked by the deployed application if the deployed application has J2EE
security policies in its descriptors or uses programmatic security.With the agent filter disabled, these
applications will fail to evaluate the J2EE security policies correctly and as a result the deployed
applicationmaymalfunction.

To create a situation functionally equivalent to not having the agent in your system at all, set the filter
mode to NONE and complete the task described in “Removing theAgentAuthenticator FromBEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 118.
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Note –When the agent filter is operating in thismode, any declarative J2EE security policy or
programmatic J2EE securityAPI calls will return a negative result regardless of the user.

J2EEAgent FilterMode - SSO_ONLY
This is the least restrictivemode of operation for the agent filter. In this mode, the agent simply
ensures that all users who try to access protected web resources are authenticated usingAccess
ManagerAuthentication Service. In this mode of operation the agent realm is not used.

Note –When operating in thismode, any declarative J2EE security policy or programmatic J2EE
securityAPI calls evaluated for the application will result in negative evaluation.

J2EEAgent FilterMode - J2EE_POLICY
In this mode, the agent filter and agent realmwork together with variousAccessManager services to
ensure the correct evaluation of J2EE policies. These policies may be configured using the declarative
security in the application’s deployment descriptors, or may be implicit in the code of the application
in the cases where it uses the J2EE programmatic securityAPIs. NoURLpolicies defined inAccess
Manager take effect in this mode of filter operation.When the deployed application uses declarative
security in the web-tier, youmust configure the agent to enable this feature. See “EnablingWeb-Tier
Declarative Security in J2EEAgents” on page 98 formore information on how to enable this
feature.When running in the J2EE_POLICYmode, the agent ensures that the security principal is set
in the system for every authorized user access. In the J2EE_POLICYmode, the agent will not enforce
any applicable URLpolicies as defined inAccessManager.

J2EEAgent FilterMode -URL_POLICY
In this mode, the agent filter is used to enforce various URLpolicies that may be defined inAccess
Manager.

Note –When the agent filter is in the URL_POLICYmode, the agent does not enforce any applicable
J2EE declarative security policies. Such policies along with any calls to J2EE programmatic security
API return negative results.

J2EEAgent FilterMode -ALL
This is themost restrictivemode of the agent filter. In this mode, the filter enforces both J2EE policies
andURLpolicies as defined inAccessManager. This mode of operation requires that the agent realm
be configured in the deployment container.When running in theALLmode, the agent ensures that
the security principal is set in the system for every authorized access.

This mode of operation is, with very few exceptions, the preferredmode for deployed production
systems.
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EnablingWeb-TierDeclarative Security in J2EEAgents
Certain applicationsmight require the use of web-tier declarative security that enforces role-based
access control over web resources such as Servlets, JSPs, HTMLfiles and any other resource that can
be represented as a URI. This type of security is enforced by adding security-constraint elements
to the deployed application’s web.xml deployment descriptor.

Typically security-constraint elements are tied with auth-constraint elements that identify the
role membership that will be enforced when a request for a protected resource is made by the client
browser. The following example illustrates this idea:

<security-constraint>

<web-resource-collection>

<web-resource-name>Report Servlet</web-resource-name>

<url-pattern>/ReportGenServlet</url-pattern>

</web-resource-collection>

<auth-constraint>

<role-name>MANAGER</role-name>

</auth-constraint>

</security-constraint>

This fragment of deployment descriptor can be used to ensure that access to the report generation
servlet is allowed only to those users who aremembers of the role calledManager.

In order for such a construct to work, youmustmake the necessarymodifications in the J2EE agent
AMAgent.properties configuration file to ensure it can identify and handle such requests.

� ToEnable J2EEAgents toHandle Security Constraint Settings

Ensure that a login-config element is specified for theweb application that is beingprotected and
that the login-config element has the auth-method set to FORM.

The supporting form-login-config element is also required.

The form-login-page element of form-login-config should be added as one of the values for the
followingproperty in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.form

As an example, consider the following login-config element of a protected application:
<login-config>

<auth-method>FORM</auth-method>

<form-login-config>

<form-login-page>/jsp/login.jsp</form-login-page>

<form-error-page>/block.html</form-error-page>

1

2
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</form-login-config>

</login-config>

Notice how the form-login-page is specified for the supporting form-login-config element. This
valuemust be set for the following property in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration
file as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.form[0] = /Portal/jsp/login.jsp

Notice that the value of the form-login-page as specified in the deployment descriptor is not the
same as what is specified in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file. The difference
being that when you enter this value in the configuration file, youmust prefix it with the context path
for the application on which this form-login-page is going to be used. In this particular example,
the context path of the application is “/Portal.”

Similarly, if you havemore than one application deployed that require web-tier declarative security,
youmust add their respective form-login-pages to the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties
configuration file. For example, other entries could be:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.error.uri[1] = /BankApp/SignOn

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.error.uri[2] = /ERP/LoginServlet

Please ensure that each such element added to this list has a unique index entry. Having duplicate
index entries can result in the loss of data and consequently result in themalfunction of the
application.

Once you have configured the web application’s deployment descriptor to use the form-login
mechanism for web-tier declarative security and have added the full URI of the form-login-page for
each such application in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file, the web-tier
declarative security is enabled for these applications.
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Note –

� When a protected application is configured for web-tier declarative security handling by the
agent, it must be redeployed with a form-login configuration as described in this section. This
configuration requires that two application resources be specified in the application’s web.xml
deployment descriptor: one for the form-login-page and the other for the form-error-page.
Regardless of whether the resource corresponding to the form-login-page exists in the
application or not (this depends on how the agent is configured to handle the form-login
requests), the resource corresponding to the form-error-pagemust be present in the
application. This resource is directly invoked by the deployment container to indicate
authentication failures and, optionally, authorization failures. If the application does not contain
a valid form-error-pagematching the URI specified in this deployment descriptor, it could
result in HTTP 404 errors when the container chooses to display this error page.

� For applications that do not contain a form-login-page, you can specify any URI as long as that
URI does not conflict with any application resource and thematching value has been added to
the configuration property com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.form.

� By default, the agent is configured to intercept all form-login requests and handle themwithout
invoking the actual form-login-page resource as specified in the web.xml of the protected
application. Thus, when using a default installation of the agent, the application is not required to
have a resource corresponding to the form-login-page element specified in web.xml. This
allows for the configuration of web-tier declarative security for applications that were not
designed to use the form-loginmechanism and instead relied on other login schemes available in
J2EE specification. This behavior of the agent can be changed so that it allows the form-login
requests to be handled by actual resources that exist within the application by changing the agent
configuration properties as applicable. For details on how this can be done, please refer to the
section “CustomizingAgent Response for Form Login” on page 101.

� If the agent filter is operating in the URL_POLICYmode, any necessary URLpolicies to allow
access to the form-error-page resourcemust be created for all users.

To further customize the behavior of the application when using web-tier declarative security, see
“Web-Tier Security Details” on page 100.

Web-Tier SecurityDetails
When the deployment container gets a request for a resource that is protected by the web-tier
declarative security-constraint, it must evaluate the credentials of the user against the agent
realm to ensure that only authorized requests go through. In order to process such a request, the
deployment container requires the user to sign on using the specified form login page asmentioned
in the form-login-config element of the web.xml descriptor. Based on the specification of the FORM
authenticationmechanism, it is required that the user submits a valid user name as j_username and
a valid password as j_password to the special URI j_security_check using the HTTP POSTmethod
of form submission.
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The agent, once configured to support web-tier declarative security for the given application can
isolate the request for accessing form-login-page and instead can stream out some data to the client
browser. This data contains the user’s login name and temporary encrypted password, which in turn
uses Javascript to do automatic form submission as required. This gives the user a seamless single
sign-on experience since the user does not have to re-login in order to access the protected resources
for a deployed application that uses web-tier declarative security.

By default, the content that the agent sends to the client browser on intercepting a request for the
form login page is read from the file called FormLoginContent.txt located in the locale directory of
the agent installation. This file contains the followingHTMLcode:

<html>

<head>

<title>Security Check</title>

</head>

<body onLoad="document.security_check_form.submit()">

<form name="security_check_form" action="j_security_check" method="POST">

<input type="hidden" value="am.filter.j_username" name="j_username">

<input type="hidden" value="am.filter.j_password" name="j_password">

</form>

</body>

</html>

Before the agent streams out the contents of this file, it replaces all occurrences of the string
am.filter.j_username by the appropriate user name. Similarly, all occurrences of the string
am.filter.j_password are replaced by a temporary encrypted string that acts as a one-time
password for the user.

CustomizingAgent Response for FormLogin
The J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file allows you to completely control the content
that is sent out to the user when the deployment container requires a form login from the user.

Note –The ability to customize the agent response form login is not a feature whose purpose is to
change the form login page nor is the purpose of this feature to bypass the defaultAccessManager
login page.

Using the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file, you can customize the agent response
in the following ways:
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� ToCustomize theAgent Response to FormLogin

Modify the content of the FormLoginContent.txt file to suit yourUI requirements as necessary.

Ensure that regardless of themodifications youmake, the final file submits the j_username and
j_password to the action j_security_check via HTTP POSTmethod.

(Conditional) You can specify the nameof a different file using the property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.content.file in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties
configuration file.

If you specify the file name, youmust ensure that it exists within the locale directory of the agent
installation.

If you wish that this file be used from another directory, you can simply specify the full path to this
new file.

Ensure that regardless of themodifications youmake, the final file submits the j_username and
j_password to the action j_security_check via HTTP POSTmethod.

(Conditional) If you havemore than one application andwould like to have an application-specific
response to the form login requests, instruct the agent to allow the form login request to proceed to
the actual form login page.

This can be done by setting the value of the configuration property as
follows:com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.use.internal as false.

In this situation, youmust ensure that the resource that receives this request extracts the
am.filter.j_username and am.filter.j_password from the HttpServletRequest as attributes
and uses that to ensure that eventually a submit of these values as j_username and j_password is
done to the action j_security_check via HTTP POSTmethod.

The following JSP fragment demonstrates how this can be done:
<form action="j_security_check" method="POST">

<%

String user = (String) request.getAttribute("am.filter.j_username");

String password = (String) request.getAttribute("am.filter.j_password");

%>

<ul>

<li>Your username for login is: <b><%=user%></b></li>

<li>Your password for login is: <b><%=password%></b></li>

</ul>

<input type=hidden name="j_username" value="<%=user%>">

<input type=hidden name="j_password" value="<%=password%>">

<input type="submit" name="submit" value="CONTINUE">

</form>

1

2

3
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Thismechanismwould therefore allow you to have an application-specific form-login handling
mechanism.

Enabling Failover in J2EEAgents
The agent allows basic failover capabilities. This helps you ensure that if the primaryAccessManager
instance for which the agent has been configured becomes unavailable, the agent will switch to the
nextAccessManager instance as specified in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file.
This setup can be achieved by implementing the following steps.

� ToEnable Failover in J2EEAgents

Provide a list of AccessManager authentication services URLs thatmaybeusedby the agent to
authenticate userswhodonot have sufficient credentials to access the protected resources.

Configure the following property to create the list:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url

Youmay specifymore than one login URLas follows:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url[0] = primary-AM-server

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url[1] = failover-AM-server1

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url[2] = failover-AM-server2
primary-AM-server Represents the URLof the primaryAccessManager instance to which users

are redirected for authentication.

failover-AM-server1 Represents the URLof theAccessManager instance to which users are
redirected for authentication if the primaryAccessManager instance fails.

failover-AM-server2 Represents the URLof theAccessManager instance to which users are
redirected for authentication if the primaryAccessManager instance fails
and the first failoverAccessManager instance fails.

If a URL list is provided to this property, com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url, the agent
first tries to establish a connection to the first server (primary-AM-server) specified in the URL list. If
the agent is successful in establishing this connection, it redirects the user to theAccessManager
instance for authentication.

(Optional) Turn prioritization on for the failover lists by setting the followingproperty to true:
com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url.prioritized

1

2
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Note – Setting this property to true turns prioritization on for the loginURL list and the CDSSOURL
list. The two cases shown in this step specifically mention the login URL list. However, this
explanation of prioritization is exactly the same for the CDSSOURL list. The final step in this
procedure describes how to create the CDSSOURL list in case such a scenario applies to your site’s
deployment.

The following cases describe the behavior of the agent in different situations: when you turn on
prioritization and when you do not turn on prioritization for the login URL list.

Case 1: com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url.prioritized = true

Avalue of truemeans that priority is established for the login URL list described in Step 1. The list
was created by configuring the following property:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url

Therefore, the first URLon the list, which is abbreviated here as .url[0], has a higher priority than
.url[1] and .url[1] has higher priority than.url[2] and so on. If the server (primary-AM-server)
specified in this example as the value for .url[0] is running, the agent sends all requests to this server
only. However, if primary-AM-server fails, from that point on, subsequent requests are sent to the
server (failover-AM-server1) associated with .url[1]. Furthermore, if at some point
primary-AM-server comes back, then the subsequent requests from that point on are sent to
primary-AM-server, since it takes priority over failover-AM-server1. This mechanism always fails
back to the highest priorityAccessManager instance among theAccessManager instances that are
running at the point in time the agentmust redirect requests to anAccessManager instance.

Case 2: com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url.prioritized = false

In this case, no server takes priority over another. Failover occurs in a round-robin fashion. If all the
servers are running, the agent sends requests to the server (primary-AM-server) associated with
.url[0]. If primary-AM-server goes down then all subsequent requests are sent to the server
(failover-AM-server1) associated with .url[1]. The agent keeps sending the requests to
failover-AM-server1 unless that server goes down. If failover-AM-server1 does go down then the
agent routes all the subsequent requests to the server (failover-AM-server2) associated with .url[2]
until it goes down. If it goes down, the agent tries to connect to primary-AM-server once again.
Assuming that by then the primary-AM-server is running, all the subsequent requests from then on
are sent to primary-AM-server. This is a simple round-robinmechanismwithout any priority
involved.

Provide a list of AccessManagerNaming ServiceURLs thatmaybeusedby the agent to get access to
the various other serviceURLs thatmaybeneeded to serve the loggedonuser.

This can be done by using the following property:

com.iplanet.am.naming.url

More than one naming service URLmay be specified as a space delimited list of URLs. The following
example illustrates this idea:

3
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com.iplanet.am.naming.url = primary-AM-server failover-AM-server1

(Conditional) If the deployment consists of an agent instance that is on a different domain than
multiple AccessManager instances forwhich youwant to enable failover, provide aURL list of the
remoteAccessManager instances.

Configure the following property to create the list:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.cdcservlet.url[]

Specifymore than one CDSSOURL in the followingmanner:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.cdcservlet.url[0] = primary-remoteAM-server

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.cdcservlet.url[1] = failover-remoteAM-server1

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.cdcservlet.url[2] = failover-remoteAM-server2

LoginAttempt Limit in J2EEAgents
When a user tries to access a protected resource without having authenticated withAccessManager
Authentication Services, the request is treated as a request with insufficient credentials. The default
action taken by the agent when it encounters such a request is to redirect the user to the next available
Login URLas configured in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file.

Despite the repeated redirects performed by the agent, the user could still be unable to furnish the
necessary credentials. In such a case, the agent can be directed to block such a request. This is
configured using the LoginAttempt Limit configuration property. The configuration property that
controls this behavior is as follows:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.attempt.limit

If a non-zero positive value is specified for this property in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties
configuration file, the agent will only allow that many attempts before it blocks the access request
without the necessary credentials.When set to a value of zero, this feature is disabled.

To guard against potential denial-of-service attacks on your system, enable this feature.

RedirectAttempt Limit in J2EEAgents
The processing of requests by the agent can result in redirects for the client browser. Such redirects
can happen when the user has not authenticated withAccessManagerAuthentication Service, lacks
the sufficient credentials necessary to access a protected resource, and a variety of other reasons.

While the agent ensures that only the authenticated and authorized users get access to the protected
resources, there is a remote possibility that due tomisconfiguration of the system, the client browser
may be put into an infinite redirection loop.

4
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The RedirectAttempt Limit configuration property allows you to guard against such potential
situations by ensuring that after a given number of consecutive requests from a particular user that
result in the same exact redirect, the agent blocks the user request. This blocking of the request is only
temporary and is removed themoment the usermakes a request that does not result in the same
redirect or results in access being granted to the protected resource. The configuration property that
controls this feature is:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.redirect.attempt.limit

If a non-zero positive integer is specified as the value of this property, the agent will break the
redirection loop after the specified number of requests result in the same redirects.When its value is
set to zero, this feature is disabled.

To protect the system from such situations, enable this feature. Furthermore, enabling this feature
can help in breaking potential denial of service attacks.

Not-EnforcedURI List in J2EEAgents
The J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file allows you to specify a list of URIs that are
treated as not-enforced.Access to these resources is always granted by the agent. The configuration
property that controls this list is as follows:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri

It is recommended that if your deployed application has pages that use a bulk of graphics that do not
need the agent protection, such content be added to the agent’s not-enforced list to ensure the
optimal utilization of the system resources. Following is an example of the entries that youmay
specify in the not-enforced list:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri[0] = /images/*

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri[1] = /public/*.html

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri[2] = /registration/*

This enables the agent to focus on enforcing access control only over requests that do notmatch
these givenURI patterns. The use of a wildcard (*) is allowed to indicate the presence of one ormore
characters in the URI pattern being specified.

Inverting theNot-EnforcedURI List
In situations where only a small portion of the deployed application needs protection, you can
configure the agent to do just that by inverting the not-enforced list. This results in the agent
enforcing access control over the entries that are specified in the not-enforced list and allowing
access to all other resources on the system. This feature is controlled by the following property:
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com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri.invert

When you set the value to true for this property, it makes the entries specified in the not-enforced list
as enforced entries and the rest of the application resources are treated as not-enforced.

Caution –When the not-enforced list is inverted, the number of resources for which the agent will not
enforce access control is potentially very large. The use of this feature should therefore be used with
extreme caution and only after extensive evaluation of the security requirements of the deployed
applications.

Note –

� When anAccess Denied URI is specified, it is never enforced by the agent regardless of the
configuration of the not-enforced list. This is necessary to ensure that the agent can use the
Access Denied URI to block any unauthorized access for protected system resources.

� When configuring access denied URIs within the deployment descriptor of the web application,
youmust ensure that these values are added to the not-enforced list of the agent. Failing to do so
can result in application resources becoming inaccessible by the user.

� Any resource that has been added to the not-enforced list must not access any protected resource.
If it does so, it can result in unauthorized access to protected system resources. For example, if a
servlet that has been added to the not-enforced list, in turn sends the request to another servlet,
which is protected, it can potentially lead to unauthorized access to the protected servlet.

FetchingAttributes in J2EEAgents
Certain applications rely on the presence of user-specific profile information in some form in order
to process the user requests appropriately. J2EE agents provide the functionality that can help such
applications bymaking these attributes from the user’s profile available in various forms. Policy
Agent 2.2 allows the following attribute types to be fetched using the corresponding property from
the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file:

ProfileAttributes
com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.fetch.mode

SessionAttributes
com.sun.identity.agents.config.session.attribute.fetch.mode

Policy ResponseAttributes
com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.fetch.mode

The following values are possible for these three properties:

� NONE

� HEADER

� REQUEST_ATTRIBUTE
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� COOKIE

The default value for these properties is NONE, which specifies that that particular attribute type
(profile attribute, session attribute, or policy response attribute) is not fetched. The other possible
values (HEADER, REQUEST_ATTRIBUTE, or COOKIE) that can be used with these properties specify which
method will be used to fetch a given attribute type. Formore information, see “Methods for Fetching
Attributes in J2EEAgents” on page 110.

Depending upon how these values are set, the agent retrieves the necessary attributes available for the
logged on user andmakes them available to the application.

The final subsection in this section describes other properties in the J2EE agent
AMAgent.properties configuration file that can influence the attribute fetching process, see
“CommonAttribute Fetch Processing Related Properties” on page 111.

The following subsections provide information about how to set the type of attribute that is fetched.

FetchingProfileAttributes in J2EEAgents
To obtain user-specific information by fetching profile attributes, assign amode to the profile
attribute property andmap the profile attributes to be populated under specific names for the
currently authenticated user. The following example first demonstrates how to assign the
REQUEST_ATTRIBUTEmode for fetching profile attributes and then demonstrates a way tomap those
attributes:

Assigning aMode to ProfileAttributes

com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.fetch.mode =

REQUEST_ATTRIBUTE

The key is the profile attribute name and the value is the name under which that attribute will be
made available.

Mapping ProfileAttributes

com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.mapping[cn]=CUSTOM-

Common-Name

com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.mapping[mail]=CUSTOM-

Email

com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.fetch.mode =

REQUEST_ATTRIBUTE

com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.mapping[] =

Fetching SessionAttributes in J2EEAgents
To obtain user-specific information by fetching profile attributes, assign amode to the session
attribute property andmap the session attributes to be populated under specific names for the
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currently authenticated user. The following example first demonstrates how to assign the
REQUEST_ATTRIBUTEmode for fetching session attributes and then demonstrates a way tomap those
attributes:

Assigning aMode to SessionAttributes

com.sun.identity.agents.config.session.attribute.fetch.mode =

REQUEST_ATTRIBUTE

The key is the session attribute name and the value is the name under which that attribute will be
made available.

Mapping SessionAttributes

com.sun.identity.agents.config.session.attribute.mapping[UserToken]=

CUSTOM-userid

com.sun.identity.agents.config.session.attribute.fetch.mode =

REQUEST_ATTRIBUTE

com.sun.identity.agents.config.session.attribute.mapping[] =

FetchingPolicy ResponseAttributes in J2EEAgents
To obtain user-specific information by fetching policy response attributes, assign amode to the
policy response attribute property andmap the policy response attributes to be populated under
specific names for the currently authenticated user. The following example first demonstrates how to
assign the REQUEST_ATTRIBUTEmode for fetching policy response attributes and then demonstrates a
way tomap those attributes:

Assigning aMode to Policy ResponseAttributes

com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.fetch.mode =

REQUEST_ATTRIBUTE

The key is the policy response attribute name and the value is the name under which that attribute
will bemade available.

Mapping Policy ResponseAttributes

com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.mapping

com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.fetch.mode =

REQUEST_ATTRIBUTE

com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.mapping[] =

Using this property formapping policy response attributes, you can specify any number of
attributes that are required by the protected application. For example, if the application requires
the attributes cn and mail, and it expects these attributes to be available under the names
COMMON_NAME and EMAIL_ADDR, then your configuration setting would be as follows:
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com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.mapping[cn] = COMMON_NAME

com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.mapping[mail] = EMAIL_ADDR

Methods for FetchingAttributes in J2EEAgents
The attribute types can be fetched by different methods as follows:

� HTTPHeaders
� RequestAttributes
� Cookies

FetchingAttributes asHTTPHeaders
When the agent is configured to provide the LDAP attributes as HTTPheaders, these attributes can
be retrieved using the followingmethods on the javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest
interface:

long getDateHeader(java.lang.String name)

java.lang.String getHeader(java.lang.String name)

java.util.Enumeration getHeaderNames()

java.util.Enumeration getHeaders(java.lang.String name)

int getIntHeader(java.lang.String name)

The property that controls the parsing of a date value from an appropriate string as set in the LDAP
attribute is the following:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.date.format

This property defaults to the value EEE, d MMM yyyy hh:mm:ss z and should be changed as
necessary.

Multi-valued attributes can be retrieved as an instance of java.util.Enumeration from the
followingmethod:

java.util.Enumeration getHeaders(java.lang.String name)

FetchingAttributes as RequestAttributes
When the agent is configured to provide the LDAP attributes as request attributes, the agent
populates these attribute values into the HttpServletRequest as attributes that can later be used by
the application as necessary. These attributes are populated as java.util.Set objects, whichmust be
cast to this type before they can be successfully used.

FetchingAttributes as Cookies
When the agent is configured to provide the LDAP attributes as cookies, the necessary values are set
as server specific cookies by the agent with the path specified as “/.”
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Multi-valued attributes are set as a single cookie value in amanner that all values of the attribute are
concatenated into a single string using a separator character that can be specified by the following
configuration entry:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.cookie.separator

One of the tasks of the application is to parse this value back into the individual values to ensure the
correct interpretation of themulti-valued LDAP attributes for the logged on user.

When you are fetching attributes as cookies, also use the cookie reset functionality to ensure that
these cookies get cleaned up from the client browser when the client browser’s session expires. For
more information, see “Using Cookie Reset Functionality in J2EEAgents” on page 112.

CommonAttribute FetchProcessingRelatedProperties
This section lists themost common configuration properties that are used to influence attribute
fetching.

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.cookie.separator

This property allows you to assign a character to be used to separatemultiple values of the same
attribute when it is being set as a cookie. This property is set in the followingmanner:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.cookie.separator = |

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.cookie.encode

This property is a flag that indicates if the value of the attribute should be URLencoded before
being set as a cookie. This property is set in the followingmanner:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.cookie.encode = true

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.date.format

This property allows you to set the format of date attribute values to be used when the attribute is
set to HTTPheader. This format is based on the definition as provided in
java.text.SimpleDateFormat. This property is set in the followingmanner:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.date.format = EEE, d MMM yyyy hh:mm:ss z

Configuring FQDNHandling in J2EEAgents
To ensure appropriate user experience, the use of valid URLs by users to access resources protected
by the agentmust be enforced. This functionality is controlled by three separate properties:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.check.enable

Enables FQDN

com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.default

Stores the default FQDN value

com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.mapping[]

Sets FQDNmapping
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The configuration property for the default FQDNprovides the necessary information needed by the
agent to identify if the user is using a valid URL to access the protected resource. If the agent
determines that the incoming request does not have a valid hostname in the URL, it redirects the user
to the corresponding URLwith a valid hostname. The difference between the redirect URLand the
URLoriginally used by the user is only the hostname, which is now changed by the agent to a fully
qualified domain name (FQDN) as per the value specified in this property.

The property FQDNMap provides another way by which the agent can resolvemalformed access
URLs used by the users and take corrective action. The agent gives precedence to entries defined in
this property over the value defined in the default FQDNproperty. If none of the entries in this
propertymatches the hostname specified in the user request, the agent uses the value specified for
default FQDNproperty to take the necessary corrective action.

The FQDNMap property can be used for creating amapping formore than one hostname. This can
be done when the deployment container protected by this agent can be accessed usingmore than one
hostname.As an example, consider a protected deployment container that can be accessed using the
following host names:

� www.externalhostname.com

� internalhostname.interndomain.com

� IP address

In this case, assuming that www.externalhostname.com is the default FQDN, then the FQDNMap
can be configured as follows to allow access to the application for users who will use the hostname
internalhostname.interndomain.com or the raw IP address, say 192.101.98.45:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.mapping [internalhostname.interndomain.com] =

internalhostname.interndomain.com

com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.mapping [192.101.98.45] = 192.101.98.45

UsingCookie Reset Functionality in J2EEAgents
The agent allows you to reset certain cookies that may be present in the user’s browser session if the
user’sAccessManager session has expired. This feature is controlled by the following configuration
properties:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.enable = false

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.name[0] =

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.domain[] =

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.path[] =

The preceding four properties can be used to specify the exact details of the cookie that should be
reset by the agent when a protected resource is accessed without a valid session.

The com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.name property specifies a list of cookie
names that will be reset by the agent when necessary. Each entry in this list can correspond to a
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maximum of one entry in the com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.domain property
and the com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.path property, both of which are used
to define the cookie attributes - the domain on which a particular cookie should be set and the path
on which it will be set.

When using this feature, ensure that the correct values of the domain and path are specified for every
cookie entry in the cookie list. If these values are inappropriate, the result might be that the cookie is
not reset in the client browser.

When a cookie entry does not have an associated domain specified in the domainmap, it is handled
as a server cookie. Similarly, when a cookie entry does not have a corresponding path entry specified,
the anticipated cookie path is “/.”

EnablingPort Check Functionality in J2EEAgents
In situations whenAccessManager and the deployment container are installed on the same system
but on different ports, certain browsers may not send theHOST header correctly to the agent in
situations where there are redirects involved betweenAccessManagerAuthentication Service and
the agent. In such situations, the agent, relying on the availability of the port number from the
deployment container, mightmisread the port number that the user is trying to access.

When such a situation occurs, it can have a severe impact on the system since the agent now senses a
resource access that in reality did not occur and consequently the subsequent redirects as well as any
policy evaluationsmay fail therebymaking the protected application inaccessible to the end user.

This situation can be controlled by enabling port check functionality on the agent. This is controlled
by the following configuration property:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.enable

When this property is set to true, the agent verifies the correctness of the port number read from the
request against its configuration. The configuration that provides the reference for this checking is
set by the following property:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.setting

This property allows the agent to store amap of various ports and their corresponding protocols.
When the agent is installed, this map is populated by the preferred port and protocol of the agent
server as specified during the installation. However, if the same agent is protectingmore than one
HTTP listeners, youmust add that information to themap accordingly.

When the agent discovers an invalid port in the request, it takes corrective action by sending some
HTMLdata to break the redirection chain so that the browser can reset its HOST header on the
subsequent request. This content is read from the file that resides in the locale directory of agent
installation. The name of the file is controlled by the following property:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.file
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This property can also be used to specify the complete path to the file that may be used to achieve this
functionality. This file contains special HTML that uses a META-EQUIV REFRESH tag in order to allow
the browser to continue automatically when the redirect chain is broken.Along with this HTML, this
file must contain the string am.filter.request.url, which is dynamically replaced by the actual
request URLby the agent.

You canmodify the contents of this file or specify a different file to be used, if necessary, so long as it
contains the am.filter.request.url string that the agent can substitute in order to construct the
true request URLwith the correct port. The contents of this file should be such that it should either
allow the user to automatically be sent to this corrected location or let the user click on a link or a
button to achieve the same result.

Key Features andTasks PerformedWith the J2EE agentadmin
Program

The agentadmin program is a utility used to perform a variety of tasks from required tasks, such as
installation to optional tasks, such as displaying version information. This section summarizes the
tasks that can be performed with the agentadmin program.Many of the tasks performed with this
program are related to installation or uninstallation. For detailed information about the options
available with this program, see “Role of the agentadmin Program in a J2EEAgent for PolicyAgent
2.2” on page 37.

In this section, the options are listed for your quick review to help you get a sense of how the
agentadmin program fits in with the othermethods of managing J2EE agents, which are all discussed
in this chapter.

The location of the agentadmin program is as follows:

PolicyAgent-base/bin

The following table lists options that can be used with the agentadmin command and gives a brief
description of the specific task performed with each option.

Note – In this section, the options described are the agentadmin program options that apply to all
J2EE agents. Options that only apply to specific J2EE agents are relatively uncommon and are
described where necessary within the corresponding J2EE agent guide.

TABLE 6–1The agentadminProgram: SupportedOptions

Option Task Performed

--install Installs a new agent instance

--uninstall Uninstalls an existingAgent instance
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TABLE 6–1The agentadmin Program: SupportedOptions (Continued)
Option Task Performed

--listAgents Displays details of all the configured agents

--agentInfo Displays details of the agent corresponding to the specified agent
IDs

--version Displays the version information

--encrypt Encrypts a given string

--getEncryptKey Generates anAgent Encryption key

--uninstallAll Uninstalls all agent instances

--getUuid Retrieves a universal ID for valid identity types

--usage Displays the usagemessage

--help Displays a brief helpmessage

Key Features andTasks PerformedWith the J2EEAgentAPI
The agent runtime provides access to all theAccessManager application program interfaces (API)
that can be used to further enhance the security of your application. Besides theAccessManagerAPI,
the agent also provides a set ofAPI that allow the application to find the SSO token string associated
with the logged-in user. TheseAPI can be used fromwithin the web container or the EJB container of
the deployment container. These are agent utilityAPI. However, an equally viable option is to use
client SDK publicAPI directly to fetch the SSO token.

Note –Certain containers, such asApache Tomcat Servlet/JSPContainer do not have an EJB
container. Hence, the EJB related agentAPI would not be applicable for such containers.

The subsections that follow illustrate the available agentAPI that can be used fromwithin an
application. The J2EE agentAPI have changed in PolicyAgent 2.2 as explained in this section. This
section includes an example of the newAPI in use, see “Usage of New J2EEAgentAPI in Policy
Agent 2.2” on page 117.

Class AmFilterManager
com.sun.identity.agents.filter.AmFilterManager

AvailableAPI for Class AmFilterManager
� public static com.sun.identity.agents.filter.AmSSOCache getAmSSOCacheInstance()

throws com.sun.identity.agents.arch.AgentException
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Note –Deprecated: Thismethod has been deprecated. The best practice is not to use thismethod,
but to use the new publicAPI for this AmFilterManager class as follows:

public static com.sun.identity.agents.filter.IAmSSOCache getAmSSOCache()

This method returns an instance of Class AmSSOCache, which can be used to retrieve the SSO
token for the logged-in user. This method can throw AgentException if an error occurs while
processing this request.

� public static com.sun.identity.agents.filter.IAmSSOCache getAmSSOCache()

Thismethod returns an instance of IAmSSOCache interface, which can be used to retrieve the SSO
token for the logged-in user.

Interface IAmSSOCache
com.sun.identity.agents.filter.IAmSSOCache

AvailableAPI for Interface IAmSSOCache
public String getSSOTokenForUser(Object ejbContextOrServletRequest)

Thismethod can be used to retrieve the SSO token for the logged-in user. If called from the web tier,
this method passes an instance of javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest as an argument. If
called from the EJB tier, this method passes an instance of javax.ejb.EJBContext as an argument.
This method eradicates the need to use two separatemethods in AmSSOCache to retrieve the SSO
token.

Class AmSSOCache
com.sun.identity.agents.filter.AmSSOCache

Note –Deprecated: This class and itsmethods have been deprecated. The best practice is not to use
themethods in this class, but to use the unifiedAPI in
com.sun.identity.agents.filter.IAmSSOCache.

AvailableAPI for Class AmSSOCache
� public java.lang.String getSSOTokenForUser(javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest

request)
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Note –Deprecated: Thismethod has been deprecated as explained in theNote in “Class
AmSSOCache” on page 116.

This method returns the SSO token for the logged-in user whose request is currently being
processed in the web container within the deployment container. This method can return null if
the requested token is not available at the time of this call.

� public java.lang.String getSSOTokenForUser(javax.ejb.EJBContext context)

Note –Deprecated: Thismethod has been deprecated as explained in theNote in “Class
AmSSOCache” on page 116.

This method returns the SSO token for the logged on user whose request is currently being
processed in the deployment container’s EJB tier. This method can return null if the requested
token is not available at the time of this call.

Note –TheAPI getSSOTokenForUser(javax.ejb.EJBContext) can be used only when the agent
operationmode is either J2EE_POLICYorALL.

UsageofNew J2EEAgentAPI in PolicyAgent 2.2
The following example demonstrates the new J2EE agentAPI in use.

EXAMPLE 6–4Usage ofNew J2EEAgentAPI
� WebTier Use Case:

String ssotoken =

AmFilterManager.getAmSSOCache().getSSOTokenForUser(HTTPRequest);

� EJB Tier Use Case:

String ssotoken =

AmFilterManager.getAmSSOCache().getSSOTokenForUser(EJBContext);

Caution –This publicAPI can only retrieve the SSOToken object in EJB context if the value of the
following property in the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties file is set to true as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.principal = true
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Key Features andTasks PerformedWithBEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

This section lists PolicyAgent-related tasks that are actually performed using BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4.

Removing theAgentAuthenticator FromBEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
If the agent filter mode is set to NONE, SSO_ONLYor URL_POLICY, you can choose to remove the
AgentAuthenticator using the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Console as
demonstrated in the following task description.

� ToRemove theAgentAuthenticator FromBEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

Note –This section outlines the steps necessary to successfully remove theAgentAuthentication
Provider fromBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4. Note that the information provided in this
section is only to facilitate the removal of theAgentAuthentication Provider and should not be taken
as a substitute for the information provided in BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 documentation.

Logon to the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Console.

In the left pane, expand the nodewith the nameof the domain you are configuring.

Expand the Security node.

Expand the Realms node.
All the available security realms are listed in the Realms table.

Click themyrealmnode.
Anew page appears in the right pane.

In the right pane, click the Providers tab.

Click Authentication.

ClickDelete, next to Agent Authenticator.

Click Yes to confirm thedeletion.
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If Default Authenticator is the only other authentication provider, change its control flag to
REQUIRED.

Click Apply.

Restart BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4.

TheAgentAuthentication Provider has now been removed from the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal
8.1 SP4 configuration.

10

11

12
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Uninstalling PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

The agentadmin program is used for initiating the installation and uninstallation programs of Policy
Agent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4. The difference is that the installation program is
started with the --install option while the uninstallation program is started with the --uninstall
option. Formore information about the agentadmin program, see “Key Features and Tasks
PerformedWith the J2EE agentadmin Program” on page 114. The uninstallation program is similar
to the installation program in that it provides step by step explanations of the information you need
to enter. However, the uninstallation program has fewer and simpler steps.

The uninstallation process follows a series of tasks similar to the installation process. First, perform
the pre-uninstallation (preparation) steps, which has two phases. The pre-uninstallation process
requires that you interact with both the agent and with BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4.

The uninstallation process varies depending upon the format of the deliverable files used during the
initial installation of the agent: package formatted deliverable files or non-package formatted
deliverable files.

If package formatted deliverables were used for installation of the agent, the uninstallation involves a
single step.

If non-package formatted deliverables were used for installation, uninstallation consists of two
phases. The first phase of uninstallation is the launching of the uninstallation program. The second
phase of uninstallation involves interacting with the uninstallation program. During this phase, the
program prompts you step by step to enter specific information while providing you with
explanations about that information.

Youmust access the PolicyAgent-base directory for uninstallation-related tasks. Formore
information about this directory, see “J2EEAgent Directory Structure in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page
49.
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Preparing toUninstallAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal
8.1 SP4:

Perform the pre-uninstallation (preparation) tasks outlined in this section prior to uninstalling
PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4. The first task involves removing the BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Console. The second task is to unconfigure and
undeploy various aspects of the agent and of BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4.

� ToPrepare toUninstallAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4: Console Task
Before you uninstall the agent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4, perform the task described
in this section to remove theAgentAuthentication Provider that was configured after the installation
of the agent.

A few scenarios, besides the task of uninstalling the agent, can necessitate, or at least be benefitted by,
the removal of theAgentAuthentication. Therefore, this task is described in another location within
this guide where the task is not part of the uninstallation process. See, “Removing theAgent
Authenticator FromBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 118.

Note –This section outlines the steps necessary to successfully remove theAgentAuthentication
Provider fromBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4. Note that the information provided in this
section is only to facilitate the removal of theAgentAuthentication Provider and should not be taken
as a substitute for the information provided in BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 documentation.

Logon to the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Console.

In the left pane, expand the nodewith the nameof the domain you are configuring.

Expand the Security node.

Expand the Realms node.
All the available security realms are listed in the Realms table.

Click themyrealmnode.
Anew page appears in the right pane.

In the right pane, click the Providers tab.

Click Authentication.

ClickDelete, next to Agent Authenticator.
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Click Yes to confirm thedeletion.

If Default Authenticator is the only other authentication provider, change its control flag to
REQUIRED.

Click Apply.

AgentAuthentication Provider is not removed from the configuration until you restart the BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instance. The best practice is to restart, the BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instance after you perform the following:

� The agent unconfiguration task (described subsequently)
� The respective agent uninstallation task (also described in this chapter)

� ToPrepare toUninstallAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4:Unconfiguration Task
To prepare for the uninstallation of PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4,
perform the following unconfiguration-related steps:

Note –Throughout this guide scripting files apply to bothUNIX platforms andWindows platforms
even when the script forWindows platforms is not expressly mentioned. The difference is that scripts
for UNIX platforms have the .sh extension while scripts forWindows platforms have the .cmd
extension.

Undeploy any protected applications fromBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4.

Refer to the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 documentation formore information.

Restore the deployment descriptors of these applications to their original deployment descriptors.

Before youuninstall the agent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4, ensure that the following
server is shut down:

� BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instance protected by the agent

Undeploy the agent application.

The agent applicationmust be undeployed fromBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 before the
agent is uninstalled.

The agent application was installed during the post-installation steps. Formore information about
the installation of this application see Chapter 3.
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(Conditional) If the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instancewas originally configured using
NodeManager, remove the classpath and agent java options using the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal
8.1 SP4Administration Console.

a. Expand the Servers node.

b. Select the node for the server youwant tomanagewithNodeManager.

c. Remove the agent classpath entries inNodeManager.

i. In the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Console, select the Configuration
tab.

ii. Select the Remote Start tab.

iii. Remove the following classpath entries:

${CLASSPATH}:PolicyAgent-base/lib/agent.jar:PolicyAgent-base/
lib/amclientsdk.jar:PolicyAgent-base/locale:PolicyAgent-base/
AgentInstance-Dir/config

whereAgentInstance-Dir represents an agent instance directory, such as agent_001.

For information about PolicyAgent-base, see “J2EEAgent Directory Structure in PolicyAgent
2.2” on page 49.

d. Remove the agent java options inNodeManager.

i. In the BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4Administration Console, select the Configuration
tab.

ii. Select the Remote Start tab.

iii. Remove the following java options from theArguments text field:

-Djava.util.logging.config.file=PolicyAgent-base/config/
AMAgentLogConfig.properties

-DLOG_COMPATMODE=Off

(Conditional) If the agent has been installed on aBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 instance on
whichAccessManagerwas previously deployed,modify theAccessManager configuration
properties.

TheAccess Manager configuration properties are modified in the AMConfig.properties file.
Specifically, youmust remove the entry that specifies the location of the agent configuration file
associated with the agent instance being removed. Formore information on the entry that must be
removed, see “Combining J2EEAgentsWithAccessManager” on page 82.
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Shut down theBEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4domain before launching the agent
uninstallation program.

Solaris Systems—Packages: UninstallingAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

Thismethod for uninstallingAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 does not apply to all
Solaris system uninstallations. This method only applies when the agent was originally installed
using package formatted deliverables. Such deliverables are installed by issuing the following
command:

# pkgadd -d

Package formatted deliverables have the string “_SUNWam” in the name of the compressed file used for
delivering the PolicyAgent 2.2 software. The following file name is an example of package formatted
deliverable file used for PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4:

SJS_Weblogic_81_agent_2.2_SUNWamwl.tar.gz

Formore information about package formatted deliverables for Solaris systems, see “ToUnpack
Package Formatted Deliverables of a J2EEAgent in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 35.

To uninstall this agent when the original deliverables were not in package format, regardless of the
platform, see “Launching the Uninstallation Program ofAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4” on page 126.

� ToUninstallAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1
SP4onSolaris Systems—Packages
Issue the following command:
# pkgrm SUNWamwl

The preceding command removes the J2EE agent packages from the directory in which they were
installed.

7
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All Systems—Non-Packages: UninstallingAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4

Thismethod for uninstallingAgent for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4 applies when the agent
was originally installed using non-package formatted deliverables. The term “non-package
formatted deliverables” refers to the format of the compressed file used for delivering the Policy
Agent 2.2 software. Package formatted deliverables have the string “_SUNWam” in the name of the
compressed file. Therefore, non-package formatted deliverables do not have this string in the file
name. The following two file names are examples of non-package formatted deliverable files used for
PolicyAgent 2.2 for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4:

SJS_Weblogic_81_agent_2.2.tar.gz

SJS_Weblogic_81_agent_2.2.zip

This uninstallation process involves two phases as described in the following subsections.

Launching theUninstallationProgramofAgent for
BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
Perform the steps outlined in this section to launch the uninstallation program of PolicyAgent 2.2
for BEAWebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4.

� To Launch theUninstallationProgramofAgent for BEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
To launch the uninstallation program, perform the following steps:

Change to the followingdirectory:
PolicyAgent-base/bin

This directory contains the agentadmin program, which is used for uninstalling a J2EE agent and for
performing other tasks. Formore information on the agentadmin program, see “Key Features and
Tasks PerformedWith the J2EE agentadmin Program” on page 114.

Issue one of the following commands:
./agentadmin --uninstall

or

./agentadmin --uninstallAll

These two commands are different in that the --uninstallAll option removes all configured
instances of the agent.

After you issue one of the preceding commands, the uninstallation program launches and presents
you with the first prompt as illustrated in the following section.
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Using theUninstallationProgramofAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
The steps in the uninstallation program are displayed in the following example. The interaction
process of this uninstallation program is similar to that of the installation program. One difference is
that the uninstallation program does not present a license agreement. For amore detailed
explanation of the interaction process, see “Using the Installation Program ofAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 63.

Example ofUninstallationProgram Interaction inAgent for BEA
WebLogic Server/Portal 8.1 SP4
************************************************************************

Welcome to the Access Manager Policy Agent for BEA WebLogic 8.1 SP4 Platform.

If the Policy Agent is used with Federation Manager services, User needs to

enter information relevant to Federation Manager.

************************************************************************

Enter the path to the location of the script used to start the WebLogic domain.

[ ? : Help, ! : Exit ]

Enter the Startup script location

[/usr/local/bea/user_projects/domains/mydomain/startWebLogic.sh]:

Enter the name of the WebLogic domain secured by the agent.

[ ? : Help, < : Back, ! : Exit ]

Enter the WebLogic domain name [myserver]:

-----------------------------------------------

SUMMARY OF YOUR RESPONSES

-----------------------------------------------

Startup script location :

/usr/local/bea/user_projects/domains/mydomain/startWebLogic.sh

WebLogic domain name : myserver

Verify your settings above and decide from the choices below.

1. Continue with Uninstallation

2. Back to the last interaction

3. Start Over

4. Exit

Please make your selection [1]:
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Silent Installation andUninstallation of a J2EE
Agent in PolicyAgent 2.2

In addition to a standard installation and uninstallation of J2EE agents, you can perform a silent
installation or uninstallation as described in this appendix.

About Silent Installation andUninstallationof a J2EEAgent in
PolicyAgent 2.2

Asilent installation or uninstallation refers to installing or uninstalling a program by implementing a
script. The script is part of a state file. The script provides all the answers that you would normally
supply to the installation or uninstallation program interactively. Running the script saves time and
is useful when you want to install or uninstall multiple instances of PolicyAgent using the same
parameters in each instance.

Silent installation is a simple two-step process of generating a state file and then using that state file.
To generate a state file, you record the installation or uninstallation process, entering all the required
information that you would enter during a standard installation or uninstallation. Then you run the
installation or uninstallation programwith the state file as the input source.

Generating a State File for a J2EEAgent Installation
This section describes how to generate a state file for installing a J2EE agent. This task requires you to
issue a command that records the information you will enter as you follow the agent installation
steps. Enter all the necessary installation information in order to create a complete state file.

� ToGenerate a State File for a J2EEAgent Installation
To generate a state file for a J2EE agent installation , perform the following:

Change to the followingdirectory:
PolicyAgent-base/bin

AA P P E N D I X A
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This directory contains the agentadmin program, which is used for installing a J2EE agent and for
performing other tasks. Formore information on the agentadmin program, see “Key Features and
Tasks PerformedWith the J2EE agentadmin Program” on page 114.

Issue the following command:

./agentadmin --install --saveResponse filename

-saveResponse An option that saves all of your responses to installation prompts in a state file.

filename Represents the name that you choose for the state file.

Perform the installation as described in Chapter 3

Your answers to the prompts are recorded in the state file.When the installation is complete, the state
file is created in the same directory where the installation program is located.

Note –When generated, a state file will have read permissions for all users. However, because the
state file contains clear text passwords, it is recommended that you change the file permissions to
restrict read and write access to the user root.

Using a State File for a J2EEAgent Silent Installation
The installation program does not validate inputs or the state in the silent installation. Ensure that
the proper environment exists before performing a silent installation.

� To Install a J2EEAgentUsing a State File
To perform a silent installation of a J2EE agent using a state file, perform the following:

Change to the followingdirectory:
PolicyAgent-base/bin

At this point, this bin directory should contain the agentadmin program and the J2EE agent
installation state file.

Issue the following command:
./agentadmin --install --useResponse filename

-useResponse An option that directs the installer to run in non-interactivemode as it obtains all
responses to prompts from the named state file.

filename Represents the name of the state file fromwhich the installer obtains all
responses.

The installation takes place hidden from view.After completion, the program exits automatically and
displays the prompt.
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Generating a State File for a J2EEAgentUninstallation
This section describes how to generate a state file for uninstalling a J2EE agent. This task requires you
to issue a command that records the information you will enter as you follow the agent uninstallation
steps. Enter all the necessary uninstallation information in order to create a complete state file.

� ToGenerate a State File for a J2EEAgentUninstallation
To generate a state file for uninstallation of a J2EE agent, perform the following:

Change to the followingdirectory:
PolicyAgent-base/bin

This directory contains the agentadmin program, which is used for uninstalling a J2EE agent and for
performing other tasks. Formore information on the agentadmin program, see “Key Features and
Tasks PerformedWith the J2EE agentadmin Program” on page 114.

Issue the following command:
./agentadmin --uninstall --saveResponse filename

-saveResponse An option that saves all of your responses to uninstallation prompts in a state
file.

filename Represents the name that you choose for the state file.

Perform the uninstallation as explained in Chapter 7.

Your answers to the prompts are recorded in the state file.When uninstallation is complete, the state
file is created in the same directory where the uninstallation program is located.

Note –When generated, a state file will have read permissions for all users. However, because the
state file contains clear text passwords, it is recommended that you change the file permissions to
restrict read and writeaccess to the user root.

Using a State File for a J2EEAgent Silent
Uninstallation
The uninstallation program does not validate inputs or the state in the silent installation. Ensure that
the proper environment exists before performing a silent uninstallation.

1
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� ToUninstall a J2EEAgentUsing a State File
To perform a silent uninstallation of a J2EE agent using a state file, perform the following:

Change to the followingdirectory:
PolicyAgent-base/bin

At this point, this bin directory should contain the agentadmin program and the J2EE uninstallation
state file.

Issue the following command:
./agentadmin --uninstall --useResponse filename

-useResponse An option that runs the uninstallation process in non-interactivemode as all
responses to prompts are obtained from the named state file.

filename Represents the name of the state file fromwhich the installer obtains all
responses.

The uninstallation takes place hidden from view.After completion, the program exits automatically
and displays the prompt.
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J2EEAgent AMAgent.properties
Configuration File in PolicyAgent 2.2

The J2EE AMAgent.properties configuration file contains the necessary configuration properties
needed for the agent to function properly. It also contains the necessary information needed for the
Sun Java SystemAccessManager SDK to function properly in a client installationmode as used by
the agent.

Caution –The content of the J2EE agent AMAgent.properties configuration file is very sensitive.
Changesmade can result in changes in how the agent works. Errors made can cause the agent to
malfunction.

This appendix provides basic information about the J2EE AMAgent.properties configuration file.
Specifically, this appendix describes where the configuration is located, provides a quick list of the
properties, and provides the same list but with a simple description of each property. This appendix
organizes the information as follows:

� “Location of the J2EE AMAgent.propertiesConfiguration File” on page 133
� “List of Properties in the J2EE AMAgent.propertiesConfiguration File” on page 134
� “Description of Properties in the J2EE AMAgent.propertiesConfiguration File” on page 139

Each property is described inmore detail in the actual J2EE AMAgent.properties configuration file.
Furthermore, for an explanation of key features of this configuration file and tasks that you can
accomplish with it, see “Key Features and Tasks PerformedWith the J2EE AMAgent.properties

Configuration File” on page 91.

Locationof the J2EE AMAgent.propertiesConfiguration File
The following is the location of the J2EE AMAgent.properties configuration file:

PolicyAgent-base/AgentInstance-Dir/config

Formore information about the PolicyAgent 2.2 directory structure, see “J2EEAgent Directory
Structure in PolicyAgent 2.2” on page 49.
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List of Properties in the J2EE AMAgent.properties
Configuration File

This section provides a list of all the J2EE agent properties in the AMAgent.properties configuration
file. The properties are divided into categories according to the aspect of PolicyAgent that each
property enables you tomodify.

Filter OperationMode Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.filter.mode

UserMapping Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.mapping.mode[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.attribute.name

com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.principal

com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.token

Client Identification Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.client.ip.header

com.sun.identity.agents.config.client.hostname.header

Configuration Reload Interval Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.load.interval

Local Identification Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.locale.language

com.sun.identity.agents.config.locale.country

Organization Name Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.organization.name

Audit Log Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.audit.accesstype

com.sun.identity.agents.config.log.disposition

com.sun.identity.agents.config.remote.logfile

com.sun.identity.agents.config.local.logfile

com.sun.identity.agents.config.local.log.rotate

com.sun.identity.agents.config.local.log.size

Web Service Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.enable
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com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.endpoint[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.process.get.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.authenticator

com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.internalerror.content

com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.autherror.content

Access Denied URI Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.access.denied.uri

Form Login Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.form[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.error.uri[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.use.internal

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.content.file

Local Authentication Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.auth.handler[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.handler[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.verification.handler[]

Goto Parameter Name Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.redirect.param

Login URLProperty
com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url[]

Login URLPrioritized Flag Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url.prioritized

Agent Server Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.agent.host

com.sun.identity.agents.config.agent.port

com.sun.identity.agents.config.agent.protocol

Login Attempt Limit Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.attempt.limit

URLDecode SSO Token Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.sso.decode
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SSOCache Enable Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.amsso.cache.enable

Cookie Reset Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.name[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.domain[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.path[]

CDSSO Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.redirect.uri

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.cdcservlet.url[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.clock.skew

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.trusted.id.provider[]

Logout Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.application.handler[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.uri[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.request.param[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.introspect.enabled

com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.entry.uri[]

FQDNProcessing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.check.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.default

com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.mapping[]

Legacy User Agent Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.legacy.support.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.legacy.user.agent[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.legacy.redirect.uri

Custom Response Headers Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.header[]

Redirect Attempt Limit Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.redirect.attempt.limit

Port Check Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.enable
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com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.file

com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.setting[]

Not-Enforced URI Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri.invert

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri.cache.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri.cache.size

Not-Enforced Client IP Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip.invert

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip.cache.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip.cache.size

CommonAttribute Fetch Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.cookie.separator

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.date.format

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.cookie.encode

Profile Attribute Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.fetch.mode

com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.mapping[]

Session Attribute Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.session.attribute.fetch.mode

com.sun.identity.agents.config.session.attribute.mapping[]

Response Attribute Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.fetch.mode

com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.mapping[]

Bypass Principal List Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.bypass.principal[]

Privileged Attribute Processing Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.default.privileged.attribute[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.privileged.attribute.type[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.privileged.attribute.tolowercase[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.privileged.session.attribute[]
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Service Resolver Property
com.sun.identity.agents.config.service.resolver

Agent Username and Password Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.app.username

com.iplanet.am.service.secret

Encryption Key Properties
am.encryption.pwd

com.sun.identity.client.encryptionKey

Debug Service Properties
com.iplanet.services.debug.level

com.iplanet.services.debug.directory

SSO Token Cookie Name Property
com.iplanet.am.cookie.name

Naming Service URLProperty
com.iplanet.am.naming.url

Session Client Properties
com.iplanet.am.notification.url

com.iplanet.am.session.client.polling.enable

com.iplanet.am.session.client.polling.period

Encryption Provider Property
com.iplanet.security.encryptor

User Data Cache Update Time Property
com.iplanet.am.sdk.remote.pollingTime

Service Data Cache Update Time Property
com.sun.identity.sm.cacheTime

SAML Service Properties
com.iplanet.am.localserver.protocol

com.iplanet.am.localserver.host

com.iplanet.am.localserver.port
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Authentication Service Properties
com.iplanet.am.server.protocol

com.iplanet.am.server.host

com.iplanet.am.server.port

Policy Client Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.server.log.file.name

com.sun.identity.agents.logging.level

com.sun.identity.agents.notification.enabled

com.sun.identity.agents.notification.url

com.sun.identity.agents.polling.interval

com.sun.identity.policy.client.cacheMode

com.sun.identity.policy.client.booleanActionValues

com.sun.identity.policy.client.resourceComparators

com.sun.identity.policy.client.clockSkew

Descriptionof Properties in the J2EE AMAgent.properties
Configuration File

This section provides a brief description of all the J2EE agent properties in the AMAgent.properties
configuration file. The properties are divided into categories according to the aspect of PolicyAgent
that each property enables you tomodify.

FilterOperationModeProperty
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.filter.mode

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies themode of operation of the filter. The following are valid values for this
property:

NONE

SSO_ONLY

URL_POLICY

J2EE_POLICY

ALL

This property can also be specified as an application specific property. However, the global property
must be overwritten.
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UserMappingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.mapping.mode[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.attribute.name

com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.principal

com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.token

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.mapping.mode[]

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies themechanism by which the user ID used on the protected server for the
authenticated user is determined by the J2EE agent. The following are valid values for this property:

USER_ID

PROFILE_ATTRIBUTE

HTTP_HEADER

SESSION_PROPERTY

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.attribute.name

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the name of the profile attribute, HTTPheader, or session property that
contains the user ID used on the protected server for the authenticated user.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is not used when the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.mapping.mode = USER_ID

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.principal

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property is a flag that indicates how the user is authenticated on the protected server.When this
property is set to true, the principal of the authenticated user, not simply the user ID, is used for
authentication purposes.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is only used when the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.mapping.mode = USER_ID

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.token

Hot-swap enabled: No
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This property specifies a session property namewhich contains the user ID of the authenticated user
in session.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is only used when the following properties are set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.mapping.mode = USER_ID

com.sun.identity.agents.config.user.principal = false

Client IdentificationProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.client.ip.header

com.sun.identity.agents.config.client.hostname.header

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.client.ip.header

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies anHTTPheader name that holds the IP address of the client. If you will not
employ this property, leave it blank.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.client.hostname.header

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies anHTTPheader name that holds the hostname of the client. If you do not use
this property, leave it blank.

ConfigurationReload Interval Property
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.load.interval

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the interval in seconds between configuration reloads.When this property is
set to 0, the hot-swapmechanism is disabled.

Locale IdentificationProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.locale.language

com.sun.identity.agents.config.locale.country

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.locale.language

Hot-swap enabled: No
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This property specifies the language code, such as en for English, for identifying the locale in which
the site operates.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.locale.country

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the country code for identifying the locale in which the site operates.

OrganizationNameProperty
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.organization.name

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the organization or realm name used to authenticate the agent during
runtime. The default value “/” identifies the root organization or realm.

Audit LogProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.audit.accesstype

com.sun.identity.agents.config.log.disposition

com.sun.identity.agents.config.remote.logfile

com.sun.identity.agents.config.local.logfile

com.sun.identity.agents.config.local.log.rotate

com.sun.identity.agents.config.local.log.size

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.audit.accesstype

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the access type or access types logged by the agent. The following are valid
values for this property:

LOG_NONE

LOG_ALLOW

LOG_DENY

LOG_BOTH

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.log.disposition

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the audit logmode that the agent uses when writing audit logmessages. The
following are valid values for this property:

LOCAL
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REMOTE

ALL

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is not used when the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.audit.accesstype = LOG_NONE

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.remote.logfile

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the file name used on the remote server.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is not used when the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.log.disposition = LOCAL

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.local.logfile

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the complete path to the local audit log file to be used by the agent.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is only used when the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.log.disposition = LOCAL

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.local.log.rotate

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that indicates whether the rotation of audit log local file is enabled or disabled.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is only used when the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.log.disposition = LOCAL

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.local.log.size

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the size in bytes of the local audit log file, beyond which the agent rotates the
log file.
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Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is only used when the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.log.disposition = LOCAL

WebService ProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.endpoint[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.process.get.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.authenticator

com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.internalerror.content

com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.autherror.content

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.enable

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that indicates whether web service processing is enabled or disabled.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.endpoint[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a list construct for listing web application end points that represent web services.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.process.get.enable

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that indicates whether the processing of HTTP GET requests for web service
endpoints is enabled or disabled.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.authenticator

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies an implementation class that can be used to authenticate web-service
requests.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.internalerror.content

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the name of a file that contains content used by the agent to generate an
internal error fault for clients.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.webservice.autherror.content
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Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the name of a file that contains content used by the agent to generate an
authorization error fault for clients.

AccessDeniedURI Property
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.access.denied.uri

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the URI used by the agent to block unauthorized access requests. If you will
not employ this property, leave it blank.

FormLoginProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.form[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.error.uri[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.use.internal

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.content.file

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.form[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a list construct. This property is used by the agent to identify login requests and to
take appropriate action. Each entry in the list should be the absolute URI of the resource specified in
the web.xml deployment descriptor of the protected application in the element form-login-page.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.error.uri[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a list construct. This property is used by the agent to identify error page requests and
to take appropriate action. Each entry in the list should be the absolute URI of the resource specified
in the web.xml deployment descriptor of the protected application in the element form-error-page.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.use.internal

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that specifies whether the agent should use internal content for handling form
login requests.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.content.file

Hot-swap enabled: Yes
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This property specifies the name or complete path of the file used by the agent for handling form
login requests.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is only used when the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.use.internal = true

LocalAuthenticationProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.auth.handler[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.handler[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.verification.handler[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.auth.handler[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct that specifies the application specific authentication handler used
by the agent to authenticate the logged on user with the deployment container for the particular
application.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.handler[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct that specifies the application specific logout handler used by the
agent to log out the logged on user within the deployment container for the particular application.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.verification.handler[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct that specifies the application specific local verification handler used
by the agent to validate the user credentials with the local repository.

GotoParameterNameProperty
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.redirect.param

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the parameter name used by the agent when redirecting the user to the
appropriate authentication service. The value of this parameter is used by the authentication service
to redirect the user to the original requested destination.
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LoginURLProperty
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a list construct for listing the login URL (one ormore) to be used by the agent to
redirect incoming users without sufficient credentials to theAccessManager authentication service.

LoginURLPrioritized FlagProperty
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url.prioritized

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that specifies if the failover sequence for the login URL list and the CDSSO
URL list is prioritized. The URLassociated with the lowest index, [0], has the highest priority.When
set to true, this property turns on prioritization for both the login URL list and the CDSSOURL list,
assuming each list exists. The following properties are used to create these twoURL lists:

Login URLList com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.url[]

CDSSOURLList com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.cdcservlet.url[]

Formore information about enabling failover, see “Enabling Failover in J2EEAgents” on page 103.

Agent Server Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.agent.host

com.sun.identity.agents.config.agent.port

com.sun.identity.agents.config.agent.protocol

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.agent.host

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the host name that identifies the agent protected server to client browsers if
the host name is different from the actual host name. If you will not employ this property, leave it
blank.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.agent.port

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the port number that identifies the agent protected server listening port to
client browsers if the port number is different from the actual listening port. If you will not employ
this property, leave it blank.
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• com.sun.identity.agents.config.agent.protocol

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

The property specifies the protocol, HTTP orHTTPS , used by client browsers to communicate with
the agent protected server if the protocol is different from the actual protocol used by the server.

LoginAttempt Limit Property
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.login.attempt.limit

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the number of unsuccessful login attempts users are allowed tomake during a
single browser session before such attempts trigger a block on further requests. Setting the value of
this property to 0 disables this feature.

URLDecode SSOTokenFlagProperty
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.sso.decode

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that specifies whether the SSOToken needs to be URLdecoded by the agent
before it can be used.

SSOCache Enable Property
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.amsso.cache.enable

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that specifies whether the SSO cache is active for the agent. This cache is used
through publicAPI exposed by the agent SDK.

Cookie Reset ProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.name[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.domain[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.path[]
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• com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.enable

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that specifies whether cookie reset processing is enabled or disabled.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.name[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a list construct for listing cookie names that are reset by the agent

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is only used when the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.enable = true

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.domain[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct. The key for this map construct is a cookie name and the value for
this map construct is the domain of that cookie.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is used when one of the cookies listed in following propertymatches the key for this
property:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.name[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.path[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct. The key for this map construct is a cookie name and the value for
this map construct is the path of that cookie.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is used when one of the path names listed in following propertymatches the key for
this property:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cookie.reset.name[]
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CDSSOProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.redirect.uri

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.cdcservlet.url[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.clock.skew

com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.trusted.id.provider[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.enable

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that specifies whether CDSSO processing is enabled or disabled.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.redirect.uri

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies an intermediate URI that is used by the agent for processing CDSSO requests.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.cdcservlet.url[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a list construct for listing the URLof the available CDSSO controllers that can be
used by the agent for CDSSO processing.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.clock.skew

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies a time in seconds that is used by the agent to determine the validity of the
CDSSO AuthnResponse assertion.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.trusted.id.provider[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a list construct for listing theAccessManager server providers, ID providers, or both
to be trusted by the agent during the evaluation process.

Logout ProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.application.handler[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.uri[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.request.param[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.introspect.enabled
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com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.entry.uri[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.application.handler[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct that is application specific. It identifies a handler to be used for
logout processing.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.uri[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct that is application specific. It identifies a request URI which
indicates a logout event.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.request.param[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct that is application specific. It identifies a parameter which when
present in the HTTP request indicates a logout event.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.introspect.enabled

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that allows the agent to search anHTTP request body for a logout parameter.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.logout.entry.uri[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct that is application specific. It identifies a URI to be used as an entry
point after successful logout and subsequent to successful authentication if applicable.

FQDNProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.check.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.default

com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.mapping[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.check.enable

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that indicates whether FQDN checking is enabled or disabled.
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• com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.default

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies a hostname that represents the default FQDN to be used by the agent when
necessary.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.fqdn.mapping[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct that specifies amapping from the key, which is an invalid FQDN
entry to its value, which is a valid FQDN entry.

LegacyUserAgent ProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.legacy.support.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.legacy.user.agent[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.legacy.redirect.uri

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.legacy.support.enable

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that specifies whether legacy user agent support is enabled or disabled.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.legacy.user.agent[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a list construct for listing user agent header values. These values identify legacy
browsers. Entries in this list can contain the wild card character “*.”

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.legacy.redirect.uri

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies an intermediate URI used by the agent to redirect legacy user agent requests.

CustomResponseHeaders Property
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.header[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes
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This property is amap construct that specifies the custom headers that are set by the agent on the
client browser. The key is the header namewhile the value represents the header value.

RedirectAttempt Limit Property
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.redirect.attempt.limit

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the number of successive single point redirects that users are allowed during a
single browser session before such redirects trigger a block of the user request. Setting the value of
this property to 0 disables this feature.

Port CheckProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.file

com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.setting[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.enable

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that indicates whether port check functionality is enabled or disabled.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.file

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the name or complete path of a file that has the content required to process
requests that call for port correction.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.port.check.setting[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct of port versus protocol entries where the key is the listening port
number and the value is the listening protocol used by the agent to identify requests with invalid port
numbers.

Not-EnforcedURI ProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri.invert
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com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri.cache.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri.cache.size

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a list construct for listing URI for which protection is not enforced by the agent.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri.invert

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that specifies whether to invert the list of URI on the not-enforced list.Avalue
of true directs the agent to deny access (enforce protection) to URI on the list and to allow access
(not enforce protection) to URI that are not on the list. Entries on this list can contain the wild card
character “*.”

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property enforces URI on the not-enforced list, which is the list assigned to the following
property:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri.cache.enable

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that specifies whether the caching of the not-enforcedURI list evaluation
results is enabled or disabled.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri.cache.size

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the size of the cache to be used if caching of not-enforcedURI list evaluation
results is enabled.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is only used when the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.uri.cache.enable = true
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Not-EnforcedClient IPProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip.invert

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip.cache.enable

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip.cache.size

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a list construct for listing client IP addresses for which protection is not enforced by
the agent.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip.invert

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that specifies whether to invert the not-enforced client IP address list. Avalue
of true directs the agent to deny access (enforce protection) to client IP addresses on the list and to
allow access (not enforce protection) for all other client IP addresses. Entries on this list can contain
the wild card character “*.”

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property enforces URI on the not-enforced IP list, which is the list assigned to the following
property:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip.cache.enable

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

Aflag that specifies whether the caching of not-enforced IP list evaluation results is enabled or
disabled.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip.cache.size

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the size of the cache to be used if caching of not-enforced IP list evaluation
results is enabled.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is only used when the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.notenforced.ip.cache.enable = true
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CommonAttribute FetchProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.cookie.separator

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.date.format

com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.cookie.encode

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.cookie.separator

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies that a character be used to separatemultiple values of the same attribute when
it is being set as a cookie.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.cookie.encode

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is a flag that indicates whether the value of the attribute should be URLencoded before
being set as a cookie.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.attribute.date.format

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies the format of date attribute values used when the attribute is set as anHTTP
header. This format is based on the definition provided in java.text.SimpleDateFormat.

ProfileAttribute ProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.fetch.mode

com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.mapping[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.fetch.mode

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies themode used to fetch profile attributes. The following are valid values for
this property:

NONE

HTTP_HEADER

REQUEST_ATTRIBUTE

HTTP_COOKIE

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.profile.attribute.mapping[]
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Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct that specifies the profile attributes populated under specific names
for the currently authenticated user. The key for this map construct is the profile attribute name and
the value is the name under which that attribute is made available.

SessionAttribute ProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.session.attribute.fetch.mode

com.sun.identity.agents.config.session.attribute.mapping[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.session.attribute.fetch.mode

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies themode used to fetch session attributes. The following are valid values for
this property:

NONE

HTTP_HEADER

REQUEST_ATTRIBUTE

HTTP_COOKIE

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.session.attribute.mapping[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct that specifies the session attributes populated under specific names
for the currently authenticated user. The key for this map construct is the session attribute name and
the value is the name under which that attribute is made available.

ResponseAttribute ProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.fetch.mode

com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.mapping[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.fetch.mode

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property specifies themode used to fetch policy response attributes. The following are valid
values for this property:

NONE
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HTTP_HEADER

REQUEST_ATTRIBUTE

HTTP_COOKIE

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.response.attribute.mapping[]

Hot-swap enabled: Yes

This property is amap construct that specifies the policy response attributes to be populated under
specific names for the currently authenticated user. The key for this map construct is the policy
response attribute name and the value is the name under which that attribute is made available.

Bypass Principal List Property
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.bypass.principal[]

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property is a list construct for listing principals that are to be bypassed by the agent for
authentication and search purposes.

PrivilegedAttribute ProcessingProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.config.default.privileged.attribute[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.privileged.attribute.type[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.privileged.attribute.tolowercase[]

com.sun.identity.agents.config.privileged.session.attribute[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.default.privileged.attribute[]

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property is a list construct for listing privileged attributes to be granted to all users who have a
validAccessManager session.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.privileged.attribute.type[]

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property is a list construct for listing privileged attribute types to be fetched for each user.

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.privileged.attribute.tolowercase[]

Hot-swap enabled: No
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This property is amap construct that specifies whether the privileged attribute types are converted to
lowercase.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property converts the attribute types assigned to the following property to lower case:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.privileged.attribute.type[]

• com.sun.identity.agents.config.privileged.session.attribute[]

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property is a list construct for listing session property names that hold privileged attributes for
the authenticated user.

Service Resolver Property
• com.sun.identity.agents.config.service.resolver

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the service resolver used by this agent.

AgentUsernameandPasswordProperties
com.sun.identity.agents.app.username

com.iplanet.am.service.secret

• com.sun.identity.agents.app.username

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the user name used by the agent to identify and authenticate itself toAccess
Manager before requesting any services that require such agent authentication.

• com.iplanet.am.service.secret

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the password used by the agent to identify and authenticate itself toAccess
Managerbefore requesting any services that require such agent authentication.
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EncryptionKeyProperties
am.encryption.pwd

com.sun.identity.client.encryptionKey

• am.encryption.pwd

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies a global encryption key used when applications use client SDKAPI. This
encryption key is used to secure data globally by allAccessManager server instances and by clients.

• com.sun.identity.client.encryptionKey

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the encryption key used to encrypt the agent profile password as it is stored in
the J2EE agent. This encryption key is not shared withAccessManager or with other clients.

DebugService Properties
com.iplanet.services.debug.level

com.iplanet.services.debug.directory

• com.iplanet.services.debug.level

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the debug level to be used. The following are valid values for this property:

off

error

warning

message

• com.iplanet.services.debug.directory

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the complete path to the directory where debug files are to be stored by the
agent.
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SSOTokenCookieNameProperty
• com.iplanet.am.cookie.name

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the name of the SSO token cookie used betweenAccessManager and the
agent.

NamingServiceURLProperty
• com.iplanet.am.naming.url

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the naming service URL (one ormore) that can be used by the system for
naming lookups.Multiple URLcan be specified for this property as a string. URLare separated from
one another in the string by a single space character.

SessionClient Properties
com.iplanet.am.notification.url

com.iplanet.am.session.client.polling.enable

com.iplanet.am.session.client.polling.period

• com.iplanet.am.notification.url

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the notificationURL to be used by the agent to receive session notifications.

• com.iplanet.am.session.client.polling.enable

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property is a flag that specifies whether the session client uses polling for updating session
information instead of depending upon server notifications.

• com.iplanet.am.session.client.polling.period

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the time in seconds after which the session client requests an update of cached
session information from the server.
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EncryptionProvider Property
• com.iplanet.security.encryptor

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the encryption provider implementation to be used by the agent.

UserData CacheUpdate TimeProperty
• com.iplanet.am.sdk.remote.pollingTime

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the cache update time inminutes for usermanagement data if a notification
URL is not provided.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is used if a notificationURL is not specified with the following property:

com.iplanet.am.notification.url

ServiceData CacheUpdate TimeProperty
• com.sun.identity.sm.cacheTime

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the cache update time inminutes for service configuration data if a
notificationURL is not provided.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is used if a notificationURL is not specified with the following property:

com.iplanet.am.notification.url

SAMLService Properties
com.iplanet.am.localserver.protocol

com.iplanet.am.localserver.host

com.iplanet.am.localserver.port
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• com.iplanet.am.localserver.protocol

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the server protocol to be used for SAMLservice.

• com.iplanet.am.localserver.host

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the server host to be used for SAMLservice.

• com.iplanet.am.localserver.port

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the server port to be used for SAMLservice.

Authentication Service Properties
com.iplanet.am.server.protocol

com.iplanet.am.server.host

com.iplanet.am.server.port

• com.iplanet.am.server.protocol

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the protocol to be used byAuthentication Service.

• com.iplanet.am.server.host

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the host to be used byAuthentication Service.

• com.iplanet.am.server.port

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the port to be used byAuthentication Service.

Policy Client Properties
com.sun.identity.agents.server.log.file.name

com.sun.identity.agents.logging.level

com.sun.identity.agents.notification.enabled
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com.sun.identity.agents.notification.url

com.sun.identity.agents.polling.interval

com.sun.identity.policy.client.cacheMode

com.sun.identity.policy.client.booleanActionValues

com.sun.identity.policy.client.resourceComparators

com.sun.identity.policy.client.clockSkew

• com.sun.identity.agents.server.log.file.name

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the name of the log file for loggingmessages toAccessManager.

• com.sun.identity.agents.logging.level

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the level of remote policy logging. The following are valid values for this
property:

ALLOW

DENY

BOTH

NONE

• com.sun.identity.agents.notification.enabled

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property is a flag that specifies whether notifications are enabled or disabled for the remote
policy client.

• com.sun.identity.agents.notification.url

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the notificationURL for the remote policy client.

Key Properties Affecting This Property

This property is used if notification is enabled for a remote policy client property, which occurs when
the following property is set as shown:

com.sun.identity.agents.notification.enabled = true

• com.sun.identity.agents.polling.interval

Hot-swap enabled: No
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This property specifies the duration inminutes after which the cached entries are refreshed by the
remote policy client.

• com.sun.identity.policy.client.cacheMode

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies themode of caching to be used by the remote policy client. The following are
valid values for this property:

subtree

self

The subtree value is preferable for a small number of policy rules. In all other cases, the self value is
preferable.

• com.sun.identity.policy.client.booleanActionValues

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies boolean action values for policy action names.Assign values to this property
using the following format:

serviceName|actionName|trueValue|falseValue

• com.sun.identity.policy.client.resourceComparators

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies resource comparators to be used for different service names.

• com.sun.identity.policy.client.clockSkew

Hot-swap enabled: No

This property specifies the time in seconds which is allowed to accommodate the time difference
between theAccessManagermachine and the remote policy client machine.
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Troubleshooting a J2EEAgent Deployment in
PolicyAgent 2.2

This appendix explains how you can resolve problems that youmight encounter while deploying or
using J2EE agents.

Be sure to also check the Sun Java SystemAccessManager Policy Agent 2.2 Release Notes, to see if the
problem that you encounter is a known limitation of the agent. If workarounds are available for such
problems, they are provided in the release notes.

J2EEAgent Troubleshooting Instructions
This section includes various symptoms. Each symptom is accompanied by one ormore possible
causes. Each possible cause is accompanied by a troubleshooting solution.

1. Symptom: The agent does not require users to login before access is granted to the application.

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

1–1) The application has not been
configured to use the agent.

1–1) For information about deploying the agent application, see
Chapter 4.

1–2) The application fails to create an
SSO token because a valid agent profile
does not exist. J2EE agents authenticate
withAccessManager using an agent
profile, which is created inAccess
Manager Console.

1–2) UsingAccessManager Console, ensure that a valid agent
profile exists. Using the command line, encrypt the agent profile
password with the agentadmin --encrypt command. In the J2EE
AMAgent.properties configuration file, ensure that the following
properties have the updated agent profile name and password:

com.sun.identity.agents.app.username =

com.iplanet.am.service.secret=

1–3) The resourcesmatch entries in the
not-enforced list.

1–3)Make sure that the resources being accessed do notmatch the
entries in the not-enforced list, and ensure that the list is not empty
or inverted.
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1. Symptom: The agent does not require users to login before access is granted to the application.

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

1–4) The agent filter mode is set to NONE. 1–4) Change the agent filter mode to ALL or J2EE_POLICY as
necessary.

2. Symptom: The agent denies access to all requests.

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

2–1) The agent andAccessManager
have been installed on the same
machine and the browsermight not be
setting the HOST header correctly when
redirected fromAccessManager to the
agent.

2–1) Enable port check functionality. For information about
enabling port check functionality, see “Enabling Port Check
Functionality in J2EEAgents” on page 113.

2–2) The deployment container is
running as a user who does not have
write privileges to the audit log directory
of the agent.

2–2) Refer to the path specified in the J2EE agent
AMAgent.properties configuration file for the agent’s local audit
file and grant the necessary write permissions for the user of the
deployment container process.

2–3) The agent filter is configured for a
mode that enforces URLpolicies and no
applicable URLpolicies have yet been
defined inAccessManager.

2–3) Define the appropriate URLpolicies inAccessManager.

2–4) The agent filter is configured for a
mode that enforces URLpolices and the
system time on the agentmachine is not
in sync with the system time on the
AccessManagermachine.

2–4) Synchronize the time on the agentmachine with the time on
theAccessManagermachine.

2–5) The agent filter is configured for a
mode that does not support J2EE polices
and the resources being accessed are
protected by declarative security
constraints.

2–5) Change the agent filter mode to amode that supports J2EE
policy such asALLor J2EE_POLICY.

2–6) The agent filter is configured for a
mode that supports J2EE polices but
they are being negatively evaluated by
the agent.

2–6) Change the agent filter mode to amode that supports J2EE
policy such asALLor J2EE_POLICY.

2–7) The agent is unable to validate
user’s session token issued byAccess
Manager.

2–7) Ensure that the agent is installed on the same domain that is
specified as the cookie domain inAccessManager. If not, enable
CDSSO functionality. If that is not the case, try changing the value of
the following property:
com.sun.identity.agents.config.sso.decode
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2. Symptom: The agent denies access to all requests.

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

2–8) The agent is configured for CDSSO
and the validity time of the
authorization response is smaller than
the processing time required by the
agent.

2–8) Set an appropriate value for the following property:
com.sun.identity.agents.config.cdsso.clock.skew

2–9) The Login URL specified in the
J2EE agent AMAgent.properties
configuration file is not reachable by the
agent.

2–9) Ensure that theAccessManager Login URL is reachable from
themachine where the agent is installed.

2–10) TheAccessManager is installed
with SSL and the agent cannot
communicate with it correctly.

2–10) Install the appropriate root CAcertificate in the keystore used
by the deployment container on which the agent is installed.

3) Symptom: The agent fails to evaluate J2EE declarative security policies or J2EE programmatic security API for the protected
applications.

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

3–1) The protected application does not
have the agent filter installed.

3–1) Redeploy the application with the agent filter installed and the
log-in configuration added. Formore information, see Chapter 4.

3–2) The agent filter is operating in a
mode that does not support J2EE
policies.

3–2) Change the agent filter mode to eitherALLor J2EE_POLICY.

3–3) The agent realm or authenticator
(depending on your deployment
container) is not installed.

3–3) To ensure that the agent realm or authenticator (depending on
your deployment container) is properly configured, see “Key
Features and Tasks PerformedWith BEAWebLogic Server/Portal
8.1 SP4” on page 118.

3–4) The agent realm is installed and
configured correctly but was previously
disabled.

3–4) Disable the agent realm or remove theAgentAuthenticator
(depending on your deployment container). Formore information,
see “Removing theAgentAuthenticator FromBEAWebLogic
Server/Portal 8.1 SP4” on page 118.

3–5)An invalid password was specified
for the agent profile user during the
agent installation. J2EE agents
authenticate withAccessManager using
an agent profile, which is created in
AccessManager Console.

3–5) UsingAccessManager Console, ensure that a valid agent
profile exists. Using the command line, encrypt the agent profile
password with the agentadmin --encrypt command. In the J2EE
AMAgent.properties configuration file, ensure that the following
properties have the updated agent profile name and password:

com.sun.identity.agents.app.username =

com.iplanet.am.service.secret=
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3) Symptom: The agent fails to evaluate J2EE declarative security policies or J2EE programmatic security API for the protected
applications.

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

3–6) The specified role-to-principal
mapping is incorrect.

3–6) Ensure that the specified role-to-principal mapping for the
protected application is correct andmaps to actual users, actual
roles, or both as they exist inAccessManager.

4) Symptom: Accessing a protected resource results in anHTTP 404not found error.

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

4–1) The agent andAccessManager
have been installed on the same
machine and the browser being used
might not be setting the HOST header
correctly when redirected fromAccess
Manager to the agent.

4–1) Enable Port Check Functionality. Formore information about
performing this task, see “Enabling Port Check Functionality in
J2EEAgents” on page 113.

4–2) The resource is protected by a J2EE
declarative security constraint which is
not being evaluated correctly and the
server is trying to display
form-error-page, which does not exist
within the application.

4–2)Make sure that the resource specified by form-error-page in
the web application’s web.xml deployment descriptor actually exists
within the application.

4–3) The resource is being accessed by a
legacy browser such as Netscape 4.x and
during the installation of the agent no
valid value was entered for agent
applicationURI field.

4–3) Reinstall the agent and specify a valid agent applicationURI
value.

4–4) The agent is operating in the
CDSSOmode and no valid value was
entered for the primary application
context path field during agent
installation.

4–4) Reinstall the agent and specify a valid primary application
context path.

5) Symptom:WhenAccessManager is SSLEnabled, the agent denies access to all resources.

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

5–1) The agent does not have the root
CAcertificate of the signer of the
certificate used byAccessManager.

5–1) Install the appropriate root CAcertificate in the keystore used
by the deployment container on which the agent is installed.

6) Symptom: An access deniedmessage is issuedwhen the agent is in J2EE_Policymode.

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

6–1) The requested resource that
expects to use the attributes is in the
not-enforced list of the agent.

6–1) Change the not-enforced list so that the requested resource is
enforced. The agent does not provide support for LDAP attributes
for resources that are not-enforced.
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6) Symptom: An access deniedmessage is issuedwhen the agent is in J2EE_Policymode.

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

6–2) The agent is unable to fetch user
roles fromAccessManager.

6–2) Ensure that the following property is set correctly in the J2EE
agent AMAgent.properties configuration file:

com.sun.identity.agents.config.organization.name

7) Symptom: TheAccessManager logs indicate that AccessManager is unable to sendnotifications to the deployment container
protected by the agent.

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

7–1) The agent is installed on a server
with the preferred listening protocol set
to HTTPS and the root CAcertificate for
the signer of the agent’s server certificate
is not available in the keystore used by
AccessManager.

7–1)Add the root CAcertificate for the signer of agent’s server
certificate to the keystore used byAccessManager.

7–2) No valid value was entered for
agent applicationURI during agent
installation.

7–2) Reinstall the agent and specify a valid agent applicationURI.
For example, /agentapp. The sameURI should be used as a context
root for deploying the agent application through the administration
console of the container.

8) Symptom: The followingwarningmessages appear on the consolewindow fromwhich the deployment container is started or in the
deployment container logs:

Bad level value for property: com.iplanet.services.debug.level

Bad level value for property: com.sun.identity.agents.logging.level

Possible Cause Troubleshooting Solution

8–1) Thesemessages are logged by the
JDK 1.4 logging framework in use,
which treats the J2EE agent
AMAgent.properties configuration file
as the logging configuration file.

8–1) Thesemessages are harmless and can be safely ignored.
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